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COLLIER-JACKSON
SHIFTS ITS VISION
BY KATHY WILLIAMS
AND JAMES HART
Warren D. Fletcher,
general manager of
Geac /Collier - Jackson, tells
how his company refocused
from a mainframe
host -based computer
company to a PC -based
client/server company. He
says the shift will put
financial executives in
control of their own destiny.

32
ATLANTICDRY
DOCK'SUNIQUECOST
ESTIMATIONSYSTEM
BY THOMAS L. BARTON,
CPA, AND FREDERICK M.
COLE, CPA
The bid for the job is the
same as the budget at a
Jacksonvile, Fla., drydock
company. The integration
of the estimating system
with the budgeting process
is made more efficient by
computerization.

29
SHEDDINGTHEBEAN
COUNTERIMAGE
BY WILLIAM M. BAKER,
CMA
ABC, scorecards, and
executive information
systems have changed
accountants' daily routine,
but it is still bean counting.
This article explores
shedding the traditional
role through participation in
system design.

45
OUTSMARTINGTHE
BANDITS
BY JAMES L. LOOMIS
Unless a company can show
"due diligence" in
prevention or corrective
action in determining check
fraud, it can incur huge
costs once borne only by
banks. Here are several
tried and true strategies
that financial managers can
use to combat check fraud.

41
WHO'SIN CHARGE:
CIOORCFO?
BY SHELDON R.
GAWISER
Chief information officers
and chief financial officers
need to forge a new
working relationship —
cooperation. Financial
executives should be on the
team that decides what
technology their companies
want to pursue.
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In the uphill battle for more sales, the winner
isn't always the biggest , but the most resourceful.
Which is why Sprint Business is introducing
Real Solutions - a new program designed to
boost productivity. With special em- r ,
phasis on the insurance industry .
� !
It all starts with a free compre hensive action plan that will analyze f
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insurance providers . And show you what
advanced communications can do for you.
A, a Real Solutions customer, you will
have unlimited access to all the resources of the
Real Solutions Business Center and our staff of
professional business consultants . They will
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• freevoice
software
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So call today. And get Real Soluti ons from Sprint

Business . Becaus e it's a lot easie r to give sa les a
push when you 've got the right team behind you.
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[Call 1 -500- 516 -REAL
01994 Sprint Communications Company L.P. Monthly minimum and term plan apply.
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BY JACK M. CATHEY,
CPA, AND ROBERT H.
PHILLIPS, JR.
Hard drives often fail, so it
is important to back up data
properly. Here is a practical
guide to backup and
recovery strategies and
software systems with
vendor phone numbers.
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BY NEIL R STEWART'
As reengineering moves
through American industry,
eliminating thousands of
jobs, management
accountants must
reengineer their own
role to survive.
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CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION -A BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE
Last month's column was devoted to "A Bridge to the Academic Community." There will be considerable activity on
this topic in the coming year. In September, we hosted an
Accounting Education Summit meeting, which was attended by representatives of the appropriate stakeholder
groups. We will work together to make the changes needed
in education for careers in management accounting.
This month, I want to talk about the critical importance
of Continuing Professional Education (CPE) in "Building
Bridges" to our future.
The professor who taught my first accounting course
was one of the best teachers I had in college. He constantly
told us that we should view education not as an objective
or goal to be attained but as a way of life. He stressed that
the most we can expect to take from a class is a basic foundation of current knowledge at a point in time. The world of business and the field of accounting are constantly evolving beyond that point. If we do not continuously add to and modify
our knowledge and skill base, we quickly become obsolete as the world and the
field of accounting rapidly move ahead. There is no such thing as standing still;
we either more forward or we are left behind.
The pace of change today is much faster than it was just a decade ago. The
things we do and the ways we do them are evolving so rapidly that accountants
who do not view education as a way of life are increasingly less valuable in the
marketplace. It is a fact that we are entering an era in which employers are frequently asking if we add eno ugh value to justify our cost. Transaction handling
requires fewer p eop le each year as organization s reen gineer their accounting pro-

cesses. We face a future job market that demands fewer but much more highly
skilled accountants than today.
The IMA leadership sincerely cares about your professional future and the professional image of our organization in the business community. This is why your
Board of Directors recently adopted Bylaw provisions which established CPE standards for most members. This CPE standard is 10 hours per year for regular members starting January 1, 1996. The standard rises to 20 hours per year on January
1, 1998. Leaders should set a good example, so there is a 20- hour - per -year standard
effective January 1, 1994, for members serving at the national level. The requirement of 30 hours per year for CMAs is not changed. When employers were asked
their opinions of IMA's newest CPE requirement, they expressed unanimous support, indicating that it will add significant value to an IMA membership. We now
can proudly say that we are an organization whose members are committed to
continuous professional improvement.
We have not done a good job of communicating the important benefits of the
new CPE standards. There is speculation that some of our members will resign
from the IMA rather than accept the new standards. I do not accept such a position
and firmly believe that every regular member of IMA expects to do, and will do,
whatever is needed to remain a `value- adding" professional. We will move across
the "CPE Bridge to the Future" together because we know education must be a
"way of life" for the IMA and its members.
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

AREBUTTAL TO5MYTHS
ermain Boer's recent article,
"Five Modern Management Accounting Myths," January 1994,
raises serious questions concerning
the foundations on which activitybased costing and management
(ABCM) has been developed. Due to
the rapid spread of ABCM system
adoptions throughout industry,' it is
crucial that a balanced view of these
systems be maintained. Exaggerated
positions (on either side of the debate)
will only serve to confuse the debate
further.
Rebuttal 1: Labor costs have been relatively significant in the past and overhead costs have increased dramatically
in recent years. Dr. Boer argues that
"the notion that at some time in the
past labor was relatively significant"
and that the idea of a dramatic increase in overhead costs during recent years are just myths. Rather, he
states that his overhead data "indicate
a tremendous diversity in overhead
costs across industries in 1987 and a

steady rise in overhead across all industries going back to the 1920s. However, this analysis does not properly
emphasize the importance of the relative relationship between labor and
overhead costs. When discussing
whether or not labor was ever a significant cost factor, it is important that the
question be placed in context. A more
powerful question might be: "Have the
relationships between, and relative sizes of, labor and overhead changed significantly over time ?" Early research
by Jeffrey Miller and Thomas Voll2
mann also indicates that while direct
labor as a percentage of value added
has decreased dramatically, overhead
as a percentage of value added has increased correspondingly. The authors
argue that, as a result, overhead rates
have exploded. Using Dr. Boer's data,
we can perform an analogous comparison of the change in overhead rates.
The chart below shows a comparison of the overhead and production labor costs that were given for 1849 and
1987. Using the fact that "material cost
has remained at approximately 55% of
sales for all manufacturing firms from
1849 through 1987," we can calculate
the rough effect of the relative shift between production labor and overhead
costs. Unfortunately, neither we nor
Dr. Boer have data to separate overhead and profit, so the calculations are
performed on the combined figures.
CostCategories
as a%d Sales

1849

1987

%changefrom
1849

Production labor
(direct & Indirect)

23%

10%

57% decease

mat" Costs

55%

55%

—

NorA -abor
Overhead & Profit

2296

35%

59% increase

Overhead & Profit
Rate (as a % of
ProductionLabor)

96%

350%

26s%rcrease

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTINGISSEEKINGARTICLES!
The impact of the expanding global economy on accounting and reporting issues is a
subject that MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® would like to explore in depth. We are
looking for articles pertaining to U.S. companies' growth in international markets, movement of international companies to the U.S., the EEC, NAFTA, and other trade agreements impacting U.S. companies, or any idea dealing with the dynamic of the international exchange of accounting trends and practices.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® also is seeking manuscripts covering the changing accounting environment. Specifically, we would like to explore the concerns raised by
the IMA /FEI survey pertaining to what Corporate America wants in entry level accountants published in the September issue. The decrease in hiring of accounting graduates
at the Big b and the issues uncovered in the survey are areas for coverage.
The deadline for submissions is December 31, 1994. Please send all submissions to
Karen S. Bell, technical editor.

Dr. Boer argues that production labor has never been relatively significant However, when we consider that
production labor was 23% of sales in
1849, we believe that the significance
of production labor is a subjective judgment. When production labor is (1) of
the same magnitude as the combined
total of overhead and profit and (2) represents almost one - quarter of total
cost, we view it as a relatively significant cost.
The table shows that while Production Labor has decreased during the
period, overhead has increased. Additionally, in 1849, it is crucial to note that
Production Labor was only slightly
larger than the combined total of Overhead and Profit. This relationship is
dramatically different in 1987, when
Production Labor represents less than
30% of the combined total of Overhead
and Profit. This shift of cost from Production Labor to Overhead has also resulted in a tremendous increase in the
average overhead rate from 96% to
350% of Production Labor!
The shift in overhead rates (as a percent of labor) is also recognized by Dr.
Boer, who states that "[t] hese writers
argue (rightfully, I might add) that
overhead is now so much larger than
direct labor cost that managers should
focus more attention on managing
overhead instead of on managing labor
cost." However, he goes on to argue
that the increase in overhead is characterized as "a steady rise in overhead
across all industries going back to the
1920s" and that the "big bang" in overhead costs is just another management
accounting myth. This statement is
made based upon a Computed Trend
Line of Overhead as a Percent of Sales
over a 40 -year period (1947 -1987) ...
We would suggest that the shape of
the datacurveindicatesa very strong increasein overhead as a percent of sales
from 1980 through 1990. However, by
reviewing the slope of the actual data
over various periods of time, we can
see that the last decade shows an extremely sharp increase in the overhead
rate as compared to previous periods.
The data, therefore, may actually indicate that a tremendous increase or "big
bang" in overhead costs has taken
place in recent years.
Rebuttal 2: Product cost does influence product price.There are many
ways that we can view the relationship
between product cost and product
price. Generally, the cost of a product
is viewed as the "floor" or bottom price
at which a firm could price its product
in the long run. Obviously, if the marMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994
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ket price exceeds the bottom -price, a
rational manager would price a product at the market price. This does not
imply, however, that prices and costs
are unrelated in the long run; rather,
it implies that the relationship is a
complicated and multifaceted one.
Dr. Boer presents two months of
data regarding the price of corn and
the price of feeder steers to demonstrate that "product cost does not influence product price." This may be
true in the short run; however, managers strategically price products primarily in the long run, and those prices reflect multiple factors (including
but not limited to cost) ...
The author is right: pricing is a
complex issue. However, it is crucial
to realize that pricing depends on
product cost, but not necessarily in a
constant way over time. Corn cost is
not the only factor in the pricing of
feeder cattle futures contracts. The
prices of these contracts depend on
(to name a few of the more important
factors): future contract prices for live
cattle, seasonal effects concerning
feed and the cattle themselves, weather, disease, substitutes for beef...

We have examined the complex of
feeder cattle future contract prices and
the complex of corn futures contract
prices for the past 15 years. It is possible to find for a two-month period (or
a three -month period or a four -month

NOHARDANDFASTRULES
FORSOFTWARE

period) virtually any pattern that we
may desire. The period of time and the

came away empty handed in an attempt to find uniform practices among
large firms on how they account for
software. Hence I recognize the void
that the authors have identified.
However, I disagree with some of
their conclusions and wonder about
the relevance of the population used in
their sample. The investment and control arguments cited in the article may

particular series chosen by the author
just happen to be consistent with the
point argued for.
While Dr. Boer's analysis is misleading and technically incorrect,
there is much merit in the discussion.
The relationship between product
costs and product price may vary
through time, possibly with ever -

changing structure, in such a way that
a satisfying accounting relationship
cannot be obtained...

This does not however, [imply]
that cost is irrelevant in price determination, but rather that a simple linear
relationship between cost and price
does not usually exist either over time
or at a single point in time.
Albert S. Paulson
Katherine J. Silvester
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, N.Y.

Northwestern University
J. L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management

Business Process Reengineering:
A Strategy for Breakthrough
Performance
December 4 -7, 1994
Faced with mature markets, intense competition, rapid technological
change, and demanding yet price - sensitive customers, organizations
today are constantly seeking new tools and concepts to help them
reverse chronically poor profits or sustain historical profit growth rates.
This executive program is designed to help organizations that are
considering BPR (or that have tried it on a limited trial basis) develop
clear expectations of what BPR can and cannot achieve, and to address
organizational problems that must be overcome if BPR is to achieve
breakthrough levels of profit and growth improvement.
For a brochure, please contact
Exec u tive P ro g rams
Kello gg G rad uate S c h o o l

of Mana gement
James L. Allen Center
Northwes tern University
Evanston, IL 60208 -2800
Phone 708. 467 -7000
Fax 708 - 491 -4323
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The article "Software —The Unrecorded Cost" in your August 1994 issue was
timely. In a recent informal search, I

support capitalizing software costs.
But the other reasons — product costing and performance evaluation —are
somewhat more tenuous.
Sunk software costs have little

bearing on product decisions. Such
decisions will be based on whether
or not the market will pay a high
enough price to cover the costs of the
product. The relevant costs, except
for a few lucky monopolies, are incremental costs and a return requirement to compensate for risk and lost
opportunities.
Contrary to the assumptions in the
article, performance measurement
calls for expensing, not capitalizing,
software costs. To future employees
and shareholders, who did not make
the original decision to acquire soft-

ware, capitalization and amortization
resembles taxation without representation, unless the software also has future benefits. There is less certainty
with software than with buildings (the
example in the article) that these future benefits truly exist.
Ironically, accounting firms, which
the authors chose to survey, have
good reasons for not capitalizing software. Tax software, for instance, is only as good as the next few changes in
the tax code. Consulting software has
to be modified with every management fad. And all software becomes
obsolete at the same dizzying rate as
hardware (8088, 80286 all the way to
Pentiums) and systems (DOS versions, Windows, OS /2, and, soon,
Chicago).
And finally, it is not such a bad idea
that the FASB has not produced any
clearer guidance than in SFAS 86. Given that software lives are dependent on
type of industry—short for accounting
firms, but long for more stable manufacturing industries —any FASB pronouncement will be at best arbitrary.
Newton L Owi, CMA
Chicago Chapter
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There's only one activity -based management system
powerful enough to take you from data capture through to

you only ever view the correct results. And it's self maintaining
- automatically incorporating any changes you make.
As for reporting, Hyper ABC lets you view the data you

repo rting, witho ut co mpro mise.
Hyper A B C f ro m Armstro ng Laing.

want in the format you need via familiar spreadsheets.
To find out about the activity-based

Designed to make your job easier, it will unlock data

management with more muscle, telephone

wherever irs stored without rekeying or re- formatting.
Once captured, its built -in controls validate everything, so
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800 883 41 11 now for our free brochure.

C 1993 Armstrong Laing Inc 7 Piedmont Center, Suite 500, 3525 Piedmont Road, Atlanta, Georgia, 30305 Telephone 404 364 1836 Facsimile 404 233 4883
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WASHINGTONREPORT

STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR

BANKING
AGENCIES AND
FASB REACH
AGREEMENT
our of the five federal financial
agencies represented in the
Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council have sent out a
memorandum to chief executives of
U.S. banks clarifying the handling of
nonhigh -risk mortgage securities in financial statements. The operative language in that statement says: "The
mere existence of examiners' divestiture authority for high -risk mortgage
securities should not preclude an institution from concluding it has the intent
and ability to hold to maturity those securities that were nonhigh -risk when
acquired." The agencies are the Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., Office of Thrift Supervision, and Federal Reserve Board.
These agencies adopted a policy on accounting for so- called collateralized
mortgage obligations (CMO) early in
1992. That policy basically said that
when a security failed any of three
stress tests, it could not be considered
"held to maturity." But when the FASB
came out with Statement 115, "Accounting for Certain Investments in
Debt and Equity Securities," in May
1993, it made the policy statement
adopted by the FFIEC untenable. In
mid -April 1994, the FFIEC came up
with a draft revision of its policy and
presented it to FASB. The Emerging
Issues Task Force of FASB refused to
sign off on the FFIEC revision. Additional changes were made b y th e
FFIEC, and, finally, at an EITF meeting
on July 21, FASB gave its approval —with a small reservation —to the
statement the four FFIEC agencies
wanted to send to bank executives.
12

would not have to approve H.R. 3396.
Jim Kaitz, FEI vice president, government relations, says H.R. 3396 has
three major weaknesses, including its
provisions on interest rate corridors,
mortality tables, and mergers and acquisitions. "Phis bill gives the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC)
new, unprecedented authority to stop
a merger or acquisition," Kaitz explains. The PBGC could ostensibly
stop a merger or acquisition when aggregate underfunded pension liabilities for both companies exceeded $50
million. Lisa Winton of the American
Institute of CPAs, which expressed numerous concerns during hearings in
Ways & Means, says her group does
not have a position on H.R. 3396.

SEC /EPA
NEGOTIATING
AGREEMENT

James A. Kaitz

BUSINESS GROUPS
UNHAPPY WITH
PENSION REFORM
BILL
A bill tightening corporate responsibilities toward pension funds (H.R. 3396)
is heading toward congressional approval despite the objections of groups
such as the Financial Executives Institute (FED. The bill passed the Ways &
Means Committee on July 22 and then
the House Education and Labor Committee on August 11. There has been
no action in the Senate. But because
the bill would raise nearly $1 billion via
corporate fee increases and tax changes, the Clinton administration wants to
tack it onto the GATT trade bill, which,
because of its elimination of tariffs, will
cost the federal government about $12
billion over five years. The pension bill
would help recoup those federal revenue losses. If the pension bill is attached to the GATT bill, the Senate

The Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are negotiating a
memorandum that would formalize
and expand their existing relationship.
That relationship involves the EPA's
passing information on prospective Superfund enforcement actions and
some EPA rule makings, such as Clean
Air technology improvement orders,
to the SEC. The SEC checks to see
whether a company has mentioned a
Superfund enforcement action in its
MD&A and, if not, writes a letter asking the company to explain that omission. Sometimes the SEC sends that
letter to the EPA to check the reasoning in the letter. Rick Roberts, one of
the SEC commissioners, has been
meeting with officials in an effort to
agree on a Memorandum of Understanding. Mike Northridge, an official
in the EPA office of enforcement, says
he hopes a memo rand um will be
signed this fall. In speeches, Roberts
has said that Arthur Levitt, Jr., the SEC
chairman, has put a high priority on
EPA/SEC cooperation. Some cooperation goes on now, but it is informal.
Northridge says he hopes the memorandum will expand the current areas
of cooperation but declines to specify
what new areas might be covered. The
EPA has been increasingly interested
in encouraging corporations to adopt
total cost accounting.
■

Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.C.
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Lastyearamajorbankingfirmestablishedover485,000loanportfolios
aas.andthiswastheonlypapertheyhandled.
Paper. It's the curse of the modern workplace. You stack it, sort it, shuffle it, file it ... and eventually lose it.
And the whole time you mutter, "there's got to be a better way."
There is: File Magic Plus. It's the award - winning* Windows -based document management system that lets
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you conduct business without handling paper. At last.
File Magic Plus works by scanning and storing any document, with text and graphics, so that you can find
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it or fax it in a snap with simple keywords or phrases.
Call 1 -BOO- WHY -FILE (800- 949 -3453) to find out how you can end the paper curse.
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`HOW CAN I SURVIVE A NEW CEO'S CUT?'
ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
Our company hired a new president three months ago, and last month he asked for
my resignation. I wasn't the only one to go. I was close with the previous president,
who fell into disfavor with the board ofdirectors, so 1 suppose 1 shouldn't have been

surprised. However, I thought —still think —I was doing a great job. The worst part
was that the new president asked me to leave the same day, as if1had mishandled
funds or might try to damage the company before my departure. I'm still shell- shocked
and keep wondering what I should have done to keep from losing my job. The new
president was impossible to read —he had no expression on his face —and every time
1 tried to reach him, he was out of the office. I know it's not productive to stew about
it, but 1'd appreciate your advice so 1 can keep this from happening again should 1
find myself in a similar position.
is

always difficult when new
leadership takes over a company. Inevitably, people are
let go as new presidents develop their own staffs in the
image of what they think is
needed. Often, as you have
learned, good people are asked to
leave, sometimes simply because they
don't fit that image. And, in many cases, corporate lawyers insist that departing employees leave right away, especially if they have access to company
funds, sensitive information, or are
deemed likely to be a disruptive force
if allowed to linger on the job.
The reengineering of America's
corporations has put a lot of people in
your position. New presidents or chairmen are hired by boards of directors
to come in and "turn the company
around." That often means that they
come in with a mandate from the board
to reduce expenses wherever possible.
Nevertheless, the quickest way to
make an impact on the bottom
line —and prove to the board that immediate action is being taken— unfortunately is to cut the staff.
Your new boss gave you some clues
that this was in the works. He was noncommittal in his reactions to you and
kept himself unavailable. By keeping
staff at a distance, he avoided developing a personal relationship with anyone. In this way, not only could he
judge performance objectively, it made
it easier to fire people he hadn't gotten
to know and like.
In addition, your new president
spent a lot of time out of the office.
14

While his absence could be explained
by meetings with colleagues as he familiarized himself with his new company, it also could mean—and probably
did —that he was being circumspect
about interviewing job candidates.
A friend of mine, who took over as
controller at a food division of a large
multinational, spent half her time during her first few months conducting interviews at her university club. She
told me that if she talked with prospective employees back in her office, it
would have had a negative impact on
the productivity of her staff. "I'd end up
getting the rumor mill going," she
said. "People don't work well when
they're absorbed in worrying where
and when the ax is going to fall."
Of course, when new superiors
keep their distance to maintain objectivity, and are out of the office a lot,

Unplanned obsolescence.

they also lose the advantage of being
able to observe the fine work the current staff is doing, and would continue
to do if motivated by job security.
Here are some things to do the next
time a new leader takes over:
Don't be modest. Seek proper credit when you and /or your department
accomplish something important, and
make sure everyone hears about it.
Consider it as personal public relations. All effective public relations is
cumulative. Personal PR will pay off
when word of your success expands
beyond your fellow employees and
reaches your boss, perhaps even the
board of directors.
When a new administration comes
in, write up your job description. This
act will help you to organize your
thoughts and be prepared when you're
asked to explain your responsibilities.
Such a written description will give
your new supervisor a concise picture
of everything you do. At the same time,
it gives you a chance to review what
you've written to ensure you haven't
forgotten anything significant.
Get out of your office, walk around,
make your own copies, get your own
coffee. You may meet the new boss in
the hall. If so, use it as an opportunity
to get points across and to impress
with your efficiency.
Be a team player. It's harder to dismiss an employee who has established
strong, productive relationships with
other departments.
Invite your new president for a tour
of your department. Offer to walk him
or her around and introduce others in
your department to their new leader.
Above all, keep in mind that a
change of administration often means
a change of staff as well. Good people
like yourself might be asked to leave
through no fault of your own.
Do your best to impress a new boss.
If it doesn't work, don't take your dismissal personally. Instead, understand
that there were dynamics at work that
were beyond your control, put your
job - seeking house in order, and mar shall your energies toward finding and
keeping anew and even better job. ■
Robert Half, CPA, is the founder of Robert Half International, Inc., the world's
first and largest staffing serviee firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and
information systems fields. There are
more than 160 Robert Half and Aceountemps offices on three continents. His latest book is Finding, Hiring and Keeping
the Best Employees (John Wiley &
Sons).
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ABC grows up
True, ABC can give you more reliable product
costs. But then what? With NetProphet software,
you can improve the underlying processes todo
something about those costs. Only NetProphet
combines the best of all worlds: ABC, ABM,
process -view analysis, capacity planning,
constraint checking, and BPR — all in one easyto -use, integrated package.

Processvs. products
Through its Windows interface, NetProphet
allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, graphical process view. Columns and rows
of numbers may be fine for the accountants, but
what about the rest of your organization?
NetProphet gives everyone a picture that they
can understand and use.

What -ifanalysis
Only NetProphet provides quick and flexible
"what -if" analysis. You — and anyone you designate on the network —can project different
business possibilities. Just point to the process,
change the variable, and the results are displayed
instantly.There's no need to build multiple models
and wait for lengthy reallocations.

Generate your reports,
not ours
NetProphet includes an integrated report writer,
so you can produce custom reports with the
information, range, and look that you want. Or,
you can easily export data and results from
NetProphet into other applications.

Unlimited network access
Multiple users across a network can access the
NetProphet model simultaneously, to test
different scenarios and generate their own
reports — all without affecting the integrity of
the "master" model. And, the economic benefits
are compelling: for 10 users, the cost is half that
of the leading competitor's software.
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Your industry,
your experience
With hundreds of active installations, we and
our international network of value -added
consultants can help you design the right
model for your business. And, only Sapling
offers industry- specific training classes, from
beginner to advanced to expert. Plus, you get
unlimited technical support and software
upgrades for six months – free!
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Tel: (201) 592 -5012 Fax: (201) 592 -4765
Sapling Corporation, Canada
Tel: (905) 678.1661 Fax: (905) 678 -1667
Sapling Corporation, Europe
Tel: 081 9951331 Fax: 081 742 7301

FINANCIAL MANAGER

T.CARTER HAGAMAN,EDITOR

IPOS AREN'T
THE BUYER'S POT
OF GOLD
ince 1960, more than
10,000 IPOs— initial
public offerings— have
raised more than $140
billion, a small but critical niche in capital financing. Most companies get their start by raising equity
privately from a few investors who take
a large risk, hoping the company will
succeed. If it fails, there's no liquidity
for their investment. If the company
does succeed, it's likely to need still
more capital, which it can get in two
ways: sale of the business or through
an IPO. IPOs provide a powerful inducement to bring risk capital into
businesses from a broad array of additional investors.
Only a minority of private companies qualify as IPOs because there has
to be enough promise to attract an investment banker and interest stockbrokers. Frequently this means a
"growth company" or a company with
exotic potential. The fees for a successful IPO are high — sometimes as much
as 10% of the offering. A major study
by Ibbotson, Sindelar, and Ritter'
makes three points: First -day returns
from IPOs typically are high; the opportunity to bring an IPO to market is
highly cyclical; and average long -term
investment performance of IPOs lags
other securities of comparable risk.
Pricing the IPO is an educated
guess based on market performance of
comparable companies, the reception
given other recent IPOs, market conditions, and, above all, indications of
buying interest (the "book ") built by
the army of brokers in the selling
group. A successful offering is defined
16

as one in which the market price stays
above the offering price at least for a
time. The underwriter tries to set a
price that will assure this outcome.
Pricing is a negotiation between the
underwriter and the company, but
most of the bargaining power and all
of the market information is in the
hands of the underwriter. If the company walks, it may not get another underwriter and the money it needs.
IPOs are priced with the intention of
securing a market gain for the initial investor. Success, however, also depends
on the "aftermarket" or subsequent
trading, which depends on a continuity
of market interest in the stock.
Greed during bull markets and fear

I IVA %

FF Powerful, flexible 11
accounting software for
dynamic asset manageme
• Rapidly calculate depreciation using
any method for unlimited assets
plus:
• Automatically post all transactions to
proper General Ledger accounts
• Fully account for leased assets and all
physical asset activity
• Provide key data for Activity Based
Costing and for minimizing taxes
For the full story on this completely open,
100% ORAC1.0 based answer to your fixed
asset needs, call Axtell today:

1 -800- 678 -6535
Axtell Development Corporation
360 N. Hayden Road, Scottsdale, AZ85257
Tel. (602) 255 -0508
Fax (602) 970 -6355
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during bear markets explain the cyclicality of IPOs. Volume varies dramatically from year to year —for example,
only nine offerings in all of 1974 versus
nearly 1,000 in 1985. In hot markets,
judgment vanishes, and both initial
pricing and subsequent market activity
can bear little relationship to investment fundamentals. The market for
IPOs thus parallels the market for high
P/E growth stocks and little -known
companies already in the marketplace.
Research has shown that few investors
in IPOs do any security analysis. In one
survey, only a quarter of the respondents claimed that they looked at the
relationship between the stock price
and the firm's underlying value.
The hope of quick gains and the absence of analysis help to explain why
IPOs perform poorly over the long
haul. Because most 1POs are sold in
hot markets, they are sold at an average price higher than the long -term average including both bull and bear
markets. But the return to investors is
based on the price the investor paid.
Therefore, total return will be lower
than what could be obtained from a
similar portfolio acquired at the average price.
IPOs are likely to be a good deal only if you can get on the gravy train and
don't ride too long, which means you
need to qualify for initial allocations of
"hot issues" and avoid the others. Important customers of the selling firms
and some politicians are in this position; most ordinary folk are not. There
are many chances to buy into questionable deals, but the good ones are highly rationed. If you buy after the initial
offering, as many people must for a
market to exist, you need to be both astute and lucky. You won't get advice of
this sort from stockbrokers because
they make extra money selling new
stocks. Further, if you hold the stocks
for the long pull, the statistical odds are
against your receiving a return as high
as you could get with other stocks of
similar risk. Thus, success with IPOs
depends on initial preference, skillful
reading of market psychology, and a
dollop of luck.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean
College oflVew jersey and can be reached
at (201) 762 -6378.

tIbbotson, Sindelar, and Ritter,'Me Market's Problems with the Pricing of Initial Public Offerings,"
Journal ofAppiied Corporate Finance,Spring 1994.
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Some things weren't meant for a wild ride.

Your savings, for example.
Move your dollars to a secure investment with proven
performance— Institute of Management Accountants (1MA)sponsored GoldPortfolio® FDIC - insured deposit accounts
with higher interest rates than the average market rates.
You may have already seen GoldPortfoho* deposit accounts
listed in nationally recognized financial publications. For
more than four years, GoldSavers* Money Market rates
have exceeded the national average rates calculated by Bank
Rate Monitor. And at least one GoldCertificate* CD term has
been ranked in 100 Highest Yields for more than 80 weeks'.

Unlike a mutual fund, GoldPortfolio accounts feature the
added safety of FDIC insurance —up to $100,000 per
depositor. And because GoldPortfolio is offered by
MBNA America, your money is in the care of the nation's
"top- ranked" bank in 1993, as determined by Financial
World magazine*
Rely on GoldPortfolio for performance, security, and
Customer satisfaction— because when it comes to your
savings, the last thing you want is a wild ride.

Control your financial future with FDIC - insured GoldPortfoho.
Call 1 -800- 345 -0397, Extension 6058
Investor Service Representatives are at your service
Monday —Friday 8 am -8 pm, Saturday 8 am —5 pm, Eastern time.
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TSubstantial penalty for early withdrawal of certificate of deposit funds.
® t994 MBNA America Bank, NA
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federally registered service marks of MBNA America Bank, NA.
Member FDIC
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THE IRS NONFILER
INITIATIVE

ANTHONY P. CURATOIA, EDITOR
W. RICHARD SHERMAN, CPA,
AND WAQAR I. GHANI
And He said to them, "Render unto
Caesar that which is Caesar's... "
Luke 20.22 -25.

hile almost all individuals know
that if their income level exceeds specified
thresholds they
are legally required to file a tax return and pay taxes, an estimated 10 million taxpayers
(7.2 million individuals) fail to file.
These nonfilers represent a large portion of the 19% noncompliance rate and
the estimated $20 billion of legal
source income that goes unreported
annually. (Estimates for total unreported income, illegal as well as legal,
range as high as $176 billion per year.)
Since October 1992, as part of its
Compliance 2000 Program, the IRS has
been doing its best to bring delinquent
taxpayers back into the fold. Although
not intended as a tax amnesty program, the "voluntary disclosure" practice allows delinquent taxpayers to forgo criminal prosecution and, in some
cases, the civil penalties normally connected with not filing. There are conditions, however, that must be met.
First of all, the taxpayer (or, more
accurately, nontaxpayer) must initiate
contact with the IRS.' This action is
both a condition and an incentive. If the
individual continues to evade the tax
system, and the IRS makes the first
contact, all bets are off. The Service
will proceed to impose all available
penalties —civil and criminal.
A second condition is that the taxpayer must have only legal source income to report. Compliance 2000 is intended for individuals who, despite
18

will

TAXES

their noncompliance with the tax laws,
are law- abiding citizens. IRS studies
have found that often a traumatic event
such as divorce, the death of a loved
one, or other personal or economic
problems precipitate nonfiling.
A third requirement, as would be
expected, is that the individual must
file a "true and correct" tax return or
must cooperate with the IRS in attempting to determine his or her correct liability. In short, the program requires the nonfiler to become a filer.
Furthermore, the IRS has been requiring that nonfilers go back and file returns for the previous six years if they
already have not done so. This condition may require a taxpayer to try and
reconstruct income and deductions for
years in which record keeping was at
best spotty and maybe even nonexistent. Nonetheless, the nonfiler must
make a good faith, "best efforts" attempt to complete an accurate tax return for those years.
Finally, the individual must make a
full payment of all the taxes, interest,
and penalties due or must arrange an
acceptable payment schedule with the
IRS. In the latter instance, the IRS has
authorized revenue agents to enter into installment agreements if the tax liability is less than $10,000. If the deficiency exceeds $10,000, the IRS has
simplified its procedures for extended
installment agreements between the
taxpayer and the HZS Collections Division. If either the collectability or the
existence of the tax liability is doubtful,
the Service may be willing to accept an
"offer in compromise." Such an offer
settles the taxpayer's account for
something less than the balance due as
originally determined by the IRS. To
apply for an offer in compromise, the
taxpayer must file Form 656 (Offer in
Compromise) and Form 433-A or 433 B (Collection Information Statement).
Nonfilers who participate in the voluntary disclosure program do not increase the chance of an income tax audit. The IRS has stated publicly that the
returns filed under this program are
not audited automatically. The returns
will be subject to the normal review
and selection criteria as all other returns, but because they are usually out
of syncwith the usual IRS examination
cycle there is a lower probability the
delinquent returns
be selected for
examination.
The IRS intends to prosecute the
more abusive nonfiler cases aggressively, with close coordination between its Criminal Investigation Division and the Department of Justice.

The IRS has been using computers to
match more rigorously W2 and 1099
information with filed returns, a process that easily identifies nonfilers. In
addition, because an estimated 64% of
nonfilers are self - employed individuals
who are not subject to withholding tax,
the IRS has been targeting specific occupations for closer examination. The
Chicago IRS office has been sifting
through the list of Illinois - licensed
CPAs in order to identify nonfilers.
A similar tactic is being pursued in
Pennsylvania for all state - licensed attorneys.
At the state level (but not yet in every state), programs encourage nonfilers to come clean with the government. Pennsylvania, for example, has
adopted a policy of accepting three
years of taxes and interest without penalties for those who comply voluntarily.
Furthermore, these taxpayers can
come forward on an unnamed basis
until a settlement with the state has
been reached. The state offers a deferred payment plan for taxpayers that
qualify.
In many ways, the nonfiler program
is nothing more than a continuation of
prior IRS policy. Since 1952, before recommending criminal prosecution the
IRS has taken into consideration that
the taxpayer has come forward voluntarily. Compliance 2000, however, represents a closer cooperative effort by
the Examination and Collection Division with increased support by the
Public Affairs Office, Criminal Investigation, and Taxpayer Service to make
the program more visible and more accessible. A more equitable system will
be promoted if nonfilers assume responsibility and render unto Caesar
that which is Caesar's.
■
W. Richard Sherman, a member of
IMA's Philadelphia Chapter, is associate professor, Department of Accounting, Saint Joseph's University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be reached at (610)
660 -1662.
Waqar L Ghani, Ph.D., is assistant
Professor, Department of Accounting,
Saintjoseph's University. He can be contacted at (610) 660-1661.
Anthony P. Curatola, Ph.D., is theJoseph F. Ford Professor, Drexel University,
Philadelphia, Pa. He can be reached at
(215) 895 -1453.
'Who initiated contact is so critical that it is in the
taxpayers best interest to keep careful records of
all contacts with the IRS. A formal meeting is not
necessary for establishing the initial contact. The
telephone, electronic, or written communications
will suffice.
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TwonewCD-ROMsforthehottest areasinStateTax:
Sales &Use and Corporate Income.

rccn'

Sales& Use Tax-For the first time ever, you get comprehensive information on every
state that has a sales or use tax ... on one CD -ROM! No longer will you have to thumb through
a lot of different books looking up a lot of different states. You get answers quickly and easily.
Multistate Corporate Income Tax-For the first time ever, you can search full -text laws
and regulations on corporate income taxacross multiple statesin a matter of seconds!
With more state audits on the horizon, you should investigate both the new CCH Sales
Tax Guide and the new CCH Multistate Corporate lncomeTax Guide on CD -ROM.
They're out of this world. To order, or for more information, call 1800 TELL CCH.
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NEWS

Online at home.
When asked what services IMA
might provide on CD -ROM, the greatest number of respondents requested
education /training and "best practices" information to use at the office.
For home, it was education /training.
IMA thanks readers for their input
and will keep them posted on the status of the CD-ROM project.

FINANCIALHIRINGWILL

REMAINSTEADY,CFOSSAY
KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

IHLANFELDTNAMEDTOFASAC
illiam J. Ihlanfeldt, CPA, retired assistant controller of
Shell Oil Company and president -elect of IMA, has been named to
the Financial Accounting Standards
Advisory Council. FASAC's members,
who are broadly representative of the
Financial Accounting Standards
Board's constituency, offer advice to
the FASB regarding what issues to put
on its agenda and comment on the status of its current projects.
Mr. Ihlanfeldt, a member of the
Houston Chapter, was IMA vice president, professional relations, in 1993 -94.
He also has served as chairman of the
Management Accounting Practices
Committee and has been a member of
the Executive Committee, National
Board, Planning Committee, and Budget Committee.

he hiring of finance and accounting professionals will remain stable in the fourth quarter, CFOs
who responded to Robert Half's latest
survey said. Ten percent of the respondents said their companies plan to add
staff, 81% anticipated no change, and
4% expected to decrease staff. One notable change has occurred: The Mountain region (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona, Utah, New
Mexico, Nevada) anticipates a 17% increase in financial hiring, which is up
10 percentage points from last quarter's projections. The Mid - Atlantic region also will see a small increase.
The construction industry is showing the most growth, with 13% of the
respondents expecting to hire. Seven
percent of the CFOs in the retail and
professional and business services also expect a hiring increase.
Robert Half International surveyed
1,000 of the nation's CFOs in companies with 20 or more employees. For
information about the entire survey,

CD-ROMUSEISONTHERISE
ccording to the results of the fax
survey in the August issue of
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING@, members' use of CD -ROM technology is on the upswing. Of those individuals using the CD -ROM, most use
it at home for entertainment/encyclopedia applications. The second greatest use is at work for accounting /tax
topics. (We won't include any percentages as this survey was not a random
sample.)
Both at home and at work, most respondents use at least an IBM or compatible 386 with Windows and /or
DOS. About a third are on networks at
the office. Extras: Respondents have a
CD -ROM drive, a 2400 bps or higher
modem, and a fax /modem in both places. Not many are online yet, but of
those who are, most use CompuServe
at work and CompuServe and America
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contact Steve Pehanich at (415) 854
9700 or Marc Silbert at (516) 767 -3700.

WORKPLACESUBSTANCE
ABUSEINFORMATIONKITS
AREAVAILABLE
t has been estimated that substance abuse in the workplace
costs American businesses between $44 and $200 billion a year in lost
productivity, increased health care
costs, absenteeism, and accidents. In
addition, the federal government has
found that nearly 66% of all drug users
are employed, most of them full -time.
Although many larger corporations
conduct their own programs on substance abuse, smaller companies with
100 or fewer employees may not have
adequate information or resources to
address the problem. In an effort to
help small businesses cover this issue,
the U.S. Department of Labor, through
a private and public sector initiative
called Working Partners, is making
workplace substance abuse information kits available. For details, call
Karen Herson at (703) 267 -3547.

TEMPWORKABENEFIT
eventy-eight percent of executives polled by OfficeTeam say
consistent temporary employment is comparable to full-time work,
so having temporary positions on a resume doesn't seem like a gap in employment. This takes the pressures off
job seekers who have felt they must
take any full-time job –maven the wrong
one—to have a consistent record.

WHATWOULDYOUDOIFYOU
WERELETGOTOMORROW?

William J. Ihlanfeldt

orty -nine percent of American
workers who responded to an Accountants On Call poll said they
would look for a job in the same field.
Fourteen percent said they would take
some time off temporarily to think or
rest, 13% would start their own business, 9% would look for a job in another
field, 7% would go back to school, 4%
said they would retire or never work
again, and 4% couldn't decide.
The survey was the next in the
"Profile of the American Worker" series conducted by Accountants On
Call. For complete survey details,
contact Debbie Buchsbaum at
(201) 843 -0006.
■
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REACHONLYFORTHEBESTIN
COSTMANAGEMENTPUBLICATIONS.
From today's leading publisher for corporate
accounting and financial professionals.
Whenever you have a problem in any area
of accounting or financial management, turn to
Warren, Gorham & Lamont for practical solutions
you can apply right away
Take cost management, for example. Our leading

publications in this fast- growing field give you the
kind of timely, practical guidance and comprehensive
analysis you need to maximize your company's
financial performance.
So give us a call. And find out why the most
useful publications for corporate accounting and
financial professionals come only from Warren,
Gorham & Lamont.

Calltollfreetodayformoreinformation.

1-800-950-1213
WC;
WARREN, GORHAM & LAMONT • 31 St. James Avenue • Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Circle No. 18

COLLIER=JACKSON
SHIFTS ITS VISION
BY KATHY WILLIAMS
AND JAMES HART
arren Fletcher admits he
sounds evangelistic
when he says Geac /Collier- Jackson's software
applications will put financial executives "in control of their own destiny."
With VisconShift, information never
before available to them will be at their
fingertips. With this brand new suite of
accounting, human resources, and distribution client /server applications
just unveiled, they'll be able to perform
all the usual accounting and finance
functions with the click of a mouse,
then send information throughout the
company with a touch of a button. Instead of walking around the company
in search of information or sifting
through piles of paper reports, they
will point at the computer screen and
access information through visual images. Financial executives will be able
to do the job for which they've been
trained — analyzing financial data or
creating data to analyze —and make
strategic decisions almost instantly.
Calling himself a "hybrid" who isn't
a real techie but who understands technology and the business of money,
General Manager Fletcher (president
in other companies) has just seen
Geac /Collier- Jackson through a complete change of focus and a merger.
What once was a mainframe host based computer company that wrote
programs is now a PC -based client /server company that builds applications to solve business problems
from the desktop. Gone are code-driven functions that only data processing
experts can understand. Now it's an office on a computer screen, complete
with visual images of file drawers,
spreadsheets, graphs, and other work
tools that users manipulate electronically. Through a partnership with Mi22

General Manager
Warren Fletcher
changes his
company'sfocus to
PCs and
partnerships.

computing. My educational background is accounting, finance, and an
MBA. Initially out of school I fell into
a job with a subsidiary of The Hartford
Insurance Group as an assistant to the
president, who wanted an MBA to
come in and solve his business problems. That was an absolute joke —that
an MBA could come in out of school
and solve any business problem. So after about six months I went back to
school at night and took more courses
in data processing. We were doing accounting systems, and I had an accounting background, so I started
showing programmers how you design accounting systems and how accountants think. As a service bureau
for independent insurance agents nationwide, we got the typical packages
every Friday and had a room full of
key - to-tape machines and key - to-disk
machines, and we batched everything
up and ran it through the computer and
shipped out reports.
Were you doing claims?

IQQ
crosoft, Geac /Collier- Jackson is designing these accounting, human resources, and distribution applications /solutions for Microsoft Office
products. Through its acquisition by
Geac Computer Corporation Limited,
it will gain a global presence.
In this second in a series of talks
with accounting software leaders, Warren Fletcher gives management accountants a clear- sighted vision of
their future.
You've been with Collier Jackson
14 years and have headed it for
five. What brought you there?
Well, I'm from the old IBM, Big Blue
mainframe days of service bureau

No. We were doing accounting
for their fees and agency commissions and doing all their commission reports so they could pay their
salesmen. We did all their general ledger and their receivables —we provided a whole accounting service for independent insurance agents. And we
did all this on IBM mainframes.
Then we were bought by our biggest competitor. I was invited to stay,
but I went to work for GTE Data Services and got into HP 3000s. I designed
circuit systems. I got good database
exposure. That was around 1978 when
Hewlett- Packard had the best business
computer in the world, but nobody
knew it. The HP 3000 in the late '70s
and early '80s was probably the best
transaction business midrange computer out, but it was not well known.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

Target Your Career
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If you are an accounting and finance professional in business,
public, or government accounting who measures success in terms of
opportunity, recognition, and reward, then target your career today!
Become a

Certified Management Accountant

1 -800- 638 -4427
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-

Institute of Management Accountants
Montvale,
NJ 07645
-1760
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In late 1978 I got an offer from ColHer-Jackson to design a circulation system for Knight-Ridder newspapers,
which were using HP 3000 computers.
That was a successful project for Collier- Jackson. Then I got an offer from
Data General Corp. to be a systems engineer for the Southeast. I wanted to
get technically educated, and I thought
the best place to do it was in a midrange computer business. During the
two years I worked there I spent a year
and a half in school —at Data General
school, studying operating systems,
communications, file management —all the basics about computers
and computer hardware. Then I went
back into application development.
Collier Jackson rehired me to design an advertising system for KnightRidder. It was a unique system for
newspapers that included order entry,
accounting, receivables, the contract
management area, statistical reporting —the whole back end of a newspaper environment integrated with the
general ledger, payables, human resources— systems that are critical to
the business. I've been there since
1980, designing and managing, really,
almost all the implementation and all
the systems we've ever built. I ve been
general manager of Collier Jackson
(now Geac /Collier Jackson) since
1989.
`� C

Q

What has been the secret of your
success at Collier Jackson?

Understanding the business. I
think that understanding the technology and understanding what people
are doing is important. If you don't understand their problems or the issues
they are facing, you are going to get
snowed by a technical person wanting
to invent something for which there is
no market.
Does that happen quite a bit?

FQ

Probably more than any software company would like, but
we try very hard not to. In today's market, you can't afford to make too many
mistakes. We're flying one or two mistakes high most of the time. Equate it
to a pilot —one mistake you may get
away with. Two an d you may end up

dinging the plane. It doesn't mean
you're going out of business, but it
means you have to be careful because
you have limited resources. Things are
changing rapidly. If you've made a mistake, you'd better cut your losses and
get on to something that is profitable
24

or —look out you're going to be in
trouble.
I think a lot of companies today are
in trouble because of rapid
change —not just because they made
such bad decisions. But how do you
turn a ship quickly? That's one of the
big issues. Technical people like
things that are neat. They like things
that interest them. I guess I'm guilty of
that like everybody else, but, at the
same time, responsibility says, "That
may be neat, but can you sell it? Does
it solve a business need ?" Those are
the two critical questions.
So, then, at Collier-Jackson you
have structured your software
and your programs to solve business needs?

Q
IQ

That's right, and it's why our new accounting software suite runs on the
desktop. We want to leverage the investments corporations are making in
client /server technology and allow
them to take advantage of networks
and distributive software.

F

What is Collier Jackson doing in
the accounting realm?

About 65% of our business is in
accounting systems. We've been a VAR
Bob Gront

(value -added reseller) for Hewlett Packard since 1978, selling and reselling their equipment and working with
them as a software partner. In the early
1980s, DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) asked us to move our software
to the DEC environment, and we became a VAR for them as well.
Throughout the '80s we were successful where HP and DEC were successful— manufacturing, distribution,
and newspapers. (Today our customer
base is largely the same, and we sell to
companies doing $50 million and up.)
In the late '80s we moved our software
to the HP and DEC versions of UNIX,
and IBM approached us to port our
software to their UNIX box as an industry remarketer. This was the advent of
client /server and open computing. I
watched the technology closely. It became clear that we needed to engineer
our new products from scratch and not
port our existing systems. If we were
going to have true third- generation client /server products, we needed to
write our systems on the client side,
where processing takes place, and take
advantage of the power of the PC. That
changed Collier - Jackson's culture.
That's called learning from your experiences and learning how to do
things faster and cheaper so you can
stay in business. We decided to be independent. We view ourselves as applications providers. We do not invent any
technology; we do not want to invent
any technology; we want to partner
with people that have technology. The
last thing we ever do is try to write
something new and unique. We want to
use tools that are available to the general marketplace to provide solutions.
Period.
We took a pretty bold step in deciding not to do host -based computing
anymore but to concentrate every dollar of R&D on client /server, desktop
computing —the way we think people
want to compute. If we didn't change
the focus of our business, we wouldn't
be in business in three to four years.
We saw a couple of key things happening in the industry. One was the proliferation of PCs. Within the next five
years, every profitable business will
reautomate. Period. They will reautomate because they have to to be competitive— because the level of service
and productivity they are going to gain
will be such that they have to. The
technology has moved so rapidly in
the last 36 months that what you've
seen in the last 36 is nothing compared to what you'll see in the next 36.
Price - performance curves will continMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

What will this partnership with
Microsoft mean forthe end user,
forour readers?

It means our accounting software —
general ledger, accounts payable, and
accounts receivable —are integrated
with the Microsoft Office and will have
the same look and feel as Microsoft
Word, Excel, Mail, and Project. If
you're buying an accounting system
for the '90s and beyond, you're going
to want it to integrate with all the desktop enablers — )-mail, word processing, spreadsheet, and project software—to increase productivity. What
if, sitting at your desk and pointing to
your computer screen, you could bring
up a mail form, request an expense
check, send it off and get it approved,
with nobody ever touching it except
you see your check show up? Would
that make you more productive? What
makes you productive? Your word processor, your scheduling system? Your
life, basically, is on that computer. Why
not integrate your life —and your personal manager and your tools —with
your financial systems? That's productivity. That's what we're doing with our
products — integrating them with the
desktop — making them more than just
client /server.

1
10

Will everybody have access to the
I same data, then?

According to how we secure it.
Obviously, there will be security restrictions on who can see what. In addition, think about general ledger. How
many general ledgers are there in the
world? Some unique things about our
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

general ledger are that it's completely
configurable, it has unlimited number
of segments, unlimited number of segment sizes, so you can roll your own
general ledger. We've built a tool to
build your general ledger. We can give
you a standard set, but you, as a customer, can look at that general ledger
and with a little consulting help can
build one and actually customize that
general ledger for your environment,
and we never change the code. We're
actually taking a tool and building a
tool so you can build a general ledger.

IQ
Q

In your literature, you talk
about automatically devised segments. What is it that you're

really talking about?
Let's translate segments into accounting terminology: companies, divisions,
products, departments, regions, territories —all the things you would put into an account number so that you can
report, summarize, and analyze the data. We ask, "How do you structure your
business ?" We don't say, "Here is our
structure; see if you can fit in it." That's
the old way of doing things. The new
way of doing things is: "How do you
run your business, customer ?" We
build to suit. Then your ability is unlimited. Once you've done your account
structure —how you're going to run
your business —you punch a button
and it generates all the screens and
forms for you, customized to your environment.
Our competitive advantage is: You want to
customize it? It doesn't
cost you a dime to do all
the things you want to do,
to build the structure you
want. We think we're going to eliminate tremendous amounts of customization, especially on the basic
business setup. This general ledger
will look different everywhere it runs
if you have a different way of looking
at your business.

F
ol

ue to be in that realm of 50% to 100%
per year. What you buy next year will
cost the same price for twice the performance of what you just bought.
That's going to continue and maybe
even accelerate.
People want personal computing,
whether it's enterprise wide or whether it really is just desktop. But the revolution that's taking place is the one of
PC and the price performance curve
and acceleration of the price performance curve. With the introduction of
the 486, the price performance curve
took a dramatic leap. It also was the
first time we had enough power on e
desktop to write commercial applications: not CAD /CAM but the 1/0 intensive, the interface intensive, the
transactional nature of applications for
business. So we took a quantum leap
and went with Microsoft.

Is this the VisionShift line?

Yes, this is all the VisionShift
line. Now, what happens if your
business changes? Pretty neat—just
redo it. We'll take care of changing it
and reconverting the data for you.
Maybe you've sold a division or you're
not going to do departments anymore.
Well get rid of those, restructure, convert all the data back, and you71 have
a whole new general ledger.

Our first goal is to
make our products
so people can define
the general ledger
that fits their business with our tools,
but our motto is well
never get in the way of you doing or
changing business. Our products
won't. That's a tall order. Is that a 100%?
No. I'll bet it's 90% today.
Second: We're going to do it in a
technology you can buy in a computer
store. You can go down and buy the exact same things we're doing this with,
at the computer store. Now, do you
have the people who are trained to take
it to the extent that we have? No. You
don't need to. But maybe you want to
extend it with a report or a customized
reporting tool out of ACCESS, or maybe you want to buy a desktop extension
tool for reporting that you can buy for
significantly less than you could a few
years ago.
Now you've reached thefrfghtening theoretical, which is thatyou
can buy them at the computer
store.

You can't. You can buy the tools.What's
our value added? It's coming in and
solving your business problems. It's
having somebody to call. Having somebody to support this software. Having
somebody to talk to about how to get
what you want out of this package. The
value we provide is the services. We're
there for the long run to help
you as a business. Is buying software cheaper than writing it?
Absolutely. Could you ever invent this and do all this work
with this cutting -edge technology? Not unless you invested
the kind of money Geac /CollierJackson is investing. So we're
going to bring it to the marketplace at
very reasonable prices. But the real
value of us as a company is the service
we provide behind the scenes: the installation, the training, the consulting,
just solving the business problems —that's what we bring to the table. We make it look like the way you
do business.
the VisionShift suites you're
rolling out. What's the time

Q
IQ

frame?

General Ledger and Accounts Payable
rolled out this month. By the first quarter of 1995, Accounts Receivable will
be coming out. Then we have plans to
25

ABOUT GEAC /COLLIER JACKSON

H

eadquartered in Tampa, Fla., Collier Jackson was started in 1975 as
a computer consulting company that also designed accounting, human resources, and distribution programs. In 1987 it was sold to CompuServe, an H &R Block company, which wanted to start a software division.
In October 1993, Collier Jackson became a member of the Microsoft Solutions Provider Program, which means it creates software that will be used
on the Microsoft Office line of products. In June 1994, Geac Computer Corporation Limited of Toronto, Canada, bought Collier - Jackson, which now
operates under the name Geac /Collier Jackson.

do a whole distribution model and purchasing —everything but fixed assets.
General ledger and accounts payable
affect the whole organization and ride
through every department —and purchasing, and receivables —those are
all business products that not only affect the accounting department, but all
the other departments have to deal
with it.
Will management accountants
find these products different
from otherfinancial software?

Q
IQ

Yes, because these new products are
visual. If it's visual, you can see it, and
if you can see it, you can understand
it, and if you can understand it, you
don't need as much training, and if you
can understand your job and see these
products, it's more fun. You can actually have a general ledger that people
like. That's an invention. But think
about it. If you can make accounting
fun or understandable —the marriage
of accounting with computers —to
what I'd call the staff accountant, so
that they aren't frustrated by how to
operate it what a quantum leap in
technology.
When they see it operate, accountants say, "That's what I want." And
that's a powerful statement from accountants and from managers and
from controllers. Are there obstacles
in the way? You bet there are as far as
getting it rolled out in the marketplace
and achieving success, but if our contact with customers and prospects is
any indication, then well solve those
problems because it is what they want.
Could you focus that in terms of
the vision for Collier-Jackson
and Geac and the future?

If you ask CEO Steve Sadler, Geac's vision for and commitment to the future
is to provide a total solution —hard26

ware, software, service, and sup port—to give our customers a competitive advantage and a single source for
information. With networks, servers,
desktop PCs and a variety of client /server software, the need for a single source of consistent and comprehensive support is critical. Geac sells
hardware, hardware maintenance,
software, consulting services, installation, training —all after the sale support. Geac and Collier Jackson are
committed to adding new products and
services to meet the changing needs of
customers.
Because Geac is a software company specializing in vertical markets
such as libraries, hotels, distribution,
manufacturing, newspapers, and construction, they bring a special full -service focus to our organization. We
bring to them our VisionShift technology and Microsoft relationship, which
can be leveraged throughout the organization. Geac also has a Microsoft Office direction and is using Microsoft
technology, so we're a perfect fit.
Another big plus for Collier- Jackson
is Geac's global strategy. They are constantly reminding us to think globally.
Don't think U.S. or Canada anymore.
Think England, think Australia, think
Latin America.
1

What about financial management in terms of the future?

Q1

What are some of the things that
might surprise management accountants? What will their jobs do or
won't do anymore?
The number one thing that will change
with new technology is they will think
they are doing much less mundane
tasks and a lot more productive tasks
because the availability and the access
to information is at their fingertips.
They've never had it before. They've always had a piece here, a piece there,
figure out, go get paper, whatever it

was, they've never had it. And this will
blow them away. They will be much
more productive and will be able to
work on what they were trained to
do—and that's analyze financial information and /or create information to
analyze. They've been able to ask the
DP department for it and sometimes
get it in two or three weeks or two
years or never. But this puts financial
information at their fingertips in a basically unlimited way. Their jobs will
change in that they will have to understand the technology —how to use
tools to their advantage. It's no longer
good enough to understand debits and
credits. You've got to understand the
tools you're working with. And that's
your personal computer and thafs office technology. It's going to grow and
expand dramatically within the next
three to four years. How's their job going to change? They will be in control
of their own destiny.
We're taking what used to be the
most secretive world of data processing and opening it up to the standard
financial analyst or anybody in the corporation in that they can be in control
of their own life and their own destiny.
What's going to change as a result of
that: I as a manager or you as a manager are going to expect results and
are going to expect them now. You
aren't going to accept any excuses that
it's not available, or I'm waiting on Joe.
It is your job now because there's not
going to be a Joe to get it for you. Joe's
gone.
It's their job. They are going to have
to provide information faster and better and in more readable formats than
they ever had before. If I were a CFO
and I were after information and I had
VisionShift, I'd take no excuses for information not being available.
Then the CFO has to under
stand VisionShift?

Yes. That CFO might not have
a Joe either in the future. He or she
may have it on his or her desk. Vision Shift allows people to concentrate on
more important items. That's why we
call it VisionShift. It's a totally different
vision of how you're going to do business and where that information resides and what the accessibility to it is.
It's all driven by the power of desktop.
That is redefining the marketplace. We
think we've guessed right.
■
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The IMA and Sapling

Corporation offer
the longest- running,
best attended, most
successful seminar in
the history of activity based costing:
The Model Approach'.

Throughacombinationofhands-on
training,softwaremodeling,andcasestudies
— presentedbyindustryleaderswithfirsthandexperience—you'l gainaclear
understandingofhowyoucanimprovethe
processes thatcreateyourcosts.
Themanagement initiatives supported
andcomplementedbythisIMA-sponsored

•Activity-basedcosting
•Activity-basedmanagement
• Businessprocessre-engineering

•Continuousprocessimprovement
• Operationalandfinancialmodeling
• Strategic planning

• Theoryofconstraints
•Totalqualitymanagement

Need a testimonial?
Ask a few thousand satisfied
IMA attendees.

TheModelApproachisaninternationalyrecognizedtwo-daytrainingcoursethatwil
showyouhowtoimplementactivity-based

Companieswho'veatendedTheModel
Approachworkshopincludeawidemixof

costing in yourworkplace. Using our

Overthelastthreeyears,thousandsofpeople
fromallsegmentsofbusinessandindustry
havelearnedhowtoapplyourpracticaland
structuredeight-stepimplementationplanto
improvetheiroperations—whichmeans,
ultimately, thebottom line.

seminarinclude:

Why we call it
The Model Approach —
and why you should care.

structuredeight -stepimplementation process,

you'l gain theskils youneedtoputsound
activity-basedmanagementandprocess
modelingtechniquestowork.
TheModelApproachcanbenefitabroad
corporatecross-section:financialanalysts,
corporatecontrollers,productionandplanning
managers,operationsdirectors,engineers,
marketingandsalesprofessionals,distribution
andlogisticssupervisors,andinformation
servicesmanagerscanalllearnhowtoimprove
their parts of your organization.
In fact, if you bring a multi - functional learn of

threeofmorepeople,includingatleastone
personfromfinance,youmaydeduct5200
from each participant's registration fee!
Eachparticipantwil receivecasestudy
examples,areferencelist ofrelevantreading
material,TheModelApproacheight-step
methodologychecklist,activityanalysissheets
toassistwithdatagathering,andscenarioplayingsoftwarefromSaplingCorp.,including
avarietyofindustrymodels.

start-up,growth,andestablisheddomestic
andinternationalcompaniesfromallsectors
ofbusiness:discretemanufacturing,process
manufacturing,services,healthcore,
consulting,education,andgovernment.
Overthelost threeyears, we'vetrained
participantsfromASTResearch,AT&T,Blue
Cross/BlueShield,Citibank,IDS,EIPaso
NaturalGas,Esco,Honeywell,LeviStrauss,
Monsanto,NutraSweet,Olin,RalstonPurina,
Thor-lo,Toro,andtheU.S.AirForce,Army,
andCoastGuard—andmorethan
3,000others.
Check out the IMA seminar schedule
below, and call 800 - 638 -4427, #4,
#1 to register.

Manufacturing focus:
featuring case study presentationby JohnVale,
HalliburtonEnergyServices

Service Industry focus:
Featuring casestudypresentationby Kelly Ellerbee,
ArkansasBlueCross/BlueShield

Manufacturing focus:
Featuringcasestudy presentationby Jim Smith,
TheMarmonGroup
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PERFORMANCE

MEASUREMENT
The HownTo's
in Developing
a Balanced Scorecard
N o v e m b e r 10 -11, 1994
11arb,co rside Hyatt
.Boston, MA
Topics
• Financial Management —
Taking the Leadership Role
in Change
• Strategic Linkage to
Performance Measures
• Deriving the New Balanced
Set of Performance
Measures

November 17 -18, 1994
Hyatt Regency
Sams Diego , CA

Wh a t Y o u Wi l l L e a r n
How to develop a balanced
performance scorecard across
the following dimensions of
measurement:
• Process measures
• Result measures
• Financial measures

• Eliminating the Old
Measures

• Non - financial measures

• Achieving Cross - Functional
Buy -In

• Strategy linkage

Featuring
• Henry G. Adamany
• Frank A,J, Gonsalves
• Daniel P. Keegan
• Eileen Morrissey
• Susan Pesci
• Steven C. Schnoebelen

• External benchmarks

It's not just about identifying new performance measures; it's what you do with them to motivate
performance -based management.
Attendees will participate actively in a workshop environment where they will analyze, assess and
make decisions on a realistic new case study that will guide each participant through each stage of
developing and implementing performance measures.

Register early

.. .

capacity is limitedl

SHEDDING
THEBEAN
COUNTER
IMAGE
Become an active participant in information
systems design.
BY WILLIAM M. BAKER, CMA
Cal Chapman has been plant controller
for 18 years. He no longer peers overlong
worksheets and examines handwritten
journals to complete his daily routine.
Instead, he examines spreadsheets, computerprintouts, and `transaction vouchers" that are supplied by the information
systems department. Cal's daily routine
has changed, but he feels his role in the
organization has not.
When the plant did call upon Cal for
advice on the activity -based costing
(ABC) system that was being developed,
he felt important. Production managers
solicited his help in deciding what activities to consider. Plant engineers asked
him to suggest what cost drivers would
be best, and they used all ofhis suggestions. But while that was exciting work,
Cal still is not challenged by his daily
routine.
Relating hisjob to the articles he read

are available for cost project development. From time to time new information comes to him, but all he does is tabulate the results and wonder why the
computer doesn't perform the tabulations. ne accountants he read aboutgot

out of their ruts. How did they do it?

s Cal can tell you, sometimes
simply wanting to play on the
management team is not
enough. How do we get "in
the loop" where key business decisions are made? Ironically, the answer
can be found in the very area that has
changed the way we count beans.
Decision support systems and executive information systems now perform many of the tasks that once were
part of accountants' daily routines. Indeed, they probably could perform the
tabulations Cal considers so mundane.
Such information systems have eliminated many of our numbers - crunching
tasks and have expanded our capabilities. Activity -based systems have replaced simplistic, traditional cost
accounting systems. Financial scorecards have replaced single measures
such as return on investment. But
while we have been taking full advantage of these capabilities, we have ignored the opportunities that information systems offer for shedding
traditional roles. Some say we have
shirked some of those traditional roles
because of our passive involvement
with the development of information
systems.
Accountants don't design information systems— systems analysts do.
Our role has been to watch. This passive approach to information systems
design can become a hands -off approach where users transfer the fundamental responsibility for internal control to those who design the system.
There are other implications, too.
Often it appears as though systems an-

in the March 1993 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING @, Cal says, "I'm
stillabeam counter. Today, I count beans

electronically. I count more beans than
1 did 18 years ago, but they're still just
beans, beans, beans..." Cal wants to be
involved in more projects like the ABC
project. He knows, though, that no funds
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

Management accountants can shed their bean counter images by actively participating in
the design of decision support systems.
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TABLE1/NOW ACCOUNTANTSBENEFITFROMPARTICIPATORY
•�Accounting�systems�are�better-�suited�to�accountants'�needs and are
more effective.
•�Accountants�achieve�better�control�over�communications:
•

They feel more competent with new technology:
They understand the consequences of information systems, for
example, how information affects them and how they affect
information;

Accountants learn to enhance th eir own performance and the pe
mance of other users by accepting systems experts as teachers,
■�Accountants�create�new�roles�for�themselves,�shedding�their�beancounter images, by
systems designs,

alysts do not listen to users. Analysts
seem to do what they think is right for
the system, the design project, and the
users, which causes users to have negative attitudes toward new technology.
Sometimes, because of a communication problem between users and designers, a system may not be effective,
so it is not used. As management accountants, our role should be active.
We are resp onsi ble for ensu ring
that effective communication exists
throughout our organization, so perhaps we should not view systems analysts as experts but rather as teachers
or consultants. Then we might feel
more comfortable participating.

understand their influence on the use
of technology, and they understand
technology's influence on their roles in
the organization. All of the benefits displayed in Table 1 are available to us if
we are willing to take active roles in
system design.

WHATISTHEMANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANT'SROLE?
what can we do? We can't
just inform our systems analysts that we need to switch to
ut

participatory design. That would be a
passive approach. Further, both analysts and users would resist this ap-

proach. Selling the participatory de-

sign idea is easier in Scandinavia than
here; the egalitarian culture of the
Scandinavian countries fits well with
the participatory design concept. Nevertheless, we must take the initiative
and become active in information system design.
We have been showing some signs
of activity. Accountants who have shed
bean counter images to play on the

management team have done so by becoming active members of information
system development projects. Often
we lead such projects. We are the obvious choice for leadership in the design of new cost accounting systems.
We are the experts. At first, new production strategies such as just-in-time
caused us to "drop back and punt" with
approaches such as backflush costing.
But we have used our expertise to develop and refine new approaches such
as target costing. Management accounting is more alive than ever! Some
of us have become analytical team players, but we have only scratched the
surface.
As shown in Table 2, there are many
decision - making opportunities when
we get involved with the design of information systems. Management accountants should continue to be the
cost accounting experts and assume
(reclaim) the responsibility for inter-

nal control, provide information to users, and bridge in form ation gaps be-

tween the needs and goals of users, the
corporation, and information system
results.

PARTICIPATORYDESIGN
ince the 1970s, Scandinavian
countries have used the participatory design' approach. There is
one fundamental difference between
participatory design and the traditional systems development process that
exists in the United States: All users
must take an active,involved role in the
development of the system. Systems
experts make recommendations, provide advice, and teach techniques.
Managers and nonmanagers make all
decisions about system information,
computer technology, and database
elements. Participatory design has
several benefits: Systems are more effective, systems are adapted better to
the user, communication is enhanced
throughout the organization, and both
users and system experts learn to perform better.
All users —be they accountants,
managers, or clerks — develop competence. They understand the consequences of information systems. They
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ABLEZ/ THEMANAGEMENTACCOUNTANT'SROLESINACT
YSTEMDESIGN
antinue to shoulder the role of cost accounting expert:
•�Reclaim�responsibility�for�internal�control;
•�Assume�responsibility�for�internal�control�during�new�system
development;
• Ensure safeguarding of all old and new assets,
•�Ensure�efficiency�and�effectiveness�during�implementation�of�both
old and new systems;
•

Pro vide assistance as information caretakers to m anagers and other
users:
•�Become�information�caregivers;
Help users:
'- Articulate their needs,
- Differentiate between carefulness and reluctance;

•�Serve�as�communication�liaison�by�separating�the�needs�of�individuals
from the needs of the organization;
•�Understand,�delineate,�audit,�and�close�the�gap�between�user�goals,
corporate goals, and information syst.� ;;
�
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Internal Control. Modern technology has brought many new elements
to information systems. Consider electronic data interchange (EDO. In this
paperless system, internal control is
more important than ever. If we passively allow systems analysts to design
our EDI systems, including the appropriate internal controls, we have
shirked our traditional role.
Internal control concerns change
as a result of the decision to implement a new information system. We
must, through continuing education,
keep abreast of the information system development life cycle. If we treat
systems analysts as consultants who
are responsible for the technological
detail, then it is up to the management accountant to understand its effects on internal control. We must
safeguard assets warehoused in old
systems while new systems are created, and we must ensure the efficiency
and effectiveness of both the new and
old systems while the new system is
being implemented. Those internal
control areas belong to the management accountant. During whatever
steps are taken to convert from the
old system to the new, we should take
responsibility for assuring that systems remain running and not leave
this assurance to the information systems designers.
User Assistance. Management accountants also should be the ones who
get users involved in system development. Because we are assigned the
role of information caretakers, we also
should embrace the role of information
caregivers and care about data integrity. As active participants in designing
the system, we can teach users to develop competence, articulate their
needs, and understand their impact—
even when they simply are entering
data.
Even users who are somewhat active are very resistant to change and
very conservative about their input to
the process, so they need reasssurance. The output of information is
quite similar to any other production
process, so it seems counterproductive to conduct this process with users
who are afraid of the system.
Communication Liaison.Communication must be strengthened among
data -entry personnel, designers, and
managers. Managers, with the help of
management accountants as communication liaisons, can separate their
needs from those of the organization,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

ensuring that prescribed organizational plans are accomplished, regardless
of the type of information system.
Closing the Gaps. In system design
there are gaps among user goals, corporate goals, and the systems that result from the design process. The challenge for corporate accountants is to
identify any gaps and to understand
why they exist by auditing the system design process.
Such audits are not exercises in systems technology so much as they are
exercises in communicaton. Technology can solve most information problems, but gaps exist because user
goals and corporate goals are not communicated effectively to system
designers.
NOW CAN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTSASSUME
THESEROLES?
wally steering committees are
formed when transaction processing systems, decision support systems, or executive information
systems are designed. The key to becoming a member of a steering committee is continuing education. Persons chosen as members are the most
knowledgeable and indispensable to
day -to-day operations and possess the
deepest and broadest understanding
of the organization's information
needs.
Most accountants misunderstand
the role of steering committees. Steering committees usually are charged
with ensuring that the technologies
employed in new information systems
do not eradicate the effectiveness of
any individual functional unit of the organization. They are not charged with
assuring that strategies are implemented properly and that goals are
achieved. Management accountants
should be members of steering committees. Otherwise, our roles in our
organizations maybe deleted or diminished. More important, we should become active, forceful members of
teams of systems designers and managers.
These "bean- counter -no- more"
roles exist. It is up to us to learn how
they exist in other organizations and
apply them to ours. Successful competition and communication depend upon knowledge acquired through
continuing education offered by professional associations and institutions.
By joining steering committees we
can become active members in sys-

tem design. Responsible for safeguarding assets, we should demand
responsibility for internal control and
trade our bean counter image for one
of leadership in the process of delivering information.
■
William M. Baker, CMA, Ph.D., is associate professor, Department of Accounting, John A. Walker College of Business,
Appalachian State University. He is a
memberofthe Catawba Valley Chapter,
through which this article was submitted. He can be reached at (704) 2626200.

'For a complete discussion of participatory design,
please read the June 1993 issue of Communications
ofthe ACM.The entire issue is devoted to participatory design.
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ATLANTIC DRY
DOCK'S UNIQUE
COST ESTIMATION
SYSTEM
Computerized costing keeps this ship builder on an even keel.
BYTHOMAS L.BARTON,CPA,AND FREDERICK M
COLE, CPA
hen U.S. space shuttle booster rockets are
parachuted into the Atlantic Ocean off the
east coast of Florida, the 176 -foot oceanographic vessel, theLiberty Stay,and her sister ship, Freedom, are there to make the pickup. They are
among the more than 200 vessels built at Atlantic Marine
on the banks of the St. Johns River east of Jacksonville. The
boat that keeps getting "blown up" during "Night Shoot" at
Universal Studios in Orlando, Florida, also comes from Atlantic Marine.
Atlantic Marine shares a location with a sister company,
Atlantic Dry Dock Corporation. Both companies are subsid-

iaries of a closely held corporation, Atlantic Marine Holding
Company. Atlantic Marine does the ship building while Atlantic Dry Dock does the ship repairs and conversions.
Atlantic Dry Dock has a unique cost estimating system
that is of interest to management accountants because the
estimate of a job serves both as a bid for the job and the budget for it. A look at this unique system will be instructive in
showing the value of a sound cost accounting system integrated into an estimating system with a different treatment
of overhead. The value of the estimate (budget) as the starting point for variance analysis and management also is demonstrated.
Ship building and ship repair require a substantial investment in plant and equipment. The Jacksonville facilities consist of a 4,000 long -ton marine railway with sectional cradles

Liberty Star oceanographic vessel is used to retrieve the space shuttle booster rockets.
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that permit multiple docking; a 1,500 long -ton marine railway; a 900 long -ton side transfer system; a continuous bulkhead approximately 1,000 feet long with full services; a full
service machine shop featuring computerized lathe equipment; a heavy lift service; and complete shops for electrical,
carpentry, rigging, paint, labor, and steel crafts.
The companies' capabilities reflect the diverse needs of
the marine industry. Their carpentry craft shop regularly
does U.S. Navy minesweeper repairs as well as yacht -quality
teak and mahogany work. No metal is too exotic for their
steel shop.
THE CMA IN THE HOT SEAT

nu selection will cause the system to display, in chronological
order, transactions involving the use or purchase of the cable. The presentation of the information requested by the
query enables the estimator to determine the date, vendor,
and cost of the last purchase of that particular kind of electrical cable. If the purchase is a recent one and in a quantity
needed for the job under consideration, the estimator can
elect to use the price that was last paid.
During such a search, the two key fields are job number
and item number. The item number is a prescribed task that
is a part of the job. These two key fields are what the estimators tend to remember most easily as they seek to extrapolate to the future job from the past work data.
The estimator, however, has three main ways of looking

he management accounting system is very much a
part of the everyday life of Atlantic Dry Dock. Because the bid for a job is the budget, it is also the basis
for variance analysis. With this system, an accurate bid is
essential to obtaining, controlling, and evaluating any job.
Craig Wood, CMA, is the manager of estimating at Atlantic
Dry Dock. He uses his expertise as a certified management
accountant to oversee a very critical and delicate process in
a tough international economic environment.
Ship repairs and maintenance are not for the timid! In this
global economy, it is a fiercely competitive business. And
with his job, Craig sits squarely in the "hot seat."
Craig's career is a good example of how valuable a CMA
can be to an organization. He started at Atlantic Dry Dock
as a staff accountant in the cost accounting department. Several years later he was promoted to his present job. Over the
years, he has made a significant contribution to the growing
success of this company.
Craig is an active member of the board of directors of the
Jacksonville Chapter of IMA. This participation represents
both a personal commitment of service to the profession of
management accounting and is in accord with the company
creed cited in the sidebar, 'Me Company's History." With
the support of the company, Craig has hosted numerous cost
accounting class field trips from the University of North Florida to demonstrate the system and to show off the yard.
BID PREPARATION
tlantic Dry Dock is no different from any other organization in that it needs to keep careful records of all
transactions. Atlantic tracks all accounting, purchasing, and accounts payable transactions using a relational database that was developed in -house and runs on an IBM
AS /400. To the extent possible, related transactions, except
labor, are linked together by the item being purchased, paid
for, or used. For example, the job number, item number, and
vendor of a certain type of cable used in the electrical system
of a large boat or small ship are carefully recorded with each
transaction.
Let's say the preparation of the bid for a particular job
calls for that electrical cable. The estimator who prepares the
bid uses a 486 desktop computer running Lotus 1 -2 -3, WordPerfect version 6.0A, and Prima Vera for scheduling. The
desktop computer is linked to the AS /400 database, and the
estimator queries for price and other information about the
electrical cable in question. The database contains information from the accounting, purchasing, and accounts payable
files.
The query usually begins by accessing the materials catalog. The catalog will display every material used in the yard.
The estimator will select the cable in question. The next meMANAGEMENTACCOUNIING /OCTOBER 1994

Craig Wood, CMA, inspects repair and maintenance work on U.S.N.
ship at Atlantic Dry Dock.

up the price of an item of material in the database. First, he
can use the product catalog described above. Second, he
can look up the item from previous jobs in what is described
as a job cost requirements list. Third, the inquiry can be
made by vendor name. If there is doubt on the part of the
estimator as to an applicable price, then a phone call to several vendors may be necessary to determine the current
price of the cable.
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Once the estimator has determined the cost price he is
going to use, he enters it into a spreadsheet database that
is formatted with an in- house - developed template for estimating. The screen and subsequent printout present the cost
of the item of labor and material.
The rate study then displays the same item several times
using different bid prices to the customer. Each alternative
shows the amount of cost, the amount potentially bid to the
customer, and the amount of potential gross profit for the
job. The template gives the user the flexibility of choosing
from several potential billing prices and the resulting gross
profit from the job.
The word "item" used in this discussion is narrower than
what would be called an "item" in the invitation to bid, bid,
or contract. An "item" in bids and contracts is a task to be
performed, for example, a job painting the underwater hull
of a ship. This "item" would involve a large number of smaller
"items" of material and labor.
In the determination of the price to use in the bid, the
estimator sometimes must pursue the matter further.
Records of past transactions and comparisons of quotes from
vendors do not always provide the most useful price for a
material or labor item. Experience and good judgment of the
estimator are an essential part of the process, especially as
the estimator may be familiar with a job's history.
Preparation of any bid requires an analysis of job specifications, which most often are supplied by the customer. In
the case of the U.S. Navy, the job specifications for a missile
frigate may consist of hundreds of pages. For especially complex situations, one item's description will consist of five or
six pages. Drawings often are included.

�

FIX MY BOAT, SHE BROKE
he estimator must understand and interpret the specifications in terms of the materials and labor required.
Occasionally a customer simply comes in and says,
"Fix my boat, she broke." This points up the need for the
estimator to develop the `work scope." This is a part of the
contract entered into by the owners and a shipyard. Here
the experience and good judgment of the estimator are most
severely challenged.
In any situation, the estimator converts the specification
into explicit material items and labor tasks. In the case of
materials, the procedures described above are invoked to determine past or current material prices. The estimator refers
to drawings, if available, to estimate the exact amount of material needed for the proposed job. In the case of the estimated labor requirements, the estimator needs to use human judgment to determine the hours requirement and the
various trade or skill level requirements.
If it is a job to repaint the hull of a missile frigate, past
jobs for similar frigates or hulls would be looked up in the
database on the IBM AS /400. One cardinal rule in marine
building and repair seems to be a lack of uniformity. No two
ships or seemingly similar jobs are exactly alike. They may
appear very similar, but they are, almost without exception,
different. Ships are not built to be uniform as are airplanes
or automobiles.
A good estimator has to recognize the similarities and the
differences. Where similarities are recognized, the database
can provide valuable insight as to what the proposed job will
require. Where differences exist, they must be recognized

t
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Two ships on the 4,000 -ton marine railway with section cradles that permit multiple docking. Inset: Craig Wood and Chief Bastia of the Bahamas
Coast Guard survey underwater hull damage to a patrol boat.
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and provided for. For example, two missile frigates may appear to be exactly alike. A hole cut in the side of one frigate
previously worked on was the correct procedure to remove
and repair a large item of machinery deep within the hull.
For the proposed job a hole could not be cut in the same
place because the bulkheads and pipes are slightly different
as to shape or location. This difference would have to be
translated into different time, material, and labor-hour requirements. Many times the experienced estimator must remember or recognize such differences and be governed
accordingly.

WHAT ABOUT OVERHEAD?
logical question at this point may be, "Well, what
about overhead?"How does overhead figure into the
job estimate, and how is it applied later to the actual
job? It isn't in the way one might expect. Overhead is not
considered a job cost factor in Atlantic Dry Dock's work environment. It is for all practical cost accounting purposes
ignored.
No overhead cost pool is used to allocate overhead costs
to various jobs or items within jobs. All cost items relative
to a particular job are categorized as either material or labor.
All costs are considered direct. Variable overhead is charged
directly to the job as either material or labor. The use of tools,
machinery, and equipment owned by Atlantic Dry Dock and
Atlantic Marine are categorized as corporate overhead only
on the annual financial statements.
Fixed overhead as management and financial accountants are accustomed to seeing it is charged directly to a job
and is not allocated from pools. At the time of the preparation
of the bid, however, a percentage of material and labor is added to the estimated cost to determine the bid price. This addition to the bid also accommodates the cost of the use of
various consumable supplies and hand tools used in the performance of the work that it would not be cost effective to
allocate. Accounting for the actual job costs doesnot involve
the allocation of such overhead to the various jobs or items.
At year -end when the annual financial statements for the
corporation are being prepared and audited, then overhead
is calculated and recorded according to GAAP requirements.
The corporate overhead consists of the use of the buildings,
tools, and equipment owned and used during the year. In
contrast to the enormous cost of material and labor in ship
building and repairs the amount of overhead turns out to be
relatively small.
For any small equipment purchased or rented for use on
a particular job the cost is charged to the job in the material
category.This seemingly unorthodox treatment of overhead
is a significant simplifying feature of Atlantic Dry Dock's accounting and estimating system. It is not unlike the current
trend in management accounting to merge direct labor into
overhead.' This practice often is carried out in the modern
manufacturing environment when labor is not "material" relative to total overhead costs. In the situation at Atlantic Dry
Dock the total overhead is not "material" relative to total materials and labor. Hence, the merging of overhead into material. After all, one might reason that part of the wear and
tear of a building, a piece of equipment, or tool is much like
an item of material. In any event, it is a significant accounting
simplification.And simplification of accounts and accounting
procedures seems to be essential for all organizations in the
current global competitive environment.
Once the cost of an item is known from a search of the
database, the data are downloaded from the relational dataMANAGEMENTACCOUN11NG/ OCTOBER 1994
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base via a commercial software program, Elite, into the inhouse- developed Lotus 1 -2 -3 costing template described
above. It is in this spreadsheet that the selling price is determined for the items of material and labor.

MEETING OF THE MINDS
he estimator will combine all the items of materials
and labor on the Lotus 1 -2 -3 template. A review to ensure that all the items in the bid specifications or the
estimator's interpretation of the job have been adequately
considered is done in the estimating department. Then a
management meeting is held to review the bid before it is
submitted. At this meeting the price at which the material
and labor will be sold is determined . One of the items reviewed most often in such a meeting is the labor rate used
and the price at which a material item will be sold . The use
of the Lotus 1 -2 -3 template is central to that process.
The setting of the labor rates is perhaps the most difficult
and the most critical part of any bid. A mistake in either direction can cause the company to lose the bid or lots of money. Review of the labor rate is critical to the success of the
bid and the subsequent job because it is often the largest
cost item. The labor rate is really the core of this business.
The company founder uses a guiding philosophy in the
bid - setting process. It goes something like this: "I have never
seen an empty shipyard go bankrupt. I have seen a lot of
them that bid too low to get the job go broke."

T

During the progress of the job, the estimate serves as the

budget . Table 1 shows the use of estimate /budget information for variance analysis while a job is in progress. (In this
hypothetical situation all the figures are imaginary.)
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Atlantic Dry Dock has won the bid and contracted with
a ship owner to refurbish and refit the M/V North Florida
(M/V means motor vessel). The ship is 400 feet long and
weighs 3,000 tons. Table 1 looks at job performance on just
one item of the specifications. The item is to clean and paint
the underwater hull. The job is almost two -thirds done at the
66% mark. The estimate shows the labor at 745 hours and
materials at $26,500.
Notice that the labor is broken down into various task categories with the use of a rate per unit for each category. Next
is shown the established billing rate for this job of $25.00
per hour. Next the report shows the status of the job with
the blasters 85% complete and the painters 35% complete.
Here the report shows the estimate compared to actual and
any variances. The estimators at Atlantic Dry Dock would
Eke their estimate to be within 10% of actual. The bottom of
the report displays a summary of the actual financial results
of the project to date.
Such reports can be prepared at any point in a job. Routinely they are prepared at the end of each week. In this type

of work, large variances can and do occur easily. For example, sandblasters can clean the hull down to bare metal. A
thunderstorm can come along, get the metal wet before it
can be primed, cause it to rust, and additional sandblasting
will have to be done.
Analysis and explanation of such a variance, which can
be quite large, is relatively easy. But not all variances are explained so handily. Sometimes shipfitters and welders encounter a situation in which they are required to cut a large
hole at some specified location in a ship's hull only to discover before beginning that a structural beam, a pipe, or
bulkhead is not where it was thought to be from a study of
the drawing or an inspection of the vessel or is not in the
shape or configuration expected. It is determined that a different procedure or a different shape and size hole cut in a
different location is necessary. This problem complicates the
job and, needless to say, causes a significant labor variance.
Understanding and explaining the variance is not just an
accounting exercise. It is a management, worker, and estimator learning process. Cost accounting plays a critical role

TABLE 1 / ATLANTIC DRY DOCK CORPORATION-JOB COSTCYCLE EXAMPLE
Item number 1.00

M1V North Florida

Job name

(sq ft)

ate
per unit

Unit

Labor
unit

Labor
factor

Labor
hours

Material
rate

Unit

Quantity

Price
per unit

Mate.
co

Sand blast

20,000

43

Sf /Hr

465

1.00

.0400

12,000

200

Sf /Gal

100

0.50

15
200

300,000

20,000

465
50

Lb /Sf

Primer
Intermediate
paint
Anti - fouling
top coat

Sf /Gal

100

15

1,500

20,000

125

Sf /Gal

160

0.50

80

125

Sf /Gal

160

25

4,000

20,000

100

Sf /Gal

200

0.75

150

100

Sf /Gal

200

45

9,000

Total

745 Hours

Total

26,500

Material

Sales

Gross
profit

Profit
percent

26,500

47,775

10,100

21.14%

Profit on material

1001

Labor

Labor

Clean and
paint

745

15.00

11,175

Billing rate

25.00

_

Labor

R

abor

Blasters
Painters

Percent
complete

Estimate

85%
35%

465
280

395
98

390
120

745

493

510

Total

Should be

bor

`a
hours

Labor
rate

Labor
cost

Material
cost

Blasters
Painters

478
252

14.75
17.00

7,051
4,284

10,995
16,545

Total

730

15.53

11,335

27,540

or

38

Clean and paint underwater hull

Actual

Sales
price

47,775

Variance

Material
estimate

Actual

459
343

(6)
63

12,000
14,500

8,876
13,225

(3,124)
(1,275)

802

57

26,500

22,101

(4,399)

Projected

Gross
profit

8,900

Profit
percent

18.63%

Variance

Labor
Variance'
Variance
estimate
estimate
465
280

13
(28)

12,000
14,500

(1,005)
2,045

745

(15)

26,500

1,040
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Diamond Lady-201'x 46' sternwheel casino vessel built for Steamboat River Cruise Unes, Battendorf, Iowa. This 1,200- passenger casino
vessel, along with her sistership Emerald Lady, provides gaming entertainment in Biloxi, Mississippi.

in that management and learning process. Of course, corrective action is taken to prevent a cost variance, if that is
possible. While preventing a variance is not always possible,
learning from the variance is always possible. The lesson is
not to make the same mistake twice!
Many companies (including Atlantic Dry Dock) in the
past may have been happy to have variances fall within the
10% category. In this intensely competitive global economic
environment the 10% margin for error seems to be
high — particularly so in terms of the large amounts of money
and risk involved when working on large boats and small
ships. With the lack of uniformity in marine vessels mentioned before, however, the 10% margin seems to be about
as close as the estimator can come.
Automation of the bid /estimate process at Atlantic Dry
Dock is integral to its success. The basic building block for
the use of the computer and its electronic spreadsheets was
the need for attention to detail with accuracy and speed.
Preparation of bids for marine repairs requires writing and
copying many numbers into many locations. Just copying the
numbers runs the risk of errors such as transpositions. Then
comes the problem of adding the many columns of figures.
Accurate addition and multiplication used to be a major worry in the estimating department.
Another problem was the need to make countless changes in those figures and to recalculate them. Leaving just one
item out of a bid could cause a major problem. Needless to
say, confidence in the accuracy is greatly increased through
the use of electronic spreadsheets. Use of the estimation
template is essentially a device for sensitivity analysis. Craig
Wood believes that use of the computer in the estimating department at Atlantic Dry Dock has increased productivity by
one and a half times.
Human judgment, however, is still very much present.
People with good judgment and experience always will be
a requisite in any work environment.
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A SYSTEM THAT WORKS
tlantic Dry Dock offers a good example of the use of
carefully collected past accounting, purchase, and accounts payable information assembled in a relational
database. The data in the database are converted into estimate /flexible budget information by an experienced estimator using a Lotus 1 -2 -3 template. The estimate becomes the
budget for the job, if it is won. Basic cost accounting and computer skills are essential to the accounting, estimating, and
management process. At Atlantic Dry Dock the system and
the people work well together. Could it be improved?
Artificial intelligence may be the next step for such an accounting situation. An artificial intelligence system used by
the estimator may enable Atlantic Dry Dock to improve the
computerized part of its bid /flexible budget estimation system. Estimating at Atlantic Dry Dock and in the related companies requires much interaction between the computer and
the estimator. The computer cannot do it all. The good judgment and experience of the estimator would still be very
much present. The huge amounts of money involved in ship
repairs and maintenance and ship building may justify the
expensive venture into artificial intelligence.
IN
Thomas L. Barton, CPA, is the KPMG Peat Marwick Fellow

ofAccounting at the University of North Florida. He is a member of the Jacksonville Chapter, through which this article was
submitted.
Frederick M. Cole, CPA, is an associate profesrorat the University of North Florida and a member oftheJacksonville Chapter.
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ATLANTICMARINE

THECOMPANYS
' HISTORY

he founder and his grandfather were no strangers to ship yards when they started Atlantic Marine on April 1, 1964,
and Atlantic Dry Dock in 1966. First his grandfather and
then his father had owned and operated a large shipyard on
the south bank of the St. Johns River in downtown Jacksonville, Florida, since the late 1800s. The founder moved to Atlanta to work as an engineer. But something was left undone
on his personal agenda. He decided to strike out on his own
in the shipyard business.
He returned to Jacksonville and raised capital from family
members and venture capital investors. He purchased an old
marina, named Markussen's Marina, on the banks of the St.
Johns River at its intersection with the inland waterway, known
locally as Sister Creek. He started his business with a dock
and a large "A" frame to use as a lift, ambitious owners, and
some hard - working shipfitters.
Atlantic Dry Dock Corp. is now part of a family of companies
consisting of Atlantic Marine, Inc., and Atlantic Dry Dock Corp.
of Jacksonville, and Alabama Shipyard, Inc., and Atlantic Ma-

T
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rine, Inc., of Mobile, Alabama. All these companies are subsidiaries of Atlantic Marine Holding Company. The combined
company had annual sales in 1989 of about $83 million. The
bulk of the company's work is ship repair and the remainder,
ship building.
The Jacksonville facilities consist of 36 acres along a half mile of waterfront. Atlantic Marine's 1989 annual sales were
$26 million and Atlantic Dry Dock's were $32 million.
The Company has grown and prospered on a corporate
creed that says:
It is our firm conviction that we will strive to conduct our
business operations using the highest business ethics
and principles so that we will gain and retain the respect
and trust of our customers, our employees, and the community in which we live.
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WHO'S IN CHARGE:

CIO OR CFCI?
Financial executives must help make information technology
decisions for their companies.
BYSHELDON R.GAWISER
oday's bet - the - company importance of information technology (IT) decisions calls for a
new type of teamwork between
chief financial officers and chief information officers. Financial managers
must take the initiative toward establishing a broader role for themselves
in technology decisions. A large pharmaceutical company's recent IT acquisition shows what can happen if they
don't. By the time the CFO was looking
at potential financial management software, the CIO already had chosen

hardware, an operating system, a database management system, and a computer language —with no input whatsoever from finance. The result? The
company was seriously constrained in
its choice of software, and finance
couldn't get all the options it thought
were necessary to have to save the
company money. To make matters
worse, the CFO did not feel he had
been slighted but believed instead that
he had no business being involved in
decisions about technology.
The pharmaceutical company CFO
is by no means alone. In a significant
number of companies there has been

an abdication of thetraditionalrole of
financial management in key technology decisions. This situation is dangerous for the companies involved, for the
financial management at those companies, and even for the information technology departments because they are
at risk if their decisions are wrong.
Financial executives can help reverse the trend if they get involved, get
back the authority they once had, and
participate fully in information technology decisions. How? First they must
understand the IT decision process
and how to manage it. Too often they
are involved in decisions only in the

f

Unless the finance area is part of the team that decides what technology its company needs, the firm could end up with fancy computer
systems that don't perform the right tasks.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994
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narrowest sense —for example,
"Should we lease or buy ?" In the pharmaceutical company case, the IT department selected and purchased a
sales and marketing system before
talking to the CFO. There was no discussion of the financial implications of
the information that the system either
could or could not process. There was
no discussion of integrating the information with finance. No one asked
what information financial managers
needed for their reporting and future
planning purposes. The financial executive must take a more proactive role.
REGAININGCONTROL
financial management used to
have more control and now must
fight to get it back. Before 1980
the CFO's participation in technology
decisions was considerable, but with
technological complexity came the isolation of the information technology
function. Yet information technology
decisions should be treated the same
as other bet- the - company decisions,
such as constructing a new plant, introducing a new product, or downsizing
the workforce. Even though operations or marketing or human resources might take the lead in those instances, finance would be involved
every step of the way.
Although it is the IT executive's job
to understand the information technology world and what is available to improve company performance, financial
management oversees the cost justification of information. But companies
tend to forget: Information always
costs money. Therefore, each piece of
information must be prioritized as in
other acquisitions, and successful IT
decision making requires a CFO to say,
"No, we don't need to track that," or "At
this cost we can afford to track that."
Financial executives probably will
have their say if they structure and
control the decision - making process.
The CIO will not step meekly out of a
leadership role, so the CFO needs to
make an effort to become an integral
part of the decision - making team
because:
• Coordination with the CIO or other
top information executives is important on a day - to-day basis, not just in
situations involving change.
• Bet - the - company decisions require
the participation of financial managers who understand the type of information that needs to be collected
and reported for overall success.
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■ Without financial participation, decisions could be based on emotion
rather than finance. Companies are
evaluated on their financial performance, but, without financial management's input, cost justification
can go out the window. For example, in a recent article in a computer
publication, an information technology manager extolled the fact that
he saved his company $20,000 in
consulting fees by using internal
people to design a database. He proceeded to relate with pride how 25
people met several hours every
week for six months to accomplish
this feat, without realizing he had
expended 1,300 to 1,400 people
hours to "save" $20,000.
Without true cost analysis, the information technology staff may attempt to collect and report everything
and may miss important information.
When financial management is not involved, this missing information might
be exactly what finance needs to know
for statistical accounts and modern financial analysis methods.
The financial executive's full participation in technology evaluation is the
key to avoiding such pitfalls. To understand the requirements of the process,
decision makers must know the risks
inherent in the selection and introduction of new technology.
FOURRISKFACTORS
ary Gagliardi, president of Four gen Software in Seattle and author of several books on information technology, highlights these
risks in his book, Client /Server Computing. • Killing the Mainframe Dinosaur
and Slashing Runaway MIS Costs. His
four risk factors are technological, operational, economic, and political.
Each can be evaluated in terms of
short- and long -term consequences.
Technological Risk.The short -term
risk is that the technology will not
work. Unbelievable as it may seem,
vendors of nonperforming technology
seem to be able to provide lists of reference accounts. The references
might be using the vendor's older technology or are so enamored of the new
technology that they will recommend
it even though they cannot get it to
work in their own shop.
Longer term, the technological risk
is that the proposed solution is at the
end of its life cycle and soon will be obsolete. While this issue is less serious,

it can have strong implications for the
long -term costs of a solution.
Operational Risk. This is the risk
that, even if the technology works, it
does not work for your company.
The short -term operational risk is
that the company can't get what it
needs from the system today. This
problem often is the result of the buyer
relying too heavily on a system demonstration. A demonstration does not
necessarily mirror the buyer's environment. The proposed system should
handle what the company needs, not
what the programmer anticipated.
The long -term operational risk,
which generally is ignored, is whether
the system will be able to adapt with
the company as it and the world
change. The company must evaluate
whether the technology selected can
change to meet future challenges —
two years or one month into the future.
Economic Risk. Even if it works for
the company now and into the future,
is the technology worth the cost? If the
cost is so high that it erodes a company's ability to compete, the answer
must be "no."
The short -term economic risk is
that the costs of implementing the system will be higher than estimated. Systems usually exceed the budget, but
this risk can be reduced through better
management of the process.
The long -term risk is that, over
time, the costs of supporting and
adapting the system are hidden and
are not estimated, which is one of the
most common cost justification errors.
It is difficult to estimate what might
happen in the future, although corporate reference accounts often can shed
light on their experiences with a particular solution. In this situation, an incorrect estimate is better than failure
to consider potential costs.
Political Risks.Shared by every department involved in the decision process, the short -term risk is that employees will not be happy with the
system and will not support it. This
problem is significant because without
the support of the staff, the solution is
sure to fail.
The long -term risk is that persons
outside the organization — customers
and vendors —will be unhappy. In the
extreme case, a company can end up
with a wonderful technology solution
and no business.
All four risk factors can be reduced
significantly through the financial exMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

ecutive's involvement in the key
segments of the decision process:
proposal evaluation, needs analysis,
vendor selection, risk management,
and negotiation /implementation.

EVALUATINGTHE PROPOSAL
ome corporate leaders believe
that only information technology people can understand IT
proposals. Wrong! When a financial
executive is involved in the decision-making process, it is absolutely critical that he or she understand
the proposal to know whether it
makes any sense for the business.
Financial managers must not become distracted, confused, or intimidated by hardware and software
issues. Vendors often baffle nontechnical people with technical information, complex illustrations,
and terminology. "Technobabble"
can be deciphered. For example,
when a customer hears a vendor
speaking about " risk-based" computers, the words really are a RISC
(reduced instruction set computer)
system under discussion.
Finance executives also must insist that vendors make their proposals clear. Lack of clarity can be a real
threat to success. For example, one
company was acquiring a new computer system, but no one on the
staff understood what the vendor
was proposing. Fearful of appearing
foolish, they failed to ask questions
and ended up with the wrong solution. Remember: The only stupid
question is one to which a person already knows the answer.
Of course, it hel ps to know
enough to ask meaningful questions. Someone who has no stake in
the acquisition might help translate
if the finance department doesn't
have the necess ary kno wledge.
Higher -level data processing publications, such as Computerworld, also are good sources of information
as are vertical market publications
and accounting magazines that often include information technology
articles.

ANALYZINGNEEDS
nee finance understands the
proposal, it should compare
the needs of the company to
the abilities of the system through
a needs analysis that simply answers the question, "Who needs
what information, and when do they
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Spreadsheets are the best place to do
\
financial reporting. And while other
report writers promise spreadsheet -like
functionality, only F9 has an add -in
component that provides seamless
integration with Lotus 1 -2 -3 for Windows. With Excel. With Quattro Pro
With F9 you can create any financial report. F9 provides live, dynamically updated links (no imports, no exports, no macros; a true hot -link) to your
GL data, making any financial report as easy as typing one formula into a
spreadsheet!
With a click of the mouse, you can go from a single period income
statement to a multi -period comparative income statement. And with a little
more effort, you can create a complete EIS, with ratios and hot charts, that
change automatically when the data does. And the best part is, if you know
how to use a spreadsheet, you already know 95% of what you need to know in
order to use F9.
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In fact any financial report
imaginable presented the way
you want it. F9 is the best
financial analysis and reporting
tool available.
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Create any financial report, or with a little extra
effort. construct your own full featured Executive
Information System.

Want to see F9 in action?
Download our evaluation copy
from CompuServe. GO SYNEX
and retrieve the file f9demo.exe,
or call us for more information.

Synex Systems Corporation
800 - 663 - 8663 Ext 332
F9 works with all of the accounting systems on this list. If you don't
see your accounting system listed call us and find out about F9
Universal, our cross - platform custom solution.
ACCPAC
BusinessW orks
DACEasy
Dynamics

Great Plains
Open Systems
Macola
M -A -S 90

Profit
Skyline
Platinum
SBT
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SELECTINGTHEVENDOR
finance's expertise can forestall disaster in the area of vendor selection. Even with the availability of
nonproprietary and more standardized hardware and software solutions,
known as open systems technology,
companies still depend on the vendor
for upgrade paths, support, and service. Who better than finance to evaluate the vendor's business for longterm viability —or at least for as long as
the company will need it?
Financial executives should push
for the selection of an open system,
which means the company can replace
its hardware with that of another manufacturer and still run its applications.
On the software side, the open system
software will be based on industry
standard languages that will run on a
variety of hardware platforms.

SEVERALRISKSNEEDTOBE
MANAGED
roper vendor and vendor proposal evaluation will go a long
way toward reducing technological risk. In analyzing the proposal,
CFOs should be aware of attempts to
make the company a guinea pig for
new technology. The leading edge in
technology solutions is likely to become the "bleeding edge." If a company opts to be first buyer, it must under44

stand the full price it might have to pay.
It should not consider brand new technology for any mission critical systems. New software is always late coming to market, and, even when it comes
from large, experienced companies,
sometimes it will not function properly.
CFOs can minimize operational risk
in new system acquisition by keeping
in mind where the company is going
and comparing those needs to the
long- and short -term capabilities of any
system under evaluation. Is the company downsizing, rightsizing, growing?
Are there plans to develop new products or new markets?
Here is an opportunity for the financial executive to contribute his or her
knowledge and understanding of the
business and its future. One of our clients has grown at least 50% per year
over the past 10 years. In some years

Don't consider brand
new technology for
mission critical
systems.
sales volumes more than doubled over
the previous year. The cost and disruption of changing systems to accommodate this type of growth would be enormous. Fortunately, the company had
designed a scalable system. Over the
time frame it established, it grew from
fewer than 25 users to more than 100
with no need for retraining. The company upgraded and changed hardware
from vendor to vendor during the decade without significant disruption.
A company also must involve staff
and department heads who will be using the system asearly in the decision
process as possible. If staff members
are consulted after the fact, they may
react more negatively than they might
have otherwise. Benefits to consulting
users include insight into how the company actually works and sensible suggestions on how to improve business
processes. Such consultation will
smooth the way for the implementation and lessen political risk.
Often employees are afraid they will
lose their jobs because of new technology. Often they are right. If the system
will mean workforce reduction, companies must communicate with the employees they want to keep. This difficult process should be coordinated

carefully with the human resources
department.

NEGOTIATION/IMPLEMENTATION
hen the evaluation and risk reduction process is complete,
the finance department
should remain involved throughout
the negotiation and implementation
phases. In negotiating contracts with
vendors, they should keep in mind several key points. Who pays if the system
What are the performance standards? What is the project schedule?
Who owns the system? The answers to
these questions are: The vendor
should not be able to charge a buyer
for a system that doesn't work; the criteria for acceptance should be stated
clearly in the contract; performance
standards and schedule should be included in detail in the agreements to
protect against lack of performance or
late delivery.
Ownership of the system is more
complicated, particularly in the area of
software licenses. CFOs must understand terms and conditions of all contracts. For example, if it becomes necessary to move software to a computer
from a different vendor, is that another
charge?
Although many companies allow
the information technology area to determine when a new system should be
implemented, finance may be in the
best position to make the determination. Information technology may not
know about other changes within the
company or demands on the time of
people key to the process.
What's the payoff for the involved financial executive? Increased involvement in information technology decision making improves the financial
executive's value to the company. It
demonstrates an understanding of operations and keeps the financial person
a key player in major decisions. Perhaps most satisfying to both the financial executive and the company, it
makes the business better.
■
fails?

need it ?" It is accomplished by asking
the people who actually do the work,
but often no one asks.
Once the financial group identifies
the needed information, it must analyze the costs and benefits of capturing
that information. Unfortunately, unless
the finance department is involved,
many companies don't perform a costbenefit evaluation. In fact, rarely is any
thought given to the relative costs and
value of information. Information that
seems useful before such an analysis
often seems very expensive when compared to the cost of capturing it.
Many companies make the mistake
of viewing information costs narrowly,
as IT department costs alone. That approach fails to recognize the cost of
people to gather and review the information. Other pitfalls can include too
much information, too little information, or incorrect information. For example, if a company generates numerous reports, executives need to
evaluate each item of information as
though they were buying it each time
a report is run.

Sheldon R. Gawiser, Ph.D., is president
of GawiserAssociates, a consulting firm
specializing in information collection
and management in the technology area. He also writes a newspaper column,
"Computers & Business." He may be
reached at (203) 331 -9300.
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THEBANDITS
Strategic technologies deter check fraud.

Jerry Arnip /SuperSfock

BYNAMES L.LOOMIS
heck fraud costs American
banks $11 billion a year —
more than the combined totals
of credit -card fraud, theft from
automated teller machines, and armed
robbery. During 1992, 15 bad checks
were being written every second, with
average loss recovery reported at less
than 15%. Because a substantial
amount of check fraud goes unreported, these figures actually are quite conservative. No longer willing to take responsibility for these losses, banks
insist corporations must show that
they have been exercising "due diligence"— taking precautions to guard
against check fraud —or remain liable
for covering phony checks drawn on
their accounts.
One New England company made
such a mistake. When it caught a high ranking financial officer in the act of
cashing company checks, the company accepted its employee's plea for
clemency and, instead of reporting
him, accepted an IOU for the missing
funds. When the employee continued
to steal, the company found its acknowledgment of prior theft left it completely liable for all lost funds. Although the employee subsequently
was fired and prosecuted, the company
is still struggling to recover from its financial losses.
As this example illustrates, corporations and their officers now are responsible for proving that they have taken
every possible or reasonable precaution to guard against check fraud. And
they are up against increasing odds.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

There are 15 bad checks written every second.

Technological advances, including
highly sophisticated and easy -to -use
scanning devices, laser printers, and
color copiers, have made it easier than
ever to produce phony checks.
In 1993, a New England check fraud
ring netted $500,000 before authorities
caught up with them. The group, using
names and active account numbers of
legitimate businesses, prepared check
stock and wrote checks payable to
themselves. Then they used courtesy
cards to cash these checks, which they
claimed were paychecks, at as many as
15 supermarkets per day.
A Boston -based insurance company
became their biggest victim when the

firm's account number was lifted from
an insurance claim check. Between
May and June, close to 60 fraudulent
checks drawn against the insurance
company account were cashed at supermarkets in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut. Although
bank officials recognized the checks
as phony, saving both the bank and the
insurance company the cost of covering the losses, the supermarkets that
initially cashed the checks lost money.
As a result of the incident, the insurance company accelerated the installation of a "Positive Pay" security system.
Positive Pay assembles a computer45
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England check fraud ring requested a
legitimate check manufacturer to print
checks, the printer was suspicious and
declined their order. However, the
printer did not notify the authorities,
and the criminals obtained the desired
fraudulent checks from another manufacturer. Had the authorities been
alerted to the situation, bank employees would have been advised to look
for suspicious checks, and the company would have demonstrated "due diligence" and might not have been liable
for losses.
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company demonstrating its determination to be responsive, makes the workplace less favorable to this type of
crime.
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When checks treated with "VOID INDICIA" are photocopied. "VOID" appears.

these features not
only make it more
difficult to alter or
copy checks, but
they also help vict im c o r p o r a t i o n s
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prove the due diligence necessary to
avoid financial liability.
Check alteration is one of the most
common forms of paper -based check
fraud. It involves changing the name,
dollar amount, or other information on
a check. Chemicals often are used to
remove ink from checks without doing
much damage to the paper itself.
Thieves then fill in a name and amount
to suit their own purposes and cash the
check. Check stock prepared with
Chlorostain, Color Signal, and Void Indicia security features offers an effective guard against tampering because
it is impossible to alter the check without detection. The paper is treated with
chemicals that remain invisible so long
as the check is not altered, but contact
with any of the chemicals used for alteration causes the paper to change
color.
The three features work similarly to
alert check cashers to foul play. Chlorostain produces a wash of color over
all parts of the document that have
been treated with chemicals. Similarly,
Color Signal produces large colored
dots over treated areas. Void Indicia
has the same effect, with the word
"VOID" appearing on the check whenever it is photocopied.
Adding visible paper features that
are difficult or impossible to reproduce
also helps guard against forgery.
Check stock can be printed with a variety of different watermarks including
Paper Mill, Simulated, and Fluorescent. These marks are impossible to
reproduce with copiers or laser printers. Paper fibers and security threads
woven into the paper are difficult to reproduce but easy to spot in authentic
checks. Base stock printing features also offer valuable protection against
check duplication and forgery. They involve incorporating intricate or complicated screens and designs into the
background of the check, thus making
it difficult to duplicate. For example,
checks that include high - resolution
graphics look fuzzy when copied, even
with the most advanced color copiers.
Void Pantograph is made up of a series of dots that look uniform to the naked eye. Because the series of dots is
too small to be reproduced clearly, the
pattern blends together when the
check is either copied or scanned and
is transformed into the word "VOID"
repeatedly across the check. Similarly,
Micro Printing also is invisible to the
naked eye but appears as a broken line
when copied or scanned.
Paper also may be treated with pastel- colored inks that resist copying or
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Circle No. 7
inks whose properties change with
tampering. Many checks are printed
using ink that appears black but
smudges to red when altered. Other
security inks include heat reactive and
chemical reactive inks. More technologically advanced paper -based security features include embossing, holograms, and foil stamping. These
practices resist both copying and scanning and make duplication difficult.
Warning bands outlining the check's
security features also are available to
alert clerks to any discrepancies.
Banking professionals agree that pa-

per -based security features are important and go a long way in combating
check fraud, but they suggest that multiple controls are necessary to provide
the most efficient barriers to check
fraud.
AUTOMATEDDISBURSEMENT
SYSTEM
ompanies still using preprinted
check stock can take steps to reduce the risk of employee check
tampering. By securing check stock
and signature plates and storing them
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separately, employers can make it
more difficult to falsify company
checks. However, companies that have
adopted desktop laser check - printing
systems have eliminated the security
nightmare of preprinted check stock
altogether.
Desktop laser check printing —or
an automated disbursement system— provides a
turnkey software
link between PC or
mainframe -based
accounting records and one or
more desktop laser
printers. It enables
corporate and government users to
combine check
writing, signing,
and printing into
a single step to
create completed
checks on blank
paper. Software is
compatible with existing user check writing applications and meets
all banking industry standards for
checks. The technology incorporates laser printing,
customized software, and electronic forms as well as
magnetic ink character recognition
(MICR).
A laser check - writing system is
more cost effective, provides better
control, and offers disbursement flexibility not available with traditional systems. It enables a laser printer to print
check forms, payment data, signatures
and logos, bank data, and the MICR
line in one pass on blank check stock.
For multi- account, multi- company applications, the laser check system automatically selects the correct company,
bank, and account information. It also
manages the entire check printing process—from limiting access for security
to managing disbursements from
many bank accounts. It features dollar
amount control, signature, and check
format options. As a further precaution, the MICR security cartridge can
be locked away whenever the system
is not in use.
The payment- issuing processor accepts multiple inputs including print
images, data files, on -line data files,
and manual data entry. These expand-

ed possibilities allow greater flexibility
and compatibility with various
systems.
Checks can print one at a time (on
demand) or in a large batch sent directly from application programs. The system also supports laser printing at local or remote sites, complete with an
encrypted audit trail detailing system
and disbursement
transaction records. It can write
checks from multiple /different bank
accounts during
the same print run.
The system
writes checks on
blank stock, choosing from different
formats, logos, signatures, check
numbers, bank information, and accounts at the same
time, thus eliminating the need
to change forms
and manage preprinted, expensive
check stock. The
program also offers users the opportunity to print
checks at several
remote locations.
For example, all of
the data entry may
take place at one location, with checks
being produced at
secured printers located in various offices around the country. This setup
not only saves time and money, but it
also provides added security in that data entry and printing functions are separated. Similarly, electronic payments
can be transmitted to various automated clearing houses from one location.
The system records all check transactions, so adding security features such
as "Positive Pay" is relatively simple.
Finally, check verification services,
which ensure a check's validity, may
be accessed with the program.

itive Pay work with paper -based strategies but work best for companies that
already have installed automated disbursement systems. With Reverse
Positive Pay, the issuing bank downloads a daily record of all checks received, leaving the company responsible for identifying any checks that do
not correspond to those it has issued.
A PC and modem can implement
the Positive Pay system to supply
both the company and its bank with
daily deposit account balances and
transaction details. Used in conjunction with physical safety features,
these programs can reduce companies' vulnerability.

CONTROLLEDDISBURSEMENT
SYSTEMSLEADTHESECURITY
BATTLE

James L. Loomis is vice president and

A laser check writing system
enables a laser
printer to print
check forms,
payment data,
signatures and
logos, bank
data, and the
MICR line in
one pass on
blank check
stock.
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hile technological advances
have made it easier to duplicate and forge checks, technology also can prevent check fraud.
Controlled disbursement strategies
such as Positive Pay and Reverse Pos-

AMULTIPLE OFFENSE IS
THEBESTDEFENSE
}sere is no surefire way to avoid
fraud, but a combination of paper based controls and secure check issuing systems provide a strong deterrent. Many corporations already have
expensive check - issuing systems in
place and are reluctant to spend a lot
of money replacing their entire system. Adding programs that work with
the main system but outside it, however, actually may save money in the long
run. By adding automated disbursement systems that utilize blank check
stock, companies eliminate a number
of the problems related to check fraud.
By extending the company's standard
system to include payment- issuing
processors and secured printers, companies' disbursement programs will
become more secure. For example, securing preprinted stock and maintaining detailed inventory information on
that check stock no longer would be
necessary. Companies also can cut
risks by exercising prudence in their
day -to -day operations. By keeping
check stock secure and maintaining
control over signing authorities, CFOs
can at least cut back on internal fraud.
It doesn't matter which strategy is chosen as long as "due diligence" is met,
keeping loss recovery an option. ■

cofounder of Bottomline Technologies,
an Exeter, N.H. -based software company that provides disbursement systems.
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BACKUPANDR
D.

panic!
recover from a system crash,

BY JACK M. CATHEY, CPA, AND
ROBERTH.PHILLIPS,JR,
he microcomputer data storage
version of Murphy's Law is that
there are only two kinds of hard
disk drives —those that have already failed and those that will. A corollary is that the probability of a hard
disk failing is directly related to the importance of the data stored on the
drive. It often seems like the home
computer you use to shoot alien invaders will never fail, but the computer
you have used at work for the past two
months developing a complex cost allocation model will greet you with General Failure Error reading drive C.- the
morning after you complete the model.
Simply stated, your hard drive will
fail whether through some known ca
tastrophe, such as dropping the machine while carrying it into your new
office, or through some completely unknown and unexplainable event, as in
"It just stopped working."
If a charmed machine somehow
avoids mechanical failure, user problems— caused by you and me —likely
will create a loss of data, often unexpectedly. For instance, after typing
FORMAT B: 2,000 times, for some reason your fingers decide to try FORMATC.- just to see what happens.
If you don't run into drive failure or
user problems, an office fire from a neglected coffee pot can destroy equip -

ment, or someone may walk out with
your PC after hours. For these and
many other reasons, backing up files
stored in microcomputer systems is
very important. Unfortunately, less
than 15% of the microcomputers and
only 40% of local area networks are
backed up with any regularity.
In the early days of microcomput
ers, backing up information was simple. Most microcomputer systems did
not have hard disk drives with their
large storage capacity. All programs
and data were stored on floppy disks.
The original version of DOS provides
two commands to back up data. The
simpler is the COPY command allowing the user to copy one or more files
from one disk to another. Additional
features, such as file name wild cards,
let users copy groups of files to make
backups. While the COPY command is
useful for making copies of several
files, the DISKCOPY command copies
all the files from one disk to another of
the same size.
As microcomputers developed,
they began including hard disk drives
capable of storing many more files.
The first hard disks used in PCs stored
10 megabytes (10MB) of memory —which is equivalent to more than
28 5-1/4" double- density floppy disks.
Current hard disk drives are frequently in the 200MB to 400MB range, with
larger disks available in sizes exceeding 1,024MB, or one gigabyte (1GB).

BACKINGUPLARGEHARDDISKS
dditional commands have been
added to DOS to assist users in
working with and backing up
large hard disks. The XCOPY command, which was added in DOS version 3.3, works in a manner similar to
the COPY command, with one important difference: It copies subdirectories and related files. The BACKUP
command primarily provides a way for
a PC user to back up the contents of
the hard drive to floppy disks. For example, the command BACKUPC.\*. *
A: IS copies all the files from the hard
disk, including any subdirectories and
files on drive C, to the floppy disks in
drive A. That would be a complete
backup. Also, if necessary, the BACKUP command will format the backup
floppy disks.
A useful option of the BACKUP
command is the /M switch. For exam ple, the command BACKUP C.-1 *. * A:
IS /M would not back up all the files
from drive C, but only those files with
the archive attribute selected. The archive attribute is a signal by DOS indicating a new or edited file has not
been backed up. Whenever a file is created or changed in any way, DOS turns
on this attribute. When the BACKUP
command is issued without the /M option, all new or changed files are
backed up, and each file's archive attribute is turned off. If a disk has been
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backed up completely, later backups
using the /M option will back up only
those files that have been created or
modified since the original backup.
This selective backup saves substantial time.
The complement to the BACKUP
command is the RESTORE command.
RESTORE is used to reverse the backup process. For example,RESTOREA:
C` *. * IS would restore from the floppy disks all the subdirectories and files
created with the complete backup
command. The BACKUP and RESTORE commands represent a substantial improvement for backing up
hard disk data. The most frequently
noted limitations of these commands
are their slow speed, lack of file compression, and difficult operation.

IFYOUBUILDABETTER
MOUSETRAP...
ecognizing DOS's limitations, a
number of third -party vendors
have developed backup software. Reviews of backup software usually identify 10 to 20 different products.
In terms of market share, the leading
products are The Norton Backup from
Symantec (800 - 343 -4714) and Central
Point's Backup (800 -445- 1682). Each
program has unique features, but both
offer improvements where DOS is
weak: speed, file compression, and
interface.
Speed. The DOS BACKUP command is slow, making the already unglamorous task of backups even more
painful. In several recent tests, third party backup programs performed
50% to 80% faster than DOS, which
means that a backup taking 30 minutes
with DOS takes less than 10 minutes
using a third -party program.
Compression.In addition to improving speed, third -party backup programs also provide benefits in terms of
the number of floppy disks required to
perform the backup. While the amount
of compression varies with file type,
the amount is usually in the 30% to 50%
range. For example, a DOS backup
that requires 10 floppy disks could be
performed with as few as five disks using one of the vendor programs. This
method saves not only on backup media cost, but also on disk juggling and
confusion during the backup and restore processes.
Interface. Backup programs also offer interface improvements. An interface is the way a program is accessed
and used. The stark DOS C.1> prompt,
the confusing command line switches
50

STEPSTOAN
EFFECTIVEBACKUPAND
RECOVERYSYSTEM
Design backup system:
Determine what systems and data
to back up.
Establish a backup priority for your
systems.
Determine the frequency of backup
procedures.
Plan for rotation of backup media.
Step 2. Design backup procedure:
Assign and train personnel to
perform backups.
Determine where backup media
are to be stored.
Plan for recovery of transactions
that occur between backups.
Establish a plan for verifying data
and backup integrity.
,3
Step 3. Design and test recovery
M
procedures:
Assign recovery responsibilities.
Develop recovery process.
Plan for backup hardware.
Test recovery plan.
Step 4. Establish preventative measures:
Defragment hard drives.
Avoid using drives that are almost
full.
Consider power supply safety
including surge protection and
uninterruptible power supplies.

such as /S and /M, and terse error
messages such as Source does not contain backup fides confuse and frighten
even the most seasoned DOS veteran
at times. Backup programs provide
easy - to-understand menus, intelligent
defaults, help systems, and interpretable error messages that make these
software programs easier to use. The
friendly interface capability is especially important during a restore operation
where often there are high anxiety
levels.
In addition to improving upon the
weaknesses of DOS, most backup software offers features not available with
DOS. These features include estimating the number of floppy disks required and the amount of time necessary to perform the backup, macro
languages to automate complex backup routines, robust error handling,
password protection of backup files,
and support from some tape drive
hardware.
DOS version 6.0 from Microsoft,

however, includes a substantially improved backup utility. The program is
a stripped -down version of the Norton
Backup. Users who do not wish to purchase a separate third -party backup
program and who have limited backup
needs should consider upgrading to
DOS version 6.0 or later versions. Users who desire a full- featured backup
program will be more satisfied with the
third -party software.

TAPEDRIVESFORREALLYBIB
BACKUPS
here's a joke that goes "You can't
have everything —where would
you put it ?" Many PC users are
pushing the limit with increasingly
larger and larger hard drives. Forty
megabyte drives that used to seem
huge are now described as small and
obsolete. Many new systems come
standard with drives in the 200MB to
500MB range. As hard drive sizes have
increased, the feasibility of floppy disk based backup systems has been challenged seriously. For example, even
with compression, a complete backup
of a 200MB hard disk would require
more than 100 5-1/4" high - density
disks and would take more than three
hours.
Just as software vendors exploited
the weakness of the DOS BACKUP
command, hardware vendors have
capitalized on the need for backup systems with larger capacities. The primary technology for mass storage backup
is tape drives, of which there are several types. The original PC design did
not include any specific standard for
tape backup systems, so standards
have been left to emerge from the tape
backup system vendors. Currently two
types of systems have a combined market share of more than 75% of the tape
backup market. These are the minicartridge and cartridge systems.
The minicartridge systems are built
around quarter -inch tapes generally
referred to as DC -2000 tapes. Two popular standard tape drives for this unit
are QIC-40 and QIC -80. While QIC-40
tape drives hold 80MB to 120MB, the
newer QIC -80 drives produce compressed storage capacities in the
160MB to 250MB per tape range. In addition to large backup capacities, min icartridge units offer speed. Most units
can back up and verify in the range of
1.5MB to 2.OMB per minute. This
speed would allow, for example, a complete backup of a 200MB hard drive in
the range of two to two and one -half
hours.
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While speed is an important feature, so is convenience. A QIC-80 minicartridge unit can back up a 200MB
hard disk onto a single tape that may
be stored off site or in a secure area.
Compare this storage capability to juggling more than 100 5-1/4" high -density floppy disks . Furthermore, because the entire hard drive can be
backed up to a single tape, an unattended backup can be scheduled after
hours when the computer is idle. An
unattended backup is significantly
more efficient than having someone sit
for several hours inserting and removing floppy disks. Affordability also is an
important factor. Minicartridge units
sell for an average of $500 for internal
units and $700 for external units. The
DC -2000 tapes themselves cost from
$20 to $30 each.
An additional feature of minicartridge and other tape drives is the software included with these systems.
While third-party software will work
with a few of the most popular drives,
most tape drive manufacturers ship
their drives with proprietary backup
software that has been designed specifically to work with their unit
Colorado Memory Systems (800451- 0897) , with its Jumbo 120 and Jumbo 250 systems, dominates the minicartridge market . Other vendors
selling minicartridge systems are Conner Peripherals (TapeStor ® 250, 800626- 6637), Mountain Network Solutions (FileSafe® series, 800 - 241-3937),
and Iomega, Inc. (Tape® 250,800-7776654).
Standard minicartridge systems
are designed to be installed internally
in a microcomputer by connecting to
a special board . Also, there are special
minicartridge systems that connect via
cable through a microcomputer's parallel (printer) port The cable hookup
allows the same tape backup unit to be
used for a variety of machines including desktop and notebook computers.
These units cost slightly more than the
single machine units . Two popular
units are the Jumbo Trakker from Colorado Memory Systems (800 -4510897) and Backpack from MicroSolutions, Inc. (815.756- 3411).

cartridge systems conforming to the
QIC -1350 standard providing higher capacity alternatives . Cartridge systems with QIC -1350 standards use
tapes conforming to the DC -6000 design . These tapes are larger than the
minicartridge tapes measuring six
inches by four inches. DC -6000 tapes
are available in various lengths with
storage capacities in the range of
150MB to 1.35GB.
The cartridge systems are more expensive than minicartridge systems
and are priced in the range of $1,500
to $5,000. DC -6000 tapes cost approximately $30. As with minicartridge

drives, these systems usually come
bundled with proprietary backup software . There are several cartridge drive vendors . At present , Conner
Peripherals ( Viper series, 800 -6266637), Tandberg Data , Inc. (Panther
series, 805-579- 1000), and Wangtek,
Inc. (800.992 -9916) sell cartridge backup systems.
DAT Systems. While minicartridge
and cartridge systems represent the
current market-share leaders, the rising stars in the large storage capacity
tape backup market are DAT systems.
The benefits of DAT are high storage
capacity—current DAT systems store
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CARTRIDGE ANDDIGITAL AUTO
TAPE(DAT)SYSTEMS
he QIC -80 minicartridge units often are adequate for systems with
hard disks in the 60MB to 200MB
range. CAD stations, file servers, or
other large system s with req uirem en ts
in the 500MB to 1GB range will need
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ALTERNATIVES
The minicartridge, cartridge, and DAT tape
systems are the current primary backup
systems, but a number of more exotic methods
areavoilable, each with its own unique niche.
Removable harddisk and cartridges. For a
number of years Iomega Corporation has
been producing removable cartridge drives.
In recent years SyQuest has introduced a
removable hard disk system. The removable
cartridge system, called a Bernoulli drive, can
hold up to 150MB of uncompressed data on
a single cartridge. The strength of this system
is its speed, performing at roughly the some
speed as traditional hard drives. The
weakness of this system is its cost. The drives
cost approximately $500 and cartridges
approximately $100.
Floptical drives. The floptical technology,
pioneered by Insite Peripherals, uses on old
standard with a new twist. The old standard
is the three - and - one-half -inch disk. The new
twist is that by changing the technology used
to write and read a disk, 21 MB of data can
be stored on a single disk. At present these
drives are priced in the $350 to $500 range
and also will read and write to regular floppy
disks. The 21 MB special floptical disks cost
approximately $20.
WORM andmagneto optical drives. Write
once, read many (WORM) drives con store
600MB to 1 GB of data on a single disk. They
are priced in the $1,800 to $3,000 range.
Both the strength and weakness of these
drives is that once the data are written to the
disk, they cannot be overwritten. This makes
WORM drives an excellent alternative for
systems where an exact record of all
transactions is critical. This type of system,
however, is not a likely option for traditional
backup needs.
As an alternative, magneto optical (MO)
drives provide an expensive ($1,800 to
$6,000 for the drive and $200 to $250 per
disk( method of storing up to 650MB of data
on a single, erasable disk. These drives can
be used for backup purposes when extremely
fast access time and erasobility are needed.
RAID. Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks
(RAID) refer to techniques where a series of
disk drives is used to store data. RAID is not
a backup technology, but it does provide a
high level of data security. There are six
different levels or implementations of RAID.
Different levels of RAID support different
methods of distributing data across disks,
error checking, automatic redundancy, disk
mirroring, and data recovery. RAID systems
with large multi - gigabyte storage capacities,
and generally high prices, usually are
protected with more traditional tape backups
as well.
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1.35GB to 2GB of uncompressed data
on a single three -inch by two-inch tape.
Furthermore, a file can be located in
an average of 15 seconds, whereas DC6000 tapes require almost twice as
long.
DAT systems are available from a
number of vendors. Most system prices range widely from $1,200 to more
than $6,000, with tapes running $30 to
$60. DAT drives are available from Colorado Memory Systems, Inc. (Power DAT 6000, 800 - 451 -0897), ARDAT, Inc.
(Python series, 800 -327- 8827), GigaTrend, Inc. (800 - 743 - 4442), and Wang DAT, Inc. (800 -992- 9916).
THE PROMISEDLAN
ust as special tape backup systems have been designed for larger hard drives, special tape backup systems also have been designed
for use in local area network (LAN) environments. LAN -based backup systems are significantly more complex
than single -user disk and tape systems.
In fact, selection of a LAN backup system should be done in consultation
with a person experienced in LAN environments. Although the options are
complex, LAN -based backup systems
are similar to standalone systems in
several respects. First, a variety of
backup hardware exists, including different tape sizes and formats. Second,
most hardware vendors bundle their
own proprietary tape software with
their units. Last, third -party LAN backup software is available, although from
a small number of vendors.
One difference between single -user
and LAN backup software is that LAN
backup software can be either server
based or workstation based. Server based LAN backup software is installed on the file server. The benefit
of this approach is that data on the file
server can be backed up at high
speeds. Because the backup is performed at the server, network traffic is
minimized during backups. A disadvantage of server -based LAN backup
software is that if the file server's hard
disk fails, then the restoration of the
data from the backups cannot be performed until the server is repaired
and the network operating system is
reinstalled.
Alternatively, workstation -based
LAN backup software is not affected directly by the status of the server. If the
server goes down, data may be recovered immediately from the workstation. The downside is that all data being backed up must travel across the

network, which makes scheduling
backups during low usage critical
for workstation -based LAN backup
software.
Regardless of the software chosen
for a LAN backup, a significant benefit
of a LAN -based backup is that data on
both the file server and workstations
are backed up. This capability provides
not only an important control to ensure
backup of all workstations, but it also
provides the efficiency of a single backup system.
Once the appropriate hardware and
software needed for a backup system
have been identified, a vendor who can
supply the system has been located,
and adequate funds to pay for the system have been appropriated, a user
may feel that the data —and his or her
job —are secure. Well, not so fast. Effective backup and recovery systems
do not result from simply purchasing
backup hardware and software; they
are the result of careful design and
planning as summarized below in a
four -step strategy.
STEP1: BACKUP SYSTEM DESIGN
tlis step involves determining
which systems and data to back
up, the backup priority, frequency
(daily, weekly, or monthly) and type of
backup (complete or selective) for
each system, and the rotation of necessary backup media (tapes). A good
starting point is to inventory all your
microcomputers, noting their location
and what information is stored on
them. This inventory will determine
which systems and data need to be
backed up.
There are two factors for choosing
the backup priority for each system.
First, the criticality of the system is
considered. Critical systems are those
necessary for the normal operation of
the business. For example, order entry
and inventory systems often are essential to the operations of a business. On
the other hand, fixed asset systems
rarely are critical on a day - today basis.
The second factor is the difficulty of reconstructing lost data. The greater the
volume of transactions and /or the
amount of input for each transaction,
the greater the necessity of frequent
backups. Each system should be classified as low -, medium -, or high -priority
backup.
After identifying priorities, you
must choose the frequency and type of
backup for each system. High -priority
systems that are critical and have high
transaction volume may require a comMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

plete daily backup. For medium -priority systems, complete backups weekly
with selective backups daily would be
acceptable. Low -priority systems may
be protected adequately with weekly
or possibly monthly backups. In all cases, backup frequency balances the
time and cost associated with backup
procedures against the time and cost
of re- entering data. If longer intervals
occur between backups, more data
may have to be re- keyed, which in
turn causes more disruption of normal
processing.
The last phase of system backup design is planning the rotation of backup
media. A daily backup rotation could
be supported with five sets of backup
media: Tape A for Monday, Tape B for
Tuesday, and so forth. A written log
showing the date and set identification
(Tape A, Tape B, and so forth) is kept
for each successful backup. Maintaining a series of backup tapes is an important control because earlier tapes
provide data security in the event that
later tapes are stolen, destroyed, or
corrupted.
In planning backup rotations, remember that tapes used for backups
will wear out eventually. A worn tape
can cause a loss of data. Most backup
software will report when errors occur
in creating tapes. A good plan is to insert one or more new tapes into the
backup rotation regularly, removing
older tapes at this time. Also, many
companies like to create complete archival copies of their month-end data.
These archival copies can be stored off
site and accessed when circumstances
require older detailed data.

process. It also is important that the
person responsible for the backup understands the significance of the task
and is trained carefully. The training
should include an explanation of the
backup process and should identify
any irregular events signaling a prob
lem. Last, the person should be shown
where to place the backup media when
the job is complete.
Another important task is determining the proper storage of backup media. Leaving the backup media in the
tape drive or on a shelf next to the unit
is almost always a poor choice. First,
storage in the tape drive or on a shelf
provides limited security of the important information on the backup tapes.
Second, the backup copy could be lost
in the event of fire or theft. Third, frantic attempts by untrained persons to recover lost files can corrupt the only
good copy of data available. For these
reasons it often is best to store the
backups off site or in some secure location on site, such as a fireproof safe.
Many backup systems print a file list

STEP 2: DESIGNBACKUP
PROCEDURES
leis step includes assigning and
training personnel to perform
backups, selecting an appropriate
storage location for backup media, developing procedures to manage transactions occurring between backups,
and establishing procedures for verifying data and backup integrity.
The backup task does not require a
high degree of specialized knowledge
and normally may be assigned to a
nontechnical administrative person.
Most backup software is run in batch
mode or through macro commands,
reducing the task to inserting the appropriate tape and typing in a simple
command, such as MONDAY. The person selected for the backup task may
need some prior duties reassigned so
enough time is allowed for the backup
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ing or log at the time of each backup.
These lists should be stored with the
backup tapes to document the contents of the backup.
Developing procedures to manage
transactions occurring between backups is a critical part of designing backup procedures. Consideration should
be given to filing source documents,
documenting real -time transactions,
and documenting nontransactional
updates.
Source Document Filing. Many
transactions have a source document.
For example, often a customer's purchase order is a source document for
order entry. Source documents for
transactions that are not already part
of the last successful backup should be
distinguishable from source documents for transactions captured on the
last backup. Source documents for
these transactions can be identified by:
(a) filing them only after a successful
backup has occurred, (b) maintaining
sequential source document numbers
and keeping a log of where a success-

Minicartridge tape
backup system (QIC -80)
20 — 250 MB storage capacity

1

2
O•
Cartridge tape
backup system (QIC -1350)
250 MB — 1 GB storage capacity

Digital audio tape (DAT)
backup system
1 — 4 GB storage capacity
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examined by competent personnel afful backup of each sequence ends, and
(c) annotating a system entry date onter each backup. Any errors reported
to each source document and filing the
should be investigated as soon as possible. Restoring and comparing files
source documents by this date or by
from the backup itself is the best evidate within other categories (vendor,
customer, and so forth).
dence of backup integrity.
Documenting Real -time Transactions. Some companies process sales
STEP3:DESIGNANDTESTA
orders over the phone or at the point
RECOVERY PLAN
of sale. In this environment source docrecovery plan, which is necesuments should be produced at the data
sary in the event of data loss,
capture point to act as hard -copy backshould include a recovery coorup. Documents such as cash register
dinator, a set of troubleshooting steps
receipts o r cop ies o f com p uter-gen erto isolate the cause of data loss, and the
ated invoices are necessary if these
replacement of failed hardware. The
events are re- entered after a system
recovery coordinator should be confailure.
tacted as soon as data loss is suspectDocumenting Nontransactional Uped. Many times untrained users bedates. Nontransactional updates are
come frantic when there is an apparent
changes to company files that are not
data loss and can
"transactions" with remake the process of
spect to double entry
A n
accounting. Some exrecovery even more
r
difficult by attempting
amples include custo restore files from
tomer address and
backups without care phone number changes, the addition of
Can
ful thought. A set of
troubleshooting steps
new customers, or a
lost
can, for example, unchange in a vendor's
a vo
cover that a fileserver
credit terms . If possithat appears to have
ble, keeping a paper
rt2>ti� 2�.t2eS.
crashed is simply a
copy of all changes
network cable jarred
that are made beloose by a cleaning
tween backups should
crew. The replacement of hardware
provide the information necessary in
could be something as easy as moving
the event the data must be restored afan infrequently used PC to replace one
ter a system failure.
used frequently or something more inVerifying data and backup integrity
volved such as obtaining a loaner file
are part of designing backup proceserver from a local hardware vendor.
dures. Data corruption occurs when a
The worst time to discover that a
record or file is not updated properly.
backup or recovery process is flawed
Power supply problems, a failing hard
is when a system actually has failed.
disk , or a programming error are all
Rather, while the system is still runpossible causes of data corruption. In
ning, several tests under different cirits early stages, data corruption can occumstances should be performed until
cur without detection . If the corruption
there is confidence a recovery from
remains undetected , the affected data
any potential loss will be successful.
will be copied to your backup media.
Then the documented plan is provided
To protect the original data as well as
to all involved in the backup and recovthe backup copy, check the integrity of
ery process with at least one copy
the data before each backup by printstored off site in case of a catastrophic
ing a trial balance or performing a seloss such as a fire. Once the plan has
quential read of all records in each
been developed, tested , and documentmaster file. Many software packages
ed, it must be reviewed and modified
have verification routines.
as systems grow and change.
Checking backup integrity also is
critical. Incomplete backups in which
one or more files are not stored on the
STEP4:ESTABLISHPREVENTATIVE
backup media are caused by full or
MEASURES
worn tapes, improperly specified comhe final consideration in backup
mands, and hardware or software failand recovery planning is to estabure. Improperly specified commands
lish preventative measures
occur when a newly created subdirecagainst data loss. Hard disk drives
tory is not added to the backup comshould be defragmented regularly usmands. Most backup software will creing third -party utilities such as Norton
ate a l og of erro rs th at mus t b e

a pp opriate
backuP system

help you

id

oppo
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Utilities (Symantec, 800 - 3434714). Additionally, hard drives should not be allowed to exceed 90% of their storage
capacity. The performance of the hard
drive will degrade quickly when it
nears its capacity because of file fragmentation and lack of working space
for operating and database systems. If
the drive accidentally is filled completely, it is extremely likely that data
loss will occur. Many programs will fail
when a disk becomes full while a file
is being saved.
Data loss, corruption , and damage
to hardware are often caused by electrical power problems. A surge protector helps protect equipment and data.
Also, unplugging the com puter equip-

ment, including the phone line into the
modem, during electrical storms protects equipment. Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) should be used for
critical applications. If maintenance involves one or more networks, it is important to investigate other aspects of

power conditioning. Preventative measures cost significantly less than rekeying lost data.
A recent study of companies experiencing major computer outages revealed several interesting results. The
average company lost 2% to 3% of
gross annual sales within eight days of
a sustained computer outage. If the
outage lasted longer than 10 days,
many companies never fully recovered, and more than 50% went out of
business within five years. While the
loss of a single spreadsheet file or several days of orders may not lead to
these catastrophic consequences, it
could result in delayed responses to
management or customers. Lost opportunities always are difficult to recover, but they can be avoided by purchasing an appropriate backup system
and implementing a good backup and
recovery process.
■
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We must reengineer
the role of
management
accountants so they
are initiators of
change, not the
victims!
BYNEILR.STEWART
f the 90 million private sector
jobs in the United States, 27%
or 24 million jobs will be lost
in the next 10 years due to reengineering, according to The Wall
StreetJournal'. Many of these job losses will result from the selective and
skillful application of available technologies. What role should our profession
play in this movement, and how should
we prepare for it?
A recent best seller, ReeMineering
the Corporation by Michael Hammer
and James Champy, introduced the
"Business Process Reengineering"
(BPR) concept. It is similar to applying
the old plant industrial engineering
methods to all other areas of business
to find simpler and better ways to operate. Technology is not introduced
until the basic procedures are sound.
Because many of the necessary changes cross functional lines in a company,
top management must be actively involved and totally committed to the
process.

0

THENEW ENVIRONMENT
number of factors have led to
widespread interest in reengineering. First of all, growth of
our major trading partners has slowed
because of excessive labor costs in Europe, the costs of German unification,
and the bursting of the Japanese financial bubble. The gradual removal of
trade barriers has forced companies to
compete globally instead of just in their
immediate protected market areas.
Annual sales increases for most
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994
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companies have disappeared or have
become decreases —any money being
"spilled" on excessive costs no longer
can be ignored. Growth in profits no
longer can be achieved by automatic
increases in unit prices and unit sales;
instead, emphasis is focused on maneuvering the cost structure and reducing overhead. Rising health insurance costs and litigation by employees
have made employee costs an issue.
The investment in technology has
not always paid off with increased productivity, so top management is more
cautious in viewing proposed changes. Moreover, shareholders are becoming more proactive and are holding directors to a higher degree of
accountability.
Nothing has had a more profound
impact on employment than the "empowerment" movement. In past times
of labor shortages, management felt
obligated to promote employees who
performed well, fearing they might

al l s

leave the company. A vicious cycle
soon began : Promote , give a raise,
then justify the raise by making the
promoted person responsible for more
people. Soon we had multiple levels of
managers, each with three or four people in their department. Finally we realized that by giving the people at the
lowest level more responsibility, they
would work harder, and the need for
supervision would be eliminated. The
rest is history as companies hire better-trained employees and provide
them with more technological aids to
help them perform their jobs. In fact,
MBAs recently have been spotted on
the assembly line of one major auto
manufacturer.

OURPROFESSION IS CHANGING
ecause of reduced growth, our
role now focuses on improving
operations and reducing costs.
The financial executives in demand are
55

those who can work closely with chief
executive officers, be involved in all areas of the company, and deal with major customers by devising cheaper and
better ways to serve them. We are expected to "add value."
We also are competing with the
management information systems
(MIS) manager for control over information management. Due to the increased scrutiny of paybacks on technology investments, the demand for
MIS managers with strong business
and operating skills has increased.
Such exposure gives them greater influence over operations.

WHATARETHEPITFALLS
OFNEWTECHNOLOGY?
here are four common traps for
the unwary: hype, degree of difficulty, noncritical functions, and
lack of experience.
1. The Hype Factor.Several years ago
I received a call from the controller
of a company near Los Angeles. She
indicated that her company was interested in purchasing a new computer system —she felt an investment of $100,000 was in order!
When I called two weeks later to
confirm my scheduled visit, I was
informed politely that the company
had gone bankrupt. It did not surprise me because I had experienced
several other insolvent companies
seeking salvation by investing in
computers. The sad truth is that we
are being introduced to many products that have no real chance of providing a payback. If salespeople can
get us to fall in love with technology
for its own sake, we will get caught
in many expensive traps. Let us not
forget that many salespeople are
paid on a straight commission basis —they "only eat what they kill."
2. Degree of Difficulty. Many technologies hold much promise but are
expensive to implement and require
unusual skill and discipline to use.
The classic Material Requirements
Planning (MRP) comes to mind
here as it offers large paybacks that
have been elusive for many firms.
We must consider such difficulty
factors carefully in all analyses.
3. Application to a Noncritical Function. If technology is used for functions that do not have to be performed in the course of a normal
business day, the benefits may be
less consistent. For example, the
business endures without daily fi56

nancial analysis, but jobs such as
quoting prices and estimating must
be done daily.
4. Lack of Experience and Skills. The
parties responsible must ensure
they have ample knowledge of both
the company's operations and technologies available.

TECHNOLOGYPAYBACKAREAS
ow that we have considered the
potential dangers of technology,
let's look at some areas where
it can be applied and critically evaluate
the profit potential.
Electronic Mail.The biggest advantage of electronic mail, more commonly known as E -mail, is centralization of
information. One large insurance company paid for its system just by putting
all of its manuals and price lists on it.
Changes are made at one central point,
and no mailings are necessary for
those requiring updates. Also, paper
shuffling is eliminated because documents can be passed from one party to
another on the screen —this "workflow" feature particularly is efficient
where documents are originated by
the system but less efficient if external
hard copies have to be input In large
companies where employees are dispersed geographically, communication can be enhanced and regional databases tapped for information.
However, while E -mail is thought to
increase communication and remove
hierarchies, some companies have
found staff reductions a better way to
achieve these goals. For instance, McDonnell Douglas eliminated its E-mail
system a few years back. Perhaps not
coincidentally, it also eliminated 7,000
jobs. One problem is that E-mail is so
easy to use that copies are sent to disinterested parties. Some users may receive up to 400 messages a day! It is
also important to understand that
these systems are costly to install and
maintain especially when incompatibility exists across platforms.
We must ask ourselves if this is really an effective medium for communication in the typical business —even the
telephone adds a more "personal"
touch for the conversing parties. Further, it is not consistent with the current trend to have people work in
smaller, more focused groups in the
same physical area.
Word Processing and Spreadsheets. A
new era of computing began when
word processors gave way to the PC.
Arguably, word processing has been
the best labor - saving technology ever

found in the white collar sector. It is
easy to learn and relatively inexpensive.
Spreadsheets also are useful for repetitive tasks. For analytical work they
are effective only if net profits are improved. The current attitude toward reducing overhead is that if the profit impact is not close to twice the salary of
an employee, the function becomes
subject to scrutiny.
If applied selectively, these two
tools improve productivity, but we
must resist the temptation to put "art"
before profits by continually refining
the output. When the IRS introduced
laptops, written reports looked better,
but the total number of examinations
performed did not increase.

ADDITIONALPRODUCTS
omputer -Aided Drawing (CAD),
Computer -Aided Manufacturing
(CAM), Statistical Process Control (SPC), Bar Coding, and Document
Imaging are additional technological
aids. CAD helps in designing new
products faster and in environments
with large volumes of drawings. CAM
refers to computerized machine control that is instrumental for reducing
setup time, subsequently reducing inventory. SPC monitors the degree of
deviation from desired quality so that
manufacturing quality problems are
flagged quickly.
Bar coding reduces the risk of error
in data collection. There is some downside with bar coding because employees must have badges, which can be
lost; they must use light pens, which often fail; and work orders can become
unreadable. Another drawback is that
the time for one person to sign on or
off a job may be excessive. This technology is best suited to very large
transaction volumes that are not found
in most factories.
Document imaging allows the storage of most or all of the paperwork for
a certain function. The need to move
paper around the office is eliminated
as the system can display the document on the screen quickly, and any related documents appear on the same
screen for matching and /or editing.
Such systems are still expensive, and
there is a cost for duplicating the original document. This technology is suitable only for very large volume environments because each document
copied into the system must be coded
separately so the system can identify it
(for example, a vendor invoice must
have the vendor number entered).
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FUNCTIONAL AREAS BENEFITING
FROMTECHNOLOGY
arketing and Sales. Some

salespeople use computers remotely for quoting, entering
orders, checking on the status of orders, and making call lists. As a rule,
technology should be used only if it
will increase sales. Quoting and tracking orders in the customer's presence
can increase business because quotes
often turn into orders immediately and
because tracking ability impresses
customers. There must be ample head
office computer power so that the
salesperson can tap into the system
quickly. Use of this technology just for
generating reports for the sales managers or entering a small number of orders does not make sense.
A cheap way of keeping in touch
with current, past, and future customers is telemarketing. The number of
calls a person can make is limited to
the number of rejections that an average ego can tolerate in a day, so expensive technology may not result in more
calls.
Estimating and Pricing.Automation
of this function provides a high payback. Fast price quotes build strong
customer loyalty, provided the prices
are consistently competitive. Instead
of relying upon the memory of one or
more estimators, proper software forcTABLE

es the documentation of all factors affecting the cost of a product. This practice provides more discipline and removes the mystique from pricing.
Integration with related functions cuts
costs: The customer master provides
customer details, and inventory files,
bill of materials files, and job cost estimates can be created automatically
where quotes become sales.
Job Costing. Technology can reduce
the cost of obtaining this information,
which is critical to decision making.
Job costing software should be well integrated with other modules to reduce
duplicate data entry. When an order is
entered on a make -to -order sale, a
good job costing system automatically
creates an estimate that is stored in the
same job cost file where billed
amounts also are entered. The software performs an automatic job closing after all cost entries have been
completed. Also, as a byproduct of its
primary functions, an efficient shop
floor data collection system for production and payroll should charge jobs
with all labor and machine -hour overhead.
Production Control and Scheduling.

The proper plant reporting system is
more difficult to implement than accounting or estimating but allows factory personnel to plan priorities at
their own workcenter, get instant feedback on their job performance, provide
MATERIALS/COMPONENTS

Part Number: Wood1

Description: W oo d fo r widget W100

1,000

200

100

500

1,200

8/16/94 Tue

1,200

400

100

—

700

8/17/94 Wed

700

700

100

8/18/94 Thu

—

400

100

600

100

100

200

100

300

1
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_

P urchase

+

Pro jected
o rders
–

8/15/94 Mon

8/19/94 Fri

Production
orders'
–

On
hand
+

Date

(100)

Displays the orders planned for production that will require this raw material or component on this date.
Represents an estimated additional materials requirement for orders not yet planned for
production.
' Displays amount ordered on purchase orders due to arrive on that date if this raw material or component is obtained from vendors. If this inventory item were a subassembly
that itself had to be manufactured, this column would show internal productions due to
be completed on each date.
'Displays overage or shortage. If there is an overage, it becomes the opening balance of
the following day. If there is a shortage, as there was on Wednesday, assume that a
OWL
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information on quality problems, and
suggest improvements on the way jobs
are run. All information must be real time so the status of each job is current
to the instant. There should be easy data entry with fast computer sorts. Information important to managers is obtained online, such as success in
meeting delivery dates, cycle time, setup/run variances, and actual and projected utilization rates for each work center. A tentative schedule can be
created for each workcenter, ensuring
all jobs will be completed on time, and
can be refined quickly to produce a final schedule. Customer service is enhanced because of the ease of tracking
a job's progress.
Customer Service. This area is becoming critical for survival because
customers want to carry less inventory
so order in smaller quantities and with
shorter lead times. One recent survey
indicated that delivery was the number -one priority for customers; price
came in fifth. Customers need to
know —with one phone call —when
and if their order was shipped, if not
Yet shipped where it is, and the estimated shipping date. This information
must be retrieved online as opposed to
having someone run around the plant
looking for a job.
REENGINEERINGINVENTORY
aterial requirements planning
(MRP) attempts to ensure the
optimal (not too little, not too
much) inventory of finished goods for
resale and /or raw materials for production is available. Forecasting starts
with what is on hand, deducts commitments from booked orders or daily
jobs, then deducts a factor for expected
additional orders and adds in scheduled purchase order receipts (for raw
materials) or production order completions (for finished goods /subassemblies).
Simplified examples of this process
are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrating a specific time horizon.
While projecting the unbooked order
amount is by nature inaccurate, the
real problem results from the on -hand
balances that lead off the equation. If
the physical amount on hand does not
agree closely with what the computer
thinks it is, the suggested reorder
quantities may be grossly inaccurate.
In order to maintain accurate onhand balances, considerable overhead
must be incurred for hiring and training well- disciplined staff, keeping
storerooms secure so all movements
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Part Number: W I00

Date

On
Hand

provide enormous savings by reducing
paperwork and data entry. It is taking
hold very slowly and still suffers from
a high degree of manual intervention.

Description: Widget
Firm
Sales
Orders'

Projected
Orders=

New
Production'

500

OVOA

(Short)

1,200

1,000

200

100

8/16/94 Tue

1,200

400

100

700

700

100

—

400

100

600

iQ

100

200

100

300

1

—

8/15/94 Mon

700
(100)

8/17/94 Wed
8/18/94 Thu
8/19/94 Fri

Displays all the open sales orders for this product requiring shipment on each day.
: Forecasts additional orders expected to come in over and above those already received
'Displays production from the plant that is due to be completed on this date. If this company is only a distributor, this would represent open purchase orders to vendors due to
arrive on this date.
,
"Displays overage or shortage. If there is an overage, these Figures just become the operP
!mg1Lanoe&#ynaA day. If Mere is as_4ortajj2 as ftte,Og shown on Wednesday.it is

are recorded, and continuously monitoring the accuracy of balances. Many
firms have made costly mistakes by underestimating the difficulties in implementing this software.
The just-in-time UM approach has
become popular partly because of the
large cost of carrying inventory. The
challenge is to reengineer to reduce
the amount of inventory carried. Here
are some ways to accomplish this.
First, product design should be improved so fewer parts are required and
the same parts can be used for more
than one product, reducing the quantity of different part numbers. Produce
only for specific orders, and reduce
setup time so that workcenters can
change quickly from one job to the
next. Use vendors willing to work with
small orders so that the arrival of materials is timed for the start of each job.
Outsourcing subassemblies also reduces the quantity of part numbers
and may help achieve the ideal of a
"single - level" bill of materials.
If there is no alternative to a storeroom, organize it as an independent division, demand JI T, and have measurement and compensation tools to make
it work. Most companies will never be
able to eliminate inventory, but we
must reduce it as much as possible to
lessen both our investment and management costs. Reducing raw materi58

als may provide a greater payback because they are more prone to misstatements than finished goods.

REENGINEERING
ACCOUNTING
he solution is to rethink every
piece of paper and its process for
the functional areas of general
ledger, payables, receivables, commissions, payroll, order processing, and
purchasing. All areas should be analyzed together with any related functions to increase the chance of savings.
If only 50% of a job can be reduced in
one area, it is likely no reductions will
be effected, but if this reduction can
be combined with 50% of a job somewhere else, we may be able to achieve
a savings. Using the concept of shared
services for functions such as receivables can provide central processing
for multiple divisions. This setup is effective if nothing is lost by geographically separating the information from
the parties using it If numerous billing
disputes with customers require all
supporting paperwork for resolution,
then a customer in New York may find
it frustrating dealing with a credit person in Los Angeles.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
is a system whose progress is worth
following. In the future this system will

REENGINEERINGTHE
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTANT
llat steps must we take to ensure that we become the person to harness these technologies and improve profits?
First, we must promote our image
as the financial experts. By becoming
a Certified Management Accountant
we gain credibility. Through continuing education and becoming certified
by the American Production & Inventory Control Society (APICS) we can
increase our breadth of knowledge.
Let's show our bosses and prospective
employers that we are leaders by taking positions on the board of directors
of our chapters. Top managers can relate to you better because they also are
the type of people who "get involved"
and "make things happen."
We should learn about the other
functional areas of the company by
transferring to jobs in materials management, production control, or pricing. We must keep up with the new
technologies that are announced daily,
learning all we can about each one before we buy.
We need to develop personal relationships with other functional heads
and with customers. One common
characteristic of CEOs is their high degree of sociability. Dale Carnegie
courses can nurture our potential in
this area.
Once we have prepared ourselves
technically and emotionally for the
task, all that is left is to convince top
management that we truly can manage
these technologies to increase profits.
Our value to our companies will be apparent, and even greater responsibilities surely will follow.
■
Neil R. Stewart is president of NRS
Consulting, Redondo Beach, Calif He is
a Chartered Accountant (Canada) and

a past president of IMA's South Bay
Chapter.
1Al Ehrbar, "Price

of Progress," The Wall Street Journal, March 16, 1993.
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MINARSa CONFERI
Performance Measurement
Nov. 10 -11
Boston
Nov. 17 -18
San Diego
Activity -Based Cost
Management Conference
Oct. 24 -25
Boston

KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

PROMOTIONSANDNEWPOSITIONS

Reengineering the Finance
Function for Excellence
Nov. 14 -15
New York, NY

Jennifer Woloen , Binghamton president, has been named controller of Stafkings Personnel Systems, Binghamton, N.Y.

The SEC Workshop
Nov. 16 -17
New York, NY
Dec. 6-7
Orlando
Dec. 12 -13
Denver

James Ramsey, Connecticut Gateway,sales operations manager
at Xerox Corp., has been appointed to the 1994 Board of Examiners of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award.
Denise M. Blew, Lehigh Valley (Pa.), has been named treasurer
of Lehigh University and secretary to the board of trustees.
Joseph J. Barba

James D. Wilson

Frank M. Alston

FASB Accounting
and Disclosure Course
Oct. 27 -28
Nashville
Nov. 17 -18
San Diego
Dec. 8-9
Orlando

Robert B. Sweeney, Memphis (Tenn.), was appointed to the
Tennessee State Board of Accountancy. A member of the IMA
Committee on Ethics, he holds the Thompson -Hill Chair of Excellence in Accountancy at the University of Memphis (formerly
Memphis State University).

Implementing
Activity -Based Costing
Oct. 24 -25
St. Louis
Nov. 17 -18
Orlando
Dec. 8-9
Charlotte

Joseph J. Barba, Morris -Essex (N.J.), has been appointed project development director of Foster Wheeler Power Systems, Inc.

Internal Audit Level 1:
Applying the Basics
Oct. 24-26
Atlanta

James D. Wilson, Muscle Shoals (Ala.), has been elected president and chief executive officer of Martin Industries, Inc., Florence, Ala.

Internal Consulting Skills Level I
Oct. 24 -26
Atlanta

Frank M. Alston, CPA, Northern Virginia,has joined ICF Kaiser
International, Inc., an engineering, construction, and consulting
services company, as senior vice president, contracts.

Understanding and Implementing
Electronic Data Interchange
Nov. 9-10
Chicago
Dec. 8 -9
New York, NY

Robert S. Blatt, CMA, San Diego, is corporate controller of Van
Camp Seafood Co., Inc.

Annual FASB /SEC Accounting
and Reporting Conference
Dec. 14 -15
New York, NY

Alice Nelson DeVito, Westchester (N.Y.), has joined Source Finance, a division of Source Services Corp., as an associate in the
Paramus, NJ., office.

IN MEMORIAM
Baton Rouge, John L Daniel,69, ELA,1976.
Bergen-Rockland, Claire C.Isaac, 1989.
Birmingham-Magic City, Joyce P. Gregory,
63, 1991.
Boston, H. William Larson, ELA, 1972;
Frank E. Swisher, EI A, 1968.
Buffalo, L. E. Kieffer, 80, EIA, 1975; Leonard M, Rustad, ELA, 1963.
Chattahoochee Valley, Walter J.Nivens,51,
1969.
Chattanooga, Richard C. Grant, 72, ELA,
1982.
Cleveland, Otto Gammel, ELA, 1971.
Connecticut Gateway, William W. Kilcoyne,ELA, 1968.
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Dayton, Kaoka C. Campbell, ELA, 1969;
Ralph E. Greider, 72, ELA, 1982.
Delaware, Denver 0. Mikesell, 71, ELA,
1981.
Denver, Harold M. Heckenlively, 87, ELA,
1970.
Fort Worth, Leo W Odell,EIA, 1971.
Georgetown-Myrtle Beach, R. Barry
Beard, 90, ELA, 1976.
Houston, Francis W. Tonges, 81, ELA,
1976.
Lake Erie Central, J. A. Meindl, 76, ELA,
1979.
Lancaster, Harry R. Lawrence,ELA, 1958.
Los Angeles, Edward T. Brearton,72. ELA,
1957; Roland J. Hall, 74, ELA, 1956.
Mass Route 128, Francis L. Hickey, ELA,
1966,

For further information please call
1- 800 - 638 -4427, press 4, then 1.

Mayaguez, Mortimer Lugo, 83,1969,
Members -at- Large, USA, A. T. Beaton,
ELA. 1974; Emil Ronallo, 49,1989;J. B. Snyder, ELA, 1974, John R. West, 1989; Jay M.
Ziff, 63, 1966.
Nashville, John A. Demarest, ELA, 1973.
New Hampshire, Paul S. Nutting, ELA,
1972,
Phoenix, J. C. Messec,52,1979,
Rochester, A S. Gibson,ELA 1968,
Southeastern Massachusetts, Lester A.
Cahoon, ELA, 1964; G E. Clegg, 85, ELA,
1974; Leo J. F. Donovan, 77, ELA, 1947.
Wabash Valley, Michael A. Shaw, 35,
1981.
Washington, Robert W. Cherry, ELA, 1969;
Ray D. Fralick, ELA, 1965,
Wa t e r bur y, Edward R. Ogrodoski, 67,1982,
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ANNUAL
REPORT
SUMMARY
Year-EndedJune30,1994

eventy -five years ago in Buffalo, New York,
37 people met to create the organization
that we now know as Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) in order to promote the "science" of management accounting to improve the financial
community and the individual. This past
year our mission emphasized several important areas
to further your personal and professional growth.
New activities promoting the Certified Manage ment Accountant (CMA) program increased the number of applicants to nearly 5,000 since June 1993. A
creative advertising campaign was implemented in
January with the theme "Target Your Career." It emphasizes the important role of the CMA in advancing
your career. Strategic marketing alliances were
formed by Corporate & Academic Development
(CAD) with organizations and vendors who will endorse and support IMA and the CMA
credential.
Remote access to the Lehigh University CMA Review Course was made
available through IMA satellite
education sites. This provides lowcost, high -quality review
courses to members anywhere
in the country.
A new Continuing Professional Education (CPE) standard was implemented
for national leaders and will demonstrate their commitment to professional competence through the continuing development of their knowledge and skills. To
support the new requirement, the ICMA and IMA databases became fully integrated and will maintain a
member's CPE records and important marketing information.

"Add value to
your company
by adding value
to your knowledge
base."

MESSAGEFROMTHEPRESIDENT

Council and Chapter (C &C) leadership tested the
interactive benefit of the IMA Bulletin Board System.
It now provides an open forum for discussion for all
members on topics important to the management accounting profession. Through the Bulletin Board,
member reports, late- breaking IMA news, and information on programs are available for review or downloading. Employment opportunity listings also were
added.
To provide management accountants and financial
managers with the tools necessary to maintain a competitive edge in the financial community the Continuous Improvement Center (CIC) has completed two
benchmarking assessment studies on the finance and
accounting process, and the number of sponsoring organizations has increased to 29.
A major study was completed with the Financial
Executives Institute to find out what Corporate America wants in entry level accountants regarding education and training. The results will be developed into
future actions on education- related issues.
The year ended with the "diamond" celebration of
our 75th anniversary during the Annual Conference
in New York City. Attendance exceeded 1,500, and
revenues exceeded expenses. The CPE sessions were
highly rated.
The diamond needs four distinct characteristics to
be considered valuable -- color, clarity, cut, and carat.
And as an IMA member, you added value to your
knowledge base and became more valuable to your
company by way of CMA, CAD, CPE, and C &C, plus
the CIC.
I believe our founding fathers would be proud of
our 75 years of excellence and with the progress we
have made. I would like to thank all the volunteer leaders, members, and staff for their enthusiasm and dedication.

TotalRevenues
TotalExpenses
Subtotal
GainsonSalesofSecurities
ExcessofRevenuesOverExpenses

$14,916
15,344
(428)
354
S (14)

TotalAssets
Liabilities
DeferredRevenues
FundBalances
Total

$18,209
6,255
4,838
1,116
$18,209

-LEO M. LOISELLE, CPA
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• Approved updated Business Plan:
• Establish recognition of IMA by the corporate
and academic communities as the professional
organization representing financial management and management accounting.

SIGNIFICANTACTIONSBYTHE
BOARDOFDIRECTORSFOR
1993-94

• Ensure that U.S. organizations encourage their • Established annual award for chapter program and
roster booklets.
financial management and management accounting professionals to be Certified Manage• Streamlined chapter competition for trophies and
ment Accountants.
awards to focus more on retention.
• Ensure that all CMA candidates have access to
• Established a Council and Chapter Corporate &
quality review materials and courses.
Academic Development chair and chair -elect
position. A formal position of president -elect was
• Provide local staff administration and products
established at the chapter level.
for Regional Educational. Programs.
• Establish Corporate In -House Educational Programs as a priority.
• Provide Leading-Edge National Conferences
and Seminars for senior financial management.

• Merged five chapters.
• Formed one new chapter.

• Provide chapters and councils with effective regional support and leadership development.
• Present effectively the concepts and ethical
practices of the financial management and management accounting profession to corporations,
academia, and legislative and standard setting
bodies.

MembersPersonalandProfessionalDevelopment80%
Education$7.0
46%

• Created the IMA Foundation for Applied Research,
Inc.
• Amended Bylaws stating that "CMA certification is
encouraged but not required to maintain
membership."
• Chose new logo to emphasize the profession of
management accounting.

18%

16%

• Simplified Membership Admission Criteria.
• Clarified IMAACMA roles regarding the merger of
CMA program into IMA activities.
• Formalized provisions of new CPE standard
previously approved by the Board.

701ye

Association
withBusiness
Professionals$2.7

Certification
$2.5

This is a summary of the 1993 -94 ANNUAL REPORT. The corn
plete ANNUAL REPORT, yeor•endedJune30, 1994, is available
free to all members by calling 1.800.638 -4427, Ext. 154.
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IMA—

Universally
Recognizedand
Influencing$3.1

COMPUTERS
&ACCOUNTING
HARDWARE /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

SOLOMON III
lot has changed about the furnibusiness since 1931 when A.
William Ball and his brother first
began pounding out antique reproduction hardware for antique dealers and
collectors in a modest foundry in Exton, Pa. One thing that hasn't changed,
however, is the importance of customer service.
Today, Ball & Ball Brass, Inc., is a
thriving national company led by Bill
Ball, grandson of A. William. The company's 38 employees produce several
hundred different reproduction items
including furniture and cabinet hardware, antique lighting fixtures, door
knockers, and fireplace equipment.
Customer service is still a top priority.
In fact, it was Ball's desire to improve
customer service that propelled him to
automate the company's order - taking,
order - fulfillment, and billing procedures, which until 1992 were built
around a massive, color -coded customer card filing system.
"We were entering 50 to 75 sales orders a day and shipping more than 100
packages a day," Ball said. "Four employees handled order processing and
accounting. We were really getting
way too busy to be doing all this by
hand." Ball looked to Amy Shobaken,
president of Computer Consulting &
Training, Inc., for a solution. The company, based in Downington, Pa., specializes in recommending, installing,
and implementing accounting software systems.
Shobaken recommended a network
accounting system built around Solomon III®, a high -end, client /server
general accounting system well known
for its customizability, data integrity,
and easy -to-use character -based interface. Several modules were purchased,

JM
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including general ledger, order entry /invoicing, accounts receivable, inventory, report & graph designer, and
external systems interface. A Novell
local area network (IAN) was set up
featuring an IBM- compatible 386 file
server and six workstations.
"A network makes it possible for
two or more personal computers to
share data," Shobaken said. "In a LAN,
all data processing is done locally on
each PC while the central computer, or
file server, acts as a traffic manager between the PCs." In addition to sharing
programs and data stored on the server, users can access each other's data.
The Solomon III system is optimized
for client /server, meaning that it has
been structured to take maximum advantage of the way LANs handle and
process data.
Initially, the computer system was
run parallel with the manual system
until employees were sufficiently
trained and confident in the new system's abilities. "Right away, we benefit
ted from streamlining the inventory
and order entry process," Ball said.
But according to Ball, the real benefit was improved customer service.
In the past, when a customer called to
inquire about the status of an order it
could take an hour or more before the
question could be answered, which required calling the customer back later
in the day or the next day," Ball said.
"Now, the information can be pulled up
immediately on a computer screen
while the customer waits."
The system has other benefits as
well. Handwritten monthly statements
have been replaced by professional looking computer - generated statements. Backorders automatically generate a weekly "production list" of
items that need to be manufactured to
fill customer orders. Sales analysis data now are available to provide reports,

for example, on which products are the
most popular and which customers
generate the most revenue.
Also, discounts by customer class
(antique dealer, furniture manufacturer, builder, architect, retailer, etc.) are
coded so that the correct discount
automatically appears and is calculated
when a repeat customer's order is entered. Previously, a rainbow of color coded cards was used to indicate the
discount schedule.
"It also helps with the billing cycle,
since we work with customers on
varying terms," Ball said. Another key
advantage is that the order entry process has been interfaced with a UPS
manifest system to automate the shipping process. "Just by entering the
sales order number we can print out
the package label and document label
for the paper copy of the sales order,"
he said.
Ball credits Shobaken with recommending and implementing a system
that does all he hoped it would do and
more. "I didn't really know what was
out there in the way of accounting software, but I did know what I wanted the
system to do," Ball said. "Since we
were all manual in the past, you can
imagine what Amy has had to teach us
to do. It's been a long learning curve
but, basically, I've been happy since the
day we put it in."
For information about Solomon III,
contact Solomon Software, 1218 Commerce Parkway, P.O. Box 414, Findlay,
OH 45839; (419) 424-0422.
Circle No. 75

ACCOUNTMATE
he Nabisco Specialty Parts Center, located in Elk Grove Village,
M., operates as a distributor supplying spare parts for Nabisco's 13 bakeries around the United States and
Canada. Yet it also has the characteristics of a manufacturer because it frequently subcontracts the fabrication of
special subassemblies.
The primary mission of Nabisco
Specialty Parts is to assure the timely
availability of spare parts at the individual bakeries. A complementary goal is
to minimize costs by keeping inventory and labor costs low. The center
carries about 2,500 items in inventory,
and another 10,000 are ordered from
vendors as required.
Its basic accounting functions are
similar in nature to an independent
business because the bakeries place
orders and in turn are billed through
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

Nabisco's internal company voucher
system. In the past, the Specialty Parts
Center used an IBM System 36-based
inventory management program, but
order entry, inventory control, production control, and purchasing were handled manually.
When the decision was made to fully computerize the process, a team led
by the manager of capital purchasing
and the manager of specialty parts
looked first at expanding the existing
system. The team decided that this option was expensive and would have required significant effort from the Nabisco information services
department. Thus the team turned its
attention to personal computer -based
systems that would run on a local area
network (LAN).
The team found that most focused
either on distribution or on manufacturing. None combined the two functions in a manner similar to the Specialty Parts Center's business. Another
problem was that most systems focused on one particular function such
as sales entry or inventory but were
not strong throughout the range of
functions.
The AccountMate accounting software from SourceMate Information
Systems, Inc., stood out because it offered a range of modules, each of
which appeared to provide functionality competitive with the best single purpose packages. Second, and even
more important, the AccountMate
package was designed specifically for
customization, which offered the
greatest potential to manage the
unique aspects of the Specialty Parts
Center's business unit.
AccountMate includes dBASE
source code so that it can be modified
easily by any programmer familiar
with that language. The program is
written in a very modular fashion and
includes extensive technical annotation, which makes it possible for an experienced programmer to make substantial changes in the flow and
operation of the program in a minimum amount of time.
Abelson Communications, Inc., of
Baldwin, N.Y., was selected to perform
the required customization. The most
difficult aspect of the customization
process was accounting for the manufacture of subassemblies by subcontractors. Typically, these assemblies
are built from parts supplied by three
or four different vendors. It is vital to
keep track of the parts used in each
subassembly and also the work-in-process inventory at the subcontractor's.
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Abelson originally modified the purchase order and inventory modules of
the AccountMate system to track off site inventory. later, additional modifications were made to incorporate all
the required functionality in the purchasing module. The purchasing module now makes the required entries to
inventory and the work order automatically. Employees can create a bill of
materials, take materials out of inventory, and assign them to the subcontractor without leaving the purchasing
module.
Nabisco also required other modifications, including changing the output of the AccountMate system to
match the format required by Nabisco
corporate standards. This change
made it possible to automate other aspects of the business process. Nabisco
has an internal billing system in which
invoices are called intercompany
vouchers. The Parts Center now has
automated the process of generating
these vouchers.
Another customization was adding
on- screen fields. For example, the
drawing number and file name of subassemblies now can be displayed on-

screen for instant reference. Tracking
the location of inventory items has become easier. A typical order might consist of 20 different items. Some come
from the Center's inventory, some are
ordered from vendors, and some are
assembled by subcontractors. With
the manual process it could take hours
to find the status of each item. Now, on
one screen, employees quickly can
source the status of each item in the
order based on the purchase order
number.
The primary benefit of implementing the new system has been substantial productivity improvements. For example, the time required to invoice
Nabisco's bakeries around the United
States has been reduced from two to
three months to just a few days. Nabisco Specialty Parts Center executives
estimate that implementing the system
has increased business productivity by
an overall 15% to 20%.
For more information about AccountMate, contact SourceMate Information Systems, Inc., 20 Sunnyside
Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941; (415) 3811011; fax: (415) 381 -6902.
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Pass without pain.
Pass the very next time, guaranteed, with the
MicroMash CMA REVIEW.
• Complete computerized review for the CMA Exam.
• Available for IBM PC (and compatibles) and Apple Macintosh.
• 100% money -back guarantee you'll pass the next time.
• From the makers of the legendary MicroMash CPA REVIEW!

Don't wait! Call now! 1-800- 272 -PASS, Ext. 2210!
Get the FREE DEMO disk. Try it for yourself!
The call and the DEMO are absolutely FREE!
Corporate programs available. Call for details!
*Certain restrictions apply; call for complete details!

(71 MIcroMash
The Accounting Education Software PoD.,
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OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY
CLAIREBARTH,EDITOR

SOFTWARE
Peachtree Software has introduced
Peachtree Accounting for Windows
Release 3, a major upgrade to the software. The new Action Items function
includes an Events Log, a To Do list,
an Alert signal that tells users when
certain user - defined business conditions exist, and a Tips feature that
gives users a new tip about the software every day. Among other new features are an enhanced graphical interface that lets users customize reports,
an enhanced inventory function, a Payment Processor, and more than 175
other enhancements. The software is
available on 3.5" diskettes and CDROM. The latter comes with additional
clip -art files, on -line documentation,
and more than $500 worth of small
business productivity software.
Circle No. 60

Inventory Control, also being built
with Microsoft tools.
Circle No. 61
Aulabaugh Consulting Group, Inc.
has developed CashTrax, a point-ofsale solution for retailers that will integrate with Macola software's accounting and distribution packages. It runs
under Btrieve and requires Macola's
Customer Order Processing, Inventory Management, and Accounts Receivable modules to handle the accounting functions. CashTrax's
features allow retailers to maintain
more information about their customers, inventory, and sales operations.
Besides CashTrax, ACG offers a line of
add -ons including on -line credit card
authorization, on -line check authorization, a mail order version of CashTrax,
and ARIEL, a remote site support software for multisite businesses.
Circle No. 62

Collier-Jackson is distributing ViUser Solutions has made available
sionShift," its new generation of cliSpreadsheet QC V1.0. The 15 spreadent /server applications. The introducsheet based programs provide an easy tion of the VisionShift line leverages
to-use set of tools to help any organithe firm's experience with Microsoft
zation improve quality control. The
Accesse, Microsoft Visual Basic®
Programming System, Applications, Edition, and the
Microsoft Office as a solutions development platform.
The VisionShift suite of
products supports open access to enterprise data on
servers and databases of the
customer's choice. Vision Shift Accounting includes
general ledger, accounts
payable, accounts receivable, and human resources
modules. The first product
in a new vertical offering
that targets distributors, assemblers, and light manufacturers is Order Entry and
Spreadsheet aC V1.0
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functional areas include control
charts, data analysis (Pareto, histogram, and scatter charts), sampling
models, and probability distribution
analysis. Data can be entered manually, through a link to another spreadsheet, or by reading from another system. The actual source code, referred
to as macros, is included with each
product. The templates operate concurrently with Lotus 1 -2 -3, Microsoft
Excel, and all compatibles.
Circle No. 63
Genelco, a Microsoft® Solution Provider at the partner level, has developed a number of software applications
for use by the insurance industry with
the IBM® AS /400 Advanced Series relational database. Among the applications is Life Support Plus, a system that
administers traditional and nontraditional life insurance contract and
health and annuity products. Health
Claims Plus, a real -time system, pays
and administers health claims for insurance companies, third -party administrators, and self - insured corporations. Benefit Administration Plus, a
real -time system, supports billing, collection, and administration for groups,
individuals, and associations. General
Ledger Plus is a feature -rich, integrated accounting system for insurance
companies. Finally, Credit Support
Plus is a flexible home -office administration package for credit life and credit disability products.
Circle No. 64
Manzanita Software has introduced
an improved development system for
FlexWareT 4 , high -end modular accounting software for the Macintosh
computer. The FlexWare Development System, sold separately, lets developers create totally new applications or make modifications to existing
FlexWare modules. The system includes a built -in interpreter for development,
compiler for speed, an interactive screen formatter, and
an automatic application
documenter.
Circle No. 65
Spalding Software, Inc.
has upgraded its data translation utility, DataImport, to
include a Microsoft Windows version. DataImport
allows corporate end -users
easy access to selected information from host -based
reports generated by mainMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

frame, midrange, or network applications. The data search can be manual
or automated. Selected data then are
translated into a number of popular PC
spreadsheets and database applications. The software will correctly translate almost anything found in a report
or print file, including currency, percent, date, and even international formats. Movement to the Windows environment made a number of additional
features possible. New is the ability to
unstack multiline reports on screen for
easier data selection. Users now can
extract specified sections of a report by
using the pause and resume feature.
The new version produces output specifically for Microsoft Access, Paradox,
Excel 5.0, Lotus 4.0, and Quattro Pro
for Windows.
Circle No. 66
End -if Software has developed !Bot
tomline, a program that projects
weekly cash status up to a year. It
shows the best, likely, and worst -case
scenarios so a company can plan for future goals. It is available in DOS, Windows, and Macintosh formats. The
DOS version interfaces with Lotus 3.4,
the Windows version with Microsoft
Excel 4.0 and 5.0, and the Macintosh
version with Excel 4.0. End -if Software
has created specialized versions that
interface with Solomon III for Btrieve,
Great Plains Accounting, and Flex Ware.
Circle No. 67
Gazelle Software is making available
Back -It 4 and Back -It for Windows.
Both versions support most tape
drives as well as floppy disks, hard
disks, and networks and can do multivolume backups. They both use data
compression to save time. Dual -level
error prevention assures that data are
written only to reliable media. Back -It
for Windows can do background
backups while you continue to work,
allows individual file tagging and
viewing any file before selecting it for
backup, and prints numbered backup
labels.
Circle No. 68

PUBLICATIONS
Marshall & Swift have issued their
1994 catalog of books, software, and
on -line services having to do with residential, commercial, industrial, and
agricultural building costs. For more
information, call (800) 5442678.
Circle No. 69
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Dataimport 4.0 for Windows

American PurchasingSociety is offering the APS Policy and Procedure

Subscription Service. Companies can
obtain written policies and procedures
monthly, both in hard copy form and
on a floppy disk, so companies can customize the policies and procedures.
Purchasing topics include Organizational Structure, Responsibility and
Authority, Acceptable Terms and Conditions, and many other subjects. Procedure topics cover Documenting Purchase Requirements, Supplier
Selection, Purchase Approvals Required, Shopping and Negotiating, and
others.
Circle No. 70

There'sone
financialplacementfirm
that'sasurebet...
accountantsoncallbynearly6to1'

accountants
oncall'

customers rated the overall quality of accountants on
call's placement services best by nearly 6 to 1 over
the next leading national specialist. In fact, 51%
of those polled use aoc exclusively. So if you're
looking for the one specialist that can meet your
temporary accounting and bookkeeping needs, call
your local aoc office or 1- 800-327 -1117 today.
Chances are, you'll hit the jackpot too.

01992 accountants on call
'Independent survey of temporary sccounting placement services customers conducted by Opinion Rosaarcn Corporation, Princeton, NJ.
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TRENDS
IN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

COLLEGE COURSES ON ACCOUNTING
GET POOR GRADE
BY LEE BERTON
Staff ReporterofTHE WALL STREET JOURNAL

RESEARCH
JULIAN M FREEDMAN, CPA,
EDITOR

JOINT IMA/ FEIRESEARCH
PROJECTPROMISESCHANGE
he Wall StreetJournal recently ran
a major story on an IMA/FEI research project that will bring
about landmark change in university
accounting curricula and in the education of accounting students to better
meet the needs of Corporate America.
The article is reprinted in the adjacent
columns.
The research, conducted by the
Gary Siegel Organization, an independent opinion research firm, culled the
opinions of top -level corporate executives who are members of IMA, FEI, or
the AICPA. Research results were presented at the annual meeting of the
American Accounting Association in
August and summarized in the September issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING& Copies of the complete
report and the raw data are available
through Ms Special Orders Department, (800) 638.4427, ext. 278.
Titled What Corporate America
Wants in Entry"vel Accountants, the
jointly sponsored IMA /F EI research
project is not gathering dust on a shelf.
The two associations arranged an educational summit meeting, which was
held on September 13. Attending were
representatives of the six major accounting organizations and six other
accounting organizations with a significant interest in accounting education.
The aim was to work toward applying
the findings of the research study to
change accounting education. A follow-up meeting has been scheduled for
December 8.
The following article appeared in
The Wall StreetJournal issue of August
12, 1994.
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Accounting courses: Many college students avoid them like the plague.
They may be on to something. Business leaders feel current college accounting courses don't sufficiently
teach students the skills they really
need to be effective in business, according to a major report by a sixmember joint committee of the 85,000 member Institute of Management
Accountants and the 14,000 - member
Financial Executives Institute.
The report "attacks the entire fabric
of accounting education," some panel
members say. "Few college courses focus enough on business budgeting,
cost accounting [what products really
cost to produce] and how to manage
working capital, which is what companies need," says Gary Siegel, a DePaul
University accounting professor who
surveyed 800 financial executives at
big U.S. companies for the panel.
The report says most college accounting courses focus too much on
auditing, nonprofit accounting and taxation. These courses help prepare students to work for major public accounting firms, but don't adequately prepare
graduates to work for big companies,
the report adds. Yet two-thirds of the
50,000 students who take undergraduate accounting courses every year
eventually work for business, rather
than for accounting firms.
Many of the survey respondents
recommended that colleges offer
more than the one cost - accounting
course, which is standard in many college accounting departments these
days.
The joint report is being presented
today at the annual meeting of the
American Accounting Association, a
group of 9,800 leading educators, in
New York.
At Citgo Petroleum Corp., many recent college graduates who majored in
accounting aren't up to snuff for jobs
at the company, says Steven R. Berlin,
senior vice president of finance at the
Tulsa, Okla., oil concern and a member of the six- member panel. Consequently, in the last four years, Citgo
has been hiring liberal -arts or business- school graduates for 509 of its 20
or more financial jobs each year, he

says. Mr. Berlin says it takes an added
two years of in- house training to show
accounting graduates how to make
budget decisions useful to Citgo, a unit
of Petroeeos de Venezuela SA.
"Today's accounting students don't
hit the ground running," says Mr. Berlin. He says financial decisions at Citgo
don't always involve number- crunching, at which accounting students excel. "We need students who are more
imaginative and more skilled at seeing
the strategic direction our business is
taking." For example, Citgo is able to
price the gasoline, heating oil and catalytic feedstocks produced by a refinery in computer models "without using
dollar figures," Mr. Berlin notes.
Mr. Berlin faults the University of
Tulsa, among other colleges where
Citgo recruits, for failing to offer
enough management - accounting
courses such as budgeting and strategic planning.
Gordon Nielsen, who heads the
University of Tulsa's accounting department, concedes that his nine -member department falls short in teaching
management - accounting courses. "We
just don't have the resources," says
Prof. Nielsen. "We would need at least
two more faculty members to offer
more than one cost-accounting course,
and we just can't afford to spend the
$140,000 or more to do this."
Clark H. Johnson, vice president of
finance at Johnson & Johnson, the big
drug company based in New Brunswick, N.J., agrees that colleges fall
short in teaching business acumen to
accounting students. "So we encourage the 40 to 50 entry -level accounting
students hired each year to get their
MBAs at evening school or to study for
exams to become certified management accountants" given by the management accountants institute, says
Mr. Johnson, who wasn't involved in
the study. "Most accounting graduates
just aren't well - prepared for business."
Even the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business, whose
members include 675 such schools in
the U.S., concedes that accounting
courses in colleges poorly prepare students for jobs in business. The AACSB
is urging more colleges to adopt business -type accounting courses. "But we
can't move mountains," says Jane Rubin, the AACSB's director of accountMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

ing accreditation. "It will take years, if
not decades, for the nation's business
schools to come around to meeting
businesses' needs."
Another roadblock is that some colleges say their accounting students
prefer public- accounting over management- accounting courses, because accounting firms hire so many students
at their campuses. "We offered four
business -type courses three years ago,
but had to drop them because of low
attendance," says Bikki Jaggi, chairman of the accounting department at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick.
"Of our recent 150 accounting graduates, accounting firms hired more than
80, while companies hired only 10,"
says Prof. Jaggi. The rest went into
government, education and other
fields.
Currently, public accounting and
business each initially attract about
28% of the nation's annual crop of accounting graduates, the 310,000 -member American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants estimates. After
two years or more at the firms, many
accountants join client companies.
Five years ago, the AICPA urged
U.S. colleges to offer 150 semester
hours of accounting education for undergraduate accounting majors, rather
than the actual average of about 128
hours. But the 150 -hour program is
"useless unless it teaches students
how to make key business decisions in
cost accounting, budgeting and business strategies," says Keith Bryant, a
former steel company accountant who
is associate dean of the University of
Alabama's school of business in Birmingham and president of the management accountants institute.
Reprinted by permission of The Wall
Street Journal, 01994, Dow Jones &
Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Julian M. Freedman, CMA, CPA,
CPIM, is director, IMA research.
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COSOONDERIVATIVES
ast May, the U.S. General Accounting Office issued a report titled "Financial Derivatives: AcMANAG EMENT AC C O = NG /O C T O BER 1994

lions Needed to Protect the Financial
System." Cognizant of the widespread
concerns about derivative financial instruments that have been expressed,
the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) is doing its part to support the
GAO effort. COSO has been developing "Evaluation Tools for Derivatives,"
which is to be a supplement to its publication, "Internal Control — Integrated
Framework." Supporting COSO's developmental work is a project advisory
council, which includes in its membership IMA's representative, Diane M.
Butterfield, a senior vice president of
Chemical Bank, New York, and a member of IM Ks Management Accounting
Practices Committee.

IIAONINTERNALCONTROL
REPORTING
he Institute of Internal Auditors
issued a revised draft of a proposed Statement on Internal Auditing Standards, which now is titled
"Reporting on the Overall System of Internal Control." Some changes reflected in the new draft are:
• Changing guideline 430.08 from
should to may to accommodate
those internal auditing practitioners who may not be asked to provide reports containing opinions
and other information regarding
the overall system of internal control for the entire organization taken as a whole;
• Deleting the discussion regarding
point -in -time and period -of -time reporting and substituting the notion
of reposing for an agreed -upon period; and
• Deleting all the proposed guidance
containing specimen reporting language.
For copies of the exposure draft,
call IIA's Customer Service Center at
(407) 830.7600, ext. 1.

OTHERRELEASES
■ The American Institute of CPAs released for comment a proposed Audit and Accounting Guideline, "Audits of Brokers and Dealers in
Securities." The guide incorporates
new accounting and financial reporting requirements issued by the
Financial Accounting Standards
Board and AICPA's Accounting

Standards Executive Committee,
as well as auditing standards issued by the Auditing Standards
Board since publication of the 1985
edition of the guide. Contact AICPA's Order Department at 1 -(800)
TO AICPA.
■ The Governmental Accounting
Standards Board issued an implementational guide for GASB Statement 14, The Financial Reporting
Entity." The guide was developed
in response to a number of inquiries about the application of Statement 14 to primary governments,
stand -alone governments, and
component units. For a copy of the
guide, call the GASB Order Department at (203) 847 -0700, ext.
555.

FASABONTHEMOVE
o not confuse FASB with
FASAB, the Federal Accounting
Standards Advisory Board.
FASAB, based in Washington, D.C., is
engaged a series of projects intended
to promote better accountability and
control within the federal government. They include: Managerial Cost
Accounting, Stewardship, Cost of
Capital, and Property, Plant, and
Equipment.
Subscribers to Cap Access can access any FASAB file that has been put
on Internet by typing "go financenet"
from any menu prompt after connecting to Cap Access. To subscribe to Cap
Access, call (202) 994-4245.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Management Accounting Practices.

Lambers
CMA
REVIEW
Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. Workbooks included.

Call 1 -800- 272 -0707
for Information or
samplevideo
Circle No. 16
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ETHICS
ETHICS
HOTLINE
1- 800.6- ETHICS
EDWARDJ.McCRACKEN,EDITOR

ETHICS CASES FROM
ACADEME
BYP.MERLE MADDOCKS;SYLVIA
H. MICHELINI, CPA; AND GROVER
L.PORTER,CPA
n the February 1993 Ethics column,
Dr. Robert B. Sweeney stated that
a primary focus of colleges and universities is to provide an environment
for intellectual, cultural, and ethical development. Members of the academic
community must be encouraged not
just to recognize and avoid potential
ethical dilemmas but to establish a
mechanism for either dismissing or
confirming allegations of ethical misconduct. The following two cases represent actual ethical dilemmas encountered in the academic community.
SEASIDE UNIVERSITYCASE*
According to Sweeney, it often is the
existence of an urgent situation involving serious alleged ethical violations
that prompts the establishment of a
university -wide ethics committee. A recent incident at Seaside, a mid -sized regional university, is such an example.
The Department of Management
hired a chairman after a national
search, campus interviews and visits,
and screening by a university-wide
search committee. Within his first year
he was granted tenure in the management department —the area in which
he earned his doctorate (according to
the credentials he provided). Shortly
thereafter, the College of Business was
required to inspect the academic credentials (including transcripts) of all
faculty in preparation for an accreditation review. During this routine process, it was discovered that the chairman's official university transcript
listed his doctoral major as communigg

cation and speech, not management.
Most of the management faculty, who
already were concerned about his leadership style and ability, began to question his suitability to teach certain
classes in the management area.
The management faculty first discussed its concerns with the dean and
eventually went to the president of the
university. At this point the faculty
learned that the president and the provost as well as several members of the
search committee, were aware of the
chairman's credentials, and the administration intended to support him.
Shortly thereafter, someone "leaked"
the story, and the city's major newspaper carried an article about the dispute
and an interview with the chairman.
The article increased dissension within the department and the college.
Within a week of the news story the
president met with several faculty
members throughout the university
and had put into place the foundation
for a university -wide ethics committee.
Although the committee's first task
was to evaluate the specific charges
against the chairman, its major task
was to assemble a well- respected
group of university faculty who would
hear and evaluate future charges of unethical conduct. After reviewing theevidence in this case and meeting with
the chairman, the committee reported
its recommendations to the president
Within a month of the newspaper story, the chairman resigned.
Supporting Sweeney, this case illustrates that an institution should have a
committee in place to address claims
of ethical conduct before the need actually arises. Disputes often result in a
divisive, nonproductive work environment; therefore, the sooner the issue
is examined, the faster the recovery.
The accused also should be protected
and given an opportunity for defense in
a confidential manner. Last, going public or "whistle blowing" should be used
with extreme caution. Although often
it is effective, the cost can be high to
all parties involved.
GALAXY UNIVERSITY CASE*

The College of Business at Galaxy, a
small regional university, had secured
funding ($1 million +) from industry to
establish an endowed chair. The holder of the chair would receive a salary
in excess of $100,000, have all reasonable travel expenses paid, and have a
private secretary. A search committee
consisting of business faculty, faculty
from other disciplines, and administra-

tors was established to review the qualifications of candidates. The dean of
the College of Business was named
chairman of the committee and instructed membrs that the most important qualification was a strong record
in grants and publications.
Three candidates, chosen from the
numerous applicants, were invited for
campus interviews. After the visits, the
majority of the committee did not recommend offering the position to any of
them. The chairman, however, disregarding the recommendations, decided to invite one of the candidates back
to campus. That was tantamount to offering him the chair position. The candidate (Dr. Cagy) had reported an impressive research record on his vita,
including the upcoming publication of
several manuscripts with a major book
publisher. As it happened, one member of the search committee had published with this particular company.
He called an editor and found out the
editor had never heard of Dr. Cagy but
agreed to "check him out" with other
editors. Subsequently it was discovered there was no book contract After
a meeting with the provost and dean,
Dr. Cagy withdrew as a candidate. To
reiterate Sweeney on this point; honesty is a required standard of conduct for
faculty.
■
*The names in these cases have been
changed to protect all persons involved.
P. Merle Maddocks, Ph.D., is assistant
professor, Department of Accounting,
University ofAlabama in Huntsville.
She is a member of the IMA North Alabama Chapter and can be reached at
(205) 895 -6577.
Sylvia H. Michelini, BSBA, CPA, is
an auditor with the Office of Inspector
General for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA).
She is a member of the IMA North Alabama Chapter and the Committee on
Ethics.
GroverL Porter, Ph.D., CPA, is professor, Department ofAccounting, University of Alabama in Huntsville. He is
a member of the IMA North Alabama
Chapter and can be reached at (205)

895-6571.
Authors' note: The opinions expressed in
this column do not necessarily represent
the views of the Office of Inspector,
NASA, or any other agency of the United
States.
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TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

RALPHL. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGERH. HERMANSON, EDITORS

ASSESSMENT OF
ACCOUNTING
ED UCATION, PART (EVALUATING THE
PROCESS
ALISON L.DREWS- BRYAN,CPA,
AND JAMES R. DAVIS, CMA
o improve future decision making
it is important to evaluate the impact of all the changes to accounting education, such as advisory boards
or applying Total Quality Management
(1'QM). The educational literature refers to the evaluation process, whether
of changes or of the status quo, as assessment. When educational assessment takes place in colleges and universities, all academic programs are
affected, including accounting programs.
In the United States much of the
current educational assessment for
proving institutional and program accountability is mandated by accreditation bodies, state or public commissions of higher education, and boards
of trustees of individual institutions.
The American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) also has
been exploring assessment. Its focus
specifically applies to business and related education programs, most of
which include accounting programs.'
The accounting profession also is
encouraging the assessment of accounting education through the formation and activities of the Accounting
Education Change Commission
(AECC). The formation of the AECC
has stimulated many accounting educators to assess their programs informally. Rather than assess for accountability, however, the AECC is
encouraging evaluating programs for
M A N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1994

their ability to inspire self - learning.
The ability to self -learn leads to the improvement and advancement of knowledge.
A valid assessment is more likely to
occur when there is agreement among
the participants on the assessment
purpose, coordination and cooperation
among participants, ongoing planning
and evaluation effort to determine
what is effective, adequate resources,
and administrative support. In particular, informal and poorly planned assessment is unlikely to provide valid
conclusions because what is being assessed may be inappropriate or incomplete, how it is being assessed may be
unreliable, and when it is being assessed may be untimely.
Because assessment activities tend
to be inherently imprecise, it is wise to
employ a number of different assessment techniques to the same issue.
The results of each technique should
be generally supportive of the results
of the others before anyone draws conclusions and makes decisions. Resources applied to assessment activities have limits, so assessment should
be confined to a problem that is the
most critical or has the most potential
for improvement. Initial questions to
explore include: What is the role of the
accounting program within the overall
mission of the institution? What is the
mission of the accounting program,
and, derivatively, what are its goals and
objectives?
The AECCI is attempting to lead the
way in developing goals and objectives
for professional accounting education
by involving many constituencies of
the profession in the process; nevertheless, accounting faculties will need
to evaluate the appropriateness of the
AECC's suggestions. Also, the mission
of some accounting programs is more
encompassing than the goals and objectives of the AECC. Therefore, the
academic community will need to decide whether to limit the assessment
process to professional accounting
education only or to broaden the process to include all aspects of the program. Another concern is the decisions that will be made using
assessment data. For example: Is it important to track student performance
in order to better screen applicants for
the program, to weed out unsuccessful
students, to evaluate the curriculum,
or perhaps to do all three? If a program * s educational process is judged
satisfactory or is fixed due to external
constraints, decision making will be
limited. The decisions should be iden-

tified clearly before issues of what,
when, or how to assess are faced.
Educational assessment of accounting programs will occur and should be
undertaken with seriousness. The consequences of poor decision making
based on poor or incomplete assessment results can be as potentially damaging as doing nothing. Because many
choices are required during the process, participants should be knowledgeable about the issues. Management accountants, individually and
through local IMA chapters, can take
advantage of opportunities to assist local colleges and universities in improving their accounting programs
through the assessment process. Communication withaccounting educators
about new hireswillinform accounting
educators about the strengths and
weaknesses of their programs. Management accountants should volunteer
for advisory boards so they can be involved directly in ongoing or future assessment activities. To do so will require effort, but the potential
contributions and rewards are great.
At this time practicing accountants
and accounting educators still have a
voice in how the assessment process
will be conducted, and they should exercise their prerogative. If the higher
education community does not respond to the demand for accountability
by the society in which it functions,
other groups will interfere in what
should be a self - assessment process. If
this happens, the results may be incomplete, irrelevant, and biased
against accounting programs and accounting professionals.
■
Editor's note: As disclosed in the Executive Summary ofan lMA/FEI survey
Published in the September 1994 issue,
Corporate America is dissatisfied with
the level of expertiseofaccountinggraduates.
Alison L. Drews - Bryan, Ph.D., CPA, is
associate professor of accountancy at
Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. She
is a member of IMA's Anderson Area
Chapter.
James R. Davis, Ph.D., CMA, is a
professorofaccountancy at Clemson
University. He is a memberofIMA's
Greater Greenville Area Chapter.
'American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, Report of the AACSB Task Force on Outcome
Measurement, AACSB, St. Louis, Mo., 1989.
2Accounting Education Change Commission, "Objectives of Education for Accountants: Position
Statement Number One," American Accounting Association, Sarasota, Fla., 1990.
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HELP
WANTED

HELP
WANTED

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Systems Accountant: Columbia,
SC; Dvlp, monitor & estab
comptzd acctg systs to track
fixed assets, deprecia'n schdls,
prepay n of comprhnsve finan'1
repts. Prep audits & dvlp
comptzd A/P system. Prep acct
repts for mgmt as well as projections & feasblty repts on acctg
aspects of acquisition of new assets. Prep comptzd prgms for
cash f /cast analysis & acctg strategic plans. Use Lotus, dBase III
& UNIX based acctg s /ware like
Realworid for maintenance of
G/L & A/P systs to maintain
detld finan'l records. Train jr employees on computer applies for
acctg. Dvlp in house p /roll system & estab cost acctg systs.
Create comptzd incentive based
compens'n pekges. Perf variance
analysis. File tax statements &
conduct internal control. MBA
in Acctg or Finance + 2 yrs exp
as Systems Accountant or 2 yrs
exp as Financial Systems Analyst /Accountant in job duties
listed. Must have 1 yr exp in Lotus 1 -2 -3 dBase, UNIX based
acctg s /ware like Realworld & in
estabg comptzd acctg pckges; 1
yr exp in prepg comptzd mgmt
aectg repts for new acquisition
of assets and three mos exp in
VAX systems & performing analysis of operations. Exp may be
gained as student consultant.
$32,000 /yr, 40 hrs /wk, 9a -5p.
Send resumes to Columbia Job
Service, P.O. Box 567, Columbia
S.C. 29202, Attn: Ms. Lisa Hill,
Job Order No. SC 2000304.

F-O- R-T -U -N -E of Columbia is
an authority in the placement of
Manufacturing Management Accounting professionals nationwide. We conduct searches for
CFO, VP Finance, Controller and
Cost Manager positions in the
$40,000- $150,000 range. To discuss our current opportunities,
call 803- 788 -8877. You may fax
your resume to 803 - 788.1509 or
mail to:

THIS IS NOT AJOB OFFER.
THIS IS A CAREER OFFER
Start your own practice with extensive training in marketing, client processing and practice management systems. Plus unique,
proprietary write -up software and
network of colleagues.
SPECIAL OFFER
Fifty appointments with prospective clients to help you get established. Financing available.

TAX -FREE
FINANCIAL
OPPORTUNITIES
Incorporation, banking and trust
in the Cayman Islands. Take advantage of this off -shore tax -free
environment
Call 1- 800 - 277 -8140
to order a 25 page
information booklet
Foreign Shores.

COMPREHENSIVE@
The Accounting Network
1.800- 323 -9000

BOOKS

F -O-RT -U -N-E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies
pay our fees.

FINANCIALSERVICES
CAPITAL
SOURCES
SERVICES
Professionals helping professionals locate financing sources for:
• Venture Capital
• Leveraged Acquisitions/
Restructurings
• Working Capital
• Commercial Real Estate
• SBA Programs
• Equipment Leasing
No fees if not successful.
FMR
Financial
Management
Resources
1- 800. 824 -3467

OVERHEAD EXPENSE
REDUCTION
Start Your Own Consulting
Practice
Our extensive training provides
you with a proven system of qualifying, marketing, and delivering
cost containment engagements
on a RISK FREE, CONTINGENCY basis to clients in all industries. Unlimited market. Our representation has saved clients
hundreds of thousands of dollars
annually.
COST CONTAINMENT
SOLUTIONS, INC.
(502) 429 -5011
TIRED OFTHE
CORPORATE
RAT RACE?
Then start your own successful
accounting practice. New Clients,
Inc. has helped hundreds of professionals do just that! Our proven program includes guaranteed
billing, hiring and training of a
marketing staff, internal processing procedures, and much, much
more.

"CAN YOU TRULY AFFORD
TO CONTINUE WASTING
TIME AND EFFORT ON
PROJECTS THAT REALLY
LOSE MONEY?"
If not, you must read Peter L.
Grieco, Jr.'s newest book Activity
Based Costing.- Ike Key to World
Class Performance.
Order your copy today.
$26.95 ($2.95 s/h)
me /visa /amex
1- 800. 5474326

SOFTWARE
ACTIVITY BASED
COSTING SOFTWARE
Activity Analyzers for DOS and
Windows. Create activities, cost
drivers, bills of activities, and attributes for multi- dimensional activity analysis. Single -level and
multi-level product costing with
full bill of material roll -up.
Lead Software, Inc.
158 Greenfield Drive
Bloomingdale, IL 60108
(708) 351 -5155

Call 800- 338 -0778

for details.
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Call our advertising representatives:
Peter McGrath or Jim Hart
Manag ement Accounting
10 Paragon Drive,

Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
Tel: 1- 800 - 638 -4427r
FAX # (201) 573 -0639
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Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 45 days
preceding month of publication.
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Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be faxed
to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639.

Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompanyeach order. Mail copy to Alice Schulman, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGO, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Tel.
1- 800 -638 -4427 Ext. 280.

Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or rejec t advertisements for MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING^ Classified

Display Classified: One - twelfth page (1-

5/8" x 3-114") is available at $822.
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IN THE LIBRARY
Members may borrow materials reviewed in
this section bycalling Shahe Sonentz, manager
of library services, Stuart Cameron McLeod
Library, at 1- 800638 -4427, ext. 235.

SHAHS N. SANENTZ, EDITOR

DEMING'S PROFOUND
CHANGES:WHENWILLTHE
SLEEPINGGIANTAWAKE?
Kenneth Delavigne and J Daniel Robertson, PTR Prentice Hall, Englewood
Cliffs,NJ 07632, 1994, 274 pp.T h i s
thought - provoking study describes
what the authors feel is wrong with
American industry and tells how W.
Edwards Deming's 14 points, if applied
properly, would
resolve many of
the key issues.
Although the
book is not written specifically
for management
accountants, every reader of this
magazine will be
challenged to rethink some of
the basic principles underlying how business is being
run today.
Management must understand
complexity and randomness in all processes. Simply asking workers to try
harder —or, to use the author's term,
Taylorism (named after the early 20th
century guru Frederick Taylor) —cannot get the job done, no matter how
much supervision is applied.
In one sense there is little that is truly "new" in this book, but some of the
best management thinking available is
distilled in one brief volume. Anyone
with management responsibility for
the work output of others should read
Deming's profound changes. You may
not become an instant Deming disciple, but you undoubtedly will start to
question some of your own behavior —and, even more likely, the behavior of your boss!
Alfred M. King, CMA
92

get. A further strength of these volumes is appendices for every chapter
that contain practical, ready -to -use
questionnaires, worksheets, and
charts.
If anyone is having a difficult time
completing the required number of
hours of Continuing Professional Education, the Controllership Guide has
built in self -study exams that can be
mailed to the publisher for CPE credit.
I used the book in an IMA sponsored
course on controllership and found it
extremely effective as background material. It definitely is the leading, if not
only, publication of its kind. Buy it.
Read it. Use it on the job.

PPC'SCONTROLLERSHIP
GUIDE

Alfred M. King, CMA

Second edition, David A. Tolson et al.,
eds., Practitioners Publishing Company,
P.O. Box 966, Fort Worth, TX 76101,
800 - 323 -8724, 1993, three volumes
(looselea,O—Many of us in the management accounting profession complain
that we are not considered part of the
management team. Too many of us are
stuck with the image of "scorekeeper,"
called a "beancounter," and referred to
as "the green eyeshade." To escape
from this dead -end road, we must participate in management issues —thinking like a business person, not an accountant. If this scenario strikes too
close to home, how do you escape?
How do you start thinking like a business person?
PPC's Controllership Guideis an outstanding reference work that belongs
in the personal library of every reader
with controllership potential. But don't
just have it sitting on the shelf. Read it.
Use it.
It is hard to identify a critical area
that is not covered in the 15 chapters.
Cash management, receivables, management, and inventory management
are obvious, but chapters on obtaining
financing, managing business insurance, and personnel management will
appeal particularly to readers working
in smaller organizations. Notice that
the chapter titles emphasize management.
For example, in the inventory chapter, significant space is allotted to managing inventory levels, purchasing and
cost control, and receiving, shipping,
and physical control. The way to play
on the management team in the inventory area, for example, would be to become involved in the business issues,
not just in the preparation of a monthly
report calculating variances from bud-

THE ISO 9000 BOOK:
AGLOBALCOMPETITOR'S
GUIDETOCOMPLIANCE AND
CERTIFICATION,SECOND ED.
John T. Rabbit and PeterA. Bergh, Quality Resources, One Water St., White
Plains, NY 10601, 1- 800 - 247 -8519,
1994, 224 pp. —More than 30,000 European companies have been certified
by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO). By the end of
1993 more than
2,000
North
American operations h ad been
certified as companies whose
products and
services flow
across international borders increasingly recognize that the
ISO standards
represent the common denominator of
business quality. You still can compete
internationally without this certification, but if a competitor has it and your
company doesn't, your company may
well be the loser. This second edition
of the book, written by two businessmen who directed the Foxboro Company's successful ISO 9001 certification effort, includes a sample quality
manual designed to help identify the
activities that an organization needs to
perform in order to obtain the certification. Newly revised to reflect the
1994 changes to the standards, this
guide is a valuable resource for a company that plans to qualify for the ISO
certification.
Robert F. Randall
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Accountemps specializes in placing qualified temporary accounting, finance and
information technology professionals. In fact, Accountemps is endorsed by the
Institute ofManagement Accountants,so you can be sure you
have access to the most qualified financial professionals.
And our Robert Half division can assist you with your
aeon dW
requirements for permanent personnel.
Endorsed By
Companies
have relied on us for professional, P
prompt
P
The Institute of
P
Management
and cost - efficient service since 1948. We have an internaccountan
tional network of over 175 offices to serve you. Call your
local office today at (800) 803 -8367.

'he World's Lea
Temporary Fin
Robert Half In
m1994
An Equal Opporium
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